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Memories as Re-created Cultural Practice
– a Foreword to the Second Edition
Håkan Lundström
Kàm Ràw grew up in a Kammu speaking village in northern Laos where
the Kammu (or Khmu) is one of the largest minority populations. As a
young man he travelled around for seasonal work or as a result of domestic warfare, until he found himself in Sweden in the mid-1970s as a
co-worker within the long-lived Kammu Language and Folklore Project
based at the Institute of East Asian Languages at Lund University,
Sweden, and founded by Dr Kristina Lindell.
Thereafter, his adult life centered around Kammu culture, both the
things he himself knew and the material that had been collected among
other Kammu people. It is no coincidence that the project included researchers from a wide variety of disciplines, for the knowledge that Kàm
gathered did not follow the borderlines between scientific disciplines or
faculties – it constituted a natural whole.
His personal knowledge led to one volume of tales and stories, one
dissertation on the Kammu language and one dissertation on Kammu
singing – apart from numerous articles on various subjects. He also
wrote about his own life and about rituals and beliefs related to death
and the funeral. This work – Hunting and Fishing in a Kammu Village
– symbolized Kàm’s shift from informant to researcher. That was when
Kristina Lindell decided that it was time to put Kàm’s official name,
Damrong Tayanin, before her own in the volume, for she rightfully
recognized the changing process that was taking place.
Kàm’s memory was no doubt exceptional. Whether this depended
on his individual personal capacity or whether it was formed by mnemonic techniques he learnt when by oral transmission studying to be a
shaman from a master is difficult to say. Perhaps it was a combination
of the two.
ix
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This can be exemplified by the way he approach a computer for the
first time. As a child Kàm had learnt to read and write in Lao by peeping
into the window of the school where his elder brother went, but where
he himself could never go. He made his own erasable board and practiced and practiced. He learnt to communicate orally in Lao, Thai and
several Kammu dialects and eventually also in English and Swedish.
During his first years in Sweden he learnt to use an electric typewriter. A
major part of his job was to transcribe Kammu language materials from
tapes – mainly tales and songs – and to add word-for-word translations
between Kammu and English.
In the early 1980s the first computers came to our university departments. These were the Macintosh computers with a small window and
no internal memory. You had all the information – programs as well
as documents – on discs. There were no courses to take. In my case, I
learnt what a document was the hard way and also what would happen if
you didn’t save it properly. I still haven’t been able to retrieve the large
article I then wrote on bamboo concussion tubes in Kammu tradition
and lost forever …
It took most of us quite some time to figure out how to handle this
new piece of technology. Kàm, who had only recently learnt how to type
on a manual typewriter, sat down and tried it out during one afternoon
and solved it there and then. It seems that the principle of documents
and folders within folders in several layers was perfectly natural to him.
It is a pity that no one made a screen dump of that screen, for it might
very well have mirrored his own mnemonic techniques.
Later on I had the opportunity to study this in relation to Kàm’s
way of storing and retrieving bits and pieces of words and melodies
that come out as songs, infinitely varied in different combinations. The
songs were re-created every time.
One of the first things Kàm did within the research project was to
build a miniature of a Kammu house, perfect in the smallest detail. He
then began to make drawings that were used in order for the linguists to
check the names of various parts of a house, a tool or a musical instrument, etc. Drawing seems to have been more or less unknown in Kammu
tradition. Quite evidently Kàm was nevertheless talented in this respect
and this is proven by the talent being carried on by one of his sons.
I remember that Kristina Lindell would say that “Kàm does not
draw things, he builds them”. I think this observation was correct. If
I would want to draw something like a childhood toy or a house that I
remember, I would probably picture it in my mind and try to copy that
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picture. Kàm’s technique seemed different: he pictured in his mind how
he would build the object and then built it with his pen on the paper
piece by piece. Therefore he was better at drawing things he had built
than depicting things that he saw.
Though Kàm’s memories all belonged to the past, because it was a
long time since he had experienced them, they were not really memories
in the form of frozen pictures of the past. They were actually living
activities that he could retrieve from its storage space and make alive
and re-live again as he told them or wrote them down.
He knew how to construct a trap, where to put it and what it could
catch, because he had done that hundreds of times. He also knew
whether the situation required a prayer to some deity and when he wrote
that prayer down he might not remember it from a specific situation, but
he knew how to re-create a suitable prayer. He also knew what situations would need a sacrifice and he didn’t need to remember a specific
sacrifice but he knew the system of sacrifices – or taboos for that matter
– and could re-create a suitable sacrifice (or taboo).
This has a bearing on the term ‘authenticity’, which is a difficult
concept. We often say that this or that is authentic or not authentic. Are
recently re-created cultural practices ‘authentic’ or not? The answer is
that the question is wrongly put. If one asks whether Kàm’s re-created
cultural practices were ‘authentic’ relative to Kàm’s cultural experience
as a young adult in his Kammu village, I will definitely say ‘yes’ – and
Hunting and Fishing in a Kammu Village is a good example of this.
When Gerald Jackson, Editor in Chief at NIAS Press, contacted us
about a reissue of Hunting and Fishing, Kàm Ràw came up with a few
recipes. Initially his response to the request for a new text puzzled me
somewhat. Of course, anyone who tasted Kàm’s food knows that this
was a business he knew well and when he called his contribution The
lucky hunter his thought was obvious: the result of successful hunting is
food. Kàm did this with his usual understanding of the whole and with
a portion of his usual sense of humour.
Kàm and Kristina are no longer among us, but their unique collaboration has resulted in further research involving the original researchers
and spreading to include more. From his time as a student Magnus
Fiskesjö has had the opportunity to witness this development closely.
No one is better prepared to tell about their extraordinary collaborative
research on Kammu culture.
Olivier Évrard has visited Kàm Ràw’s home area, something that
Kàm himself never had the opportunity to do in later years although
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he was well aware that his home village Rmcùal only existed in his
memory. Olivier’s contribution demonstrates the radical changes in the
lives of the inhabitants of Rmcùal and nearby villages and also beautifully points out how the hunting practices connect the past with the
present.
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Following Kàm Ràw’s Trail
Olivier Évrard
In the upper Nam Tha basin in Northern Laos, as in most of the uplands
of Mainland Southeast Asia, the trails are usually designed to reach
the crests as fast as possible. From the bottom of the valley, they climb
straight up, cutting through the contour lines without zigzagging along
the slopes, until they reach the main ridge, which lies usually between
1,000 and 1,500 meters of altitude. The ascent, then, is stiff and quite
unpleasant as the sight is limited by the dense undergrowth that covers the foothills. It is a relief to reach the line of the crest: the gaze is

Two hunters walking along an abandoned swidden.
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suddenly liberated and one discovers (with quite a surprise at first since
one didn’t expect the upland environment to be so influenced by man) a
landscape of wooded undulating hills on which fields and fallows make
a patchwork of shaded greens, browns and yellows. Recently cleared and
burnt fields are dark in the hot spring, covered with green paddy during
the rainy summer, and finally become yellow for the harvest in the cool
autumn. Thereafter, the green of the fallows become darker as the forest
grows older until there are cleared again for cultivation, a cycle which
takes usually between 10 and 15 years in this region. Truly old forests can
be noticed by their dark green color at the top of some hills, hiding a settlement, around some deep combs, protecting sources, or in the distance,
marking the limit of the village territory. Here, human density remains
low and swidden agriculture is clearly not a cause for deforestation. The
landscape reveals how much the forest is interwoven with the fields,
which are only temporary clearings, as well as the intimate relationships
which exist between the villagers, most of them from Kammu and Rmet
ethnic groups (two Mon-Khmer speaking populations, the latter being
known under their Lao name, Lamet) and their environment.1
Hunting, and more especially trapping, is fully part of this agricultural technical, ecological and social system.2 The hills host a great
variety of animal species and most of them find their subsistence in the
clearings, or in the nearby fallow woods, rather than in the deep old
forests. In the long collective fence that protects the fields, the villagers
leave some small sections open where they install their traps (dead-falls
and pole-snares, more rarely spear-traps) to catch the animals (various
kinds of rodents and birds, squirrels, pheasants, wild boars and deer)
that try to enter the fields to eat the paddy straw and grains. The meat
acquired through trapping during this period is usually dried and kept
for serving as meals during the harvest, when relatives and friends come
to help in the field. The same practices occur for the other phases of
1 My transcription system differs from the one used in the rest of this book, that for the
Kammu Yuan dialect. Not being a linguist myself, and having to transcribe both Kammu
and Lao names, I opted for a Romanized script which does not indicate consonant height,
vocalic length, glottal stops or tones. However, common Kammu words used here appear
in both forms in Appendix II and common Lao names are followed by an asterisk. The
same system is used for place names, which are given in a single word: for instance,
Viangphukha instead of Viang Phu Kha or Mongkanueng instead of Mong Kanueng.
2 In mainland Southeast Asia trapping is intimately linked with agriculture and is
especially developed among upland farmers. Forest hunter-gatherer groups such as
the Mlabri of Northern Thailand and the Mani on the Thai–Malay border traditionally
never used traps. The former hunted using only spears and the latter only blow-pipes.
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A small dead-fall trap set
up in the fence of a swidden
field.

the agricultural cycle – clearing, sowing and weeding – though for the
latter, which takes place during the rainy season, the men usually have
to go hunting into deep forests. In a context where exchange of labour
is a crucial component of the local economy, successful hunting and
trapping is very important to ensure that the household members will
be able to host decently those sharing their labour in their field without
having to kill too many animals of their own livestock – chickens, pigs,
cattle, buffaloes and sometimes goats. Those are therefore serious activities, which children learn very early, starting with insects and small
rodents before taking part in more serious sessions with the adults.
Being simultaneously a sum of techniques and an economy linked to
a lifestyle, hunting and trapping are also highly symbolic activities. They
involve a series of representations concerning the social order as well as
its relations with the natural and the supernatural world. First, and most
obviously, such activities mirror the sexual division of tasks in the sense
that they are exclusively male activities, while women mostly collect
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edible plants.3 A Kammu tale explains that, in the time of first origins,
all animals belonged to humans but that the men, being too lazy, let their
animals flee in the forest while the more industrious women kept theirs in
the village. Therefore, pigs became wild boars, buffaloes became gaurs
and cattle became deer. All the animals found in the forest today are those
who used to belong to the lazy men and therefore it is their duty to hunt
and trap them (Lindell et al., 1984: 17–18). This is also why men are the
ones to deal with the forest spirits, since wild animals are not considered
only as prey but also as signs of the supernatural entities, or principles,
that share the world with human beings. Hunting or trapping an animal is
therefore engaging into a relation of exchange with these spirits, which
are considered literally as “owners” of the game. This is obvious in the
account made here of the construction of spear-traps. First, the “spirits
of the area” receive silver and copper money as well as rice, tobacco and
betel in exchange for the hunter laying a trap on their territory. The dead
animal caught in the trap is then examined to determine if its spirit-owner
has really intended to give it to a human being.
Some animals, though, such as elephants, rhinoceros or gaurs, may
not be hunted or trapped because their link with their spirit-owner is too
strong to be broken.4 Since exchange with the spirit-owners of such animals is impossible, killing one of those creates an imbalance and threatens the hunter’s household well-being and the Kammu therefore used
to organize special rituals if such an occurrence happened. Damrong
Tayanin recalls here that, if a hunter had killed a gaur or a rhinoceros,
he had to construct a garden near his home in order to pretend that the
animal had eaten his plantations should the dead animal’s spirit-owner
visit him in a dream. The example is interesting since it shows that the
relations with the spirits are not exempt of trickery on the part of the human. This is however not the case with dangerous animals such as large
felines, who are considered to be related to the evil spirits of those they
may have killed. Because those dead could not received proper funeral
3 Fishing may appear as a special case but, as this book makes clear, a closer look
reveals that here also a broad division can be established between the male techniques,
which involve the use of weirs, creels and traps (with techniques similar to those used
along the fences of the fields) and the female ones, when the fish and the frogs are
caught with the hands as if collecting plants.
4 While today rhinoceros have completely disappeared in Laos and wild elephants remain only in Sayaburi province, there are still a few gaurs in the most remote places of
the Nam Tha basin. These animals are protected by law but no Kammu would anyway
dare to hunt them since they “have a master” (ah cao) and cannot be killed without
putting one’s own health and well-being in danger.
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rituals, their souls have been left wandering in the wild and became
angry spirits who can create calamities if the body of such animals is
brought into the village.
Other prohibitions relate to the existence in the Kammu society of
clans identified by the name of an animal or a plant (this is also true for
their close neighbours, the Rmet). Those clans are supposed to be exogamous though in reality this is seldom the case since local lineages (or
even sometimes households) are the truly relevant matrimonial units.5
Clan affiliation has little role above village level but since it is a system
of social classification common to all Kammu settlements,6 it can be
used to integrate newcomers. Thus, when people arrive in a village
which they do not know at all, they will be hosted by those who share
the same clan affiliation as them and, should they stay permanently,
they would be considered as a member of the same alliance unit. The
emblem of the clan cannot be hunted, eaten nor touched by its members
because it is believed to be responsible for the death of their common
ancestor or, more rarely, to have prevented it.7 Breaking the ban is said
to cause the skin to become itchy and loose. While in the above cases
of the gaur or the tiger, the refusal to consume the animal expressed an
irreducible distance between the spirits and the human, here it is linked
to its closeness, as if consuming it would be eating a part of oneself,
therefore destroying the boundary between the inside and the outside.
5 A discussion on the nature and the role of clan affiliation and its relations with lineage
and household membership would exceed the space available here. For the case of the
Kammu, see the article by Lindell et al., 1979, which indicates that clans are mostly
handy designations used to retain memory of alliance units whose shapes and limits
are often ambiguous, as shown also in my work on the Kammu villages of the Nam
Tha area (Évrard, 2006). Guido Sprenger (2008) makes a similar statement for the
Rmet. He demonstrates that clans are not necessarily groups per se but rather notions
that can be used to define descent groups on a local level – and integrate newcomers
into them. In this process, the human borrow examples of contrastive values from the
natural world to create different categories among themselves.
6 Available ethnographic materials indicate the existence of around twenty different
clans within Kammu society (no precise census has been carried out yet) with four
categories of emblems: quadrupeds, birds, reptiles and vegetation. Segmentation
seems to be lower among these last two categories with the latter including only one
plant (fern), though both a garlic clan and mushroom clan have also been reported in
Laos and Vietnam (Lindell, 1984: 6), each with very few members. Most common
clan totems in Kammu villages of the Nam Tha area include fern, forktail bird, munia,
eagle, wild cat, wild boar and civet.
7 For tales on the origin of clans among the Kammu, see for instance Lindell et al.,
1984 and Ferlus, 1980. The same clans with similar tales of origin are found among
the Rmet (Izikowitz 1951, Sprenger 2008).
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Such symbiotic relations between upland farmers, forest and wild
animals are very common in Southeast Asia. However, while there have
been numerous works on the various ethnic groups living here, very
few of them focus specifically on hunting and trapping, hindering therefore any serious attempt at a comparative anthropology on technical
and social organization as well as on knowledge and representation of
nature in this part of the world.8 This is a first reason that makes this
book an invaluable contribution to the study of Southeast Asian societies. A second reason relates to the very nature of the data presented
here, which are drawn from Damrong Tayanin’s personal experience
as a Kammu villager. He later went to Sweden and became a scholar
specializing in his own people, collaborating until her death in 2005
with Kristina Lindell, a Swedish linguist and folklorist with whom he
published many books and articles on Kammu culture.9 He started to
work on this volume soon after he arrived in Sweden where he met Karl
Gustav Izikowitz who gave him a copy of his own work on Rmet traps
(Izikowitz, 1939) and encouraged him to write down his memories with
his own words and interpretations. The result is a “native ethnography”
of hunting which, to my knowledge, is the only one available still today
on Southeast Asia. Finally, a third reason that makes this book so valuable is its topicality. For, while a huge number of upland villages have
been resettled and merged in the foothills as a result of war or within
the context of policies for rural development, hunting and trapping remain crucial activities for local livelihoods. Indeed, one may even say
that they are more important than in the past though practised in a very
different socioeconomic and ritual context. The following paragraphs
elaborate on this idea and give an account of the changes that occurred
in the author’s native area after he left his village.
Damrong Tayanin was born in 1938 as Kàm Ràw – which means
Kam, son of Raw10 – in a Kammu village called Rmcual (also pronounced sometimes under its laoized form as Namchouan) settled in the
mountainous area that divides the Viangphukha plateau and Nam Tha
8 As Karl Gustav Izikowitz pointed out, traps similar to those of the Kammu and Rmet
are to be found all around the Indian Ocean and on the islands of the Pacific. For
him, they are part of “a very old hunting culture which is common in a high degree to
certain parts of Africa and southern Asia, with offshoots in Indonesia and the island
world of the Pacific Ocean” (1951: 357).
9 For a detailed account of this collaboration and a complete bibliography, see Magnus
Fiskesjö’s contribution at the end of this volume.
10 In the Kammu villages of Laos, it is customary to use the father’s name as a family name.
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valley in Northwest Laos (see map overleaf). This village does not exist
today; it has been merged with other settlements in a new village called
Longmun, which lies in a small valley near the newly built track linking

Above: The three ladies in
the centre of the picture are
the children of Kàm Ràw’s
elder brother, Meunraw –
from left to right: Kammuen,
Vimuen and Haktchoy. On
the extreme left, Kammuen’s
daughter and grand-daughter.
On the right, Vimeun’s
husband, Tiengraw and his
brother.

Left: Kammuen and her
grand-daughter.
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Contemporary settlements in Kàm Ràw’s native area
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There is no official transcription for toponyms in Laos. Moreover, official names of
ethnic (non-Lao) villages have been laoized
and can differ from the name given by the
villagers themselves. For this map, I tried to
keep close to the original names or pronunciations (Kammu, Lue or Rmeet) each
time I knew them. Names of rivers and
streams are given in the Lao language.

Source: National Geographic Department, Vientiane, 2001 & personal observations, December 2011
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Viangphukha and Nalae districts. This is a ten-hour walk north from the
old site of Rmcual. Kàm Ràw was the last child in a family of five children,
among whom there were three brothers, Taman, Muen and Chueng, and
one sister, Mueang. All of their descendants are now dispersed in various
locations, including Luang Namtha city and the suburbs of Hueysay in
Laos as well as Lampang in Thailand, where Kàm Ràw went in 1972
before he left for Sweden. Only the second brother, Muen, remained in
Rmcual. He passed away in 1998 and one year later, his three daughters
Haktchoi, Vimuen and Kammuen followed the remaining villagers of
Rmcual down to Longmun, where I met them in December 2011.
Rmucal’s disappearance is not an isolated case. Indeed, the whole
area where it was settled 40 years ago has become entirely depopulated.
When Kàm Ràw was born, there were 33 households in his native village, meaning a total population of more or less 200 people. Rmcual
was then part of a group of 13 villages, scattered in 21 settlements,
forming the sub-district (tasaeng in Lao language) of Mongkanueng
after the name of its administrative centre, which was also its biggest
village. The population of these villages could vary greatly, from less
than 25 households in the smallest ones up to 150 in Mongkanueng, the
biggest, with an average of 50 households per village and 6 people per
house. Based upon these figures, one can assume that Mongkanueng
sub-district numbered around 4,000 inhabitants at its maximum stage of
development. Similar figures are given for the neighbouring Chomkaeo
sub-district, which comprised 8 villages (in 11 different settlements) for
a total population of 360 households; that is, there were more than 2,000
people before all of them also migrated in the lowlands (see Table 1).
Table 1: Villages and households in the former Chomkaeo subdistrict
Ancient names of the villages
Saenthong*
Chomkaeo
Phulot (2 settlements)
Namlai
Saput (3 settlements)
Konuen
Konthit
Konsalai

Number of households
10
68
80
40
36
56
40
30

* According to the oral tradition, this village was the original unit from which both
Mongkanueng and Rmcual originated.
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Table 2: Migrations and relocations in Kàm Ràw’s native area (Tasaeng
Mongkanueng) between 1977 and 2000
Ancient name of
village
Rmcual

No. of
settlements
1

Sakab

3

Monglai (also
2
known as Salueang)
Konsalai
1
Mongkro
Mongsruean
Saklang

1
2
1

Rayang
Tachum

1
3

Rakueng

2

Konuer

1

Mongkanueng

2

Relocation area(s)

Hueysay suburbs (10 households); Luang
Namtha (5); Longmun Chomkaeo (11).
Officially settled near Namtha river (opposite to Ban Konekham) but the real village,
known as Ban Kub, is a one-hour walk from
the river in a small valley.
Salueang Pang, near Nam Thip.
Some households in Donehaen mixed with
Rmet.
Nam Thip valley.
Ban Taluang
Part of the village relocated to Ban Phadaeng
in Viengphukha district.
Split in many different directions.
A group of households went to Thongnapaen in
Viengphukha, near the spring of the Nam Ngao.
Split in many directions, one group going to
Viengphukha.
A group went to Kontru village in Viangphuk
ha district, another to Luang Namtha suburbs.
Some households went to Hueysay suburbs
(Ban Namphu) and some others went to
Longmun Chomkaeo.

In most cases, these relocations have not taken place suddenly, with
all the households moving together at the same time to the same place.
Instead, there was a gradual and continuous depopulation of the upland
sites, people out-migrating to various destinations (see Table 2) until finally the last remaining households on each site decided to move down and
merged with other households coming from similarly depleted settlements.
That is what happened on the old site of Rmcual village, where only
8 households remained when it was completely abandoned in 1999. They
moved together to their current location, Longmun, where they settled
with other households coming from various villages that had experienced
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Table 3: Origin of the households presently living in Longmun area
Village of origin
Mongkanueng
Rmcual
Mongrot
Konthi
Saphut
Mokkampang
Lampae
Mokkmtueal

Previous sub-district
Mongkanueng
Mongkanueng
Chomkaeo
Chomkaeo
Chomkaeo
Singsai
Singsai
Nalae
Current Total
Longmun Chomkaeo
Longmun Singsai

No. of households
5
5
3
10
40
?
?
?
84
80

a similar depopulation trend. Only 5 of these other households came
from a site near to Rmcual village (Mongkanueng) while all the others
gathered from more distant Kammu settlements belonging to different
sub-districts as shown in the Table 3. These migrations gave birth to two
new villages at the same location: one called Longmun Chomkaeo, the
other Longmun Singsai. In Longmun Chomkaeo, where a few of Kàm
Ràw’s relatives still live, a majority of the 84 households originally came
from Saphut village (composed of three settlements) where they were
still making a living on the upland sites until the end of the ’90s.

General view of Longmun from the river.
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General view of Longmun from the top of the village.

Two interlinked factors account for the gradual and continuous depopulation of the Kammu villages of this area between 1975 and 2000: the
aftermath of the two Indochina Wars on the one hand and the economic
development of the lowlands on the other hand.
The long period of civil and international conflict that lasted from
1945 to 1975 did not affect the uplands of Northwest Laos to the same
extent as those located near the border of Vietnam. There were neither
huge bombing campaigns nor major ground battles here, contrary to what
happened in Siaeng Khwang for instance. The Kammu of the Nam Tha
basin (who constitute a large majority of the population here) nevertheless became directly involved in the conflict though on different sides depending on their location and subgroup (tmoy) affiliation. Those settled
to the east of the Nam Tha river (Kammu “rok” and Kammu “lue” subgroups) mostly sided with the communists (Lao and Vietnamese) while
those to the west (Kammu “khuaen” and Kammu “yuan” subgroups, to
which Kàm Ràw belonged to) mostly sided with the royalist troops due
to historical reasons and local geopolitics (for details on these aspects,
see Évrard 2007 and Évrard 2011). While this involvement remained
modest, localized and sometimes fluctuated over time, it meant that the
whole area west of the Nam Tha, where Rmcual was settled, was not
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under the control of the communist troops who had conquered Luang
Namtha city as soon as 1962 but were then unable to effectively control
the highlands further south until the end of the conflict. Small airfields
were built (one of them on the current site of Longmun) and used to send
supplies and technical assistance to local troops. Some men, including
Kàm Ràw, received basic military training under such circumstances and
got personally involved in the anti-communist fighting.
At the end of the sixties, a force of several hundred men had thus been
constituted with Lao royalists, Thai and US support and placed under the
leadership of a man known as Khamsaen, a Kammu khuaen who was a
native from Ban Phuti, near Viangphukha. After the cease-fire agreement
of 1973, and even more so after the communist takeover in 1975, some
of these men flew to Thailand to escape retaliation by the new regime
but others stayed and occasionally set up ambushes against local officials
and administrators. This was the beginning of what the villagers still
call today the “goat war” (suek bae*), during which time there was no
clear organization and no local leadership. As a result, villagers started
to move in various directions depending on their networks. This period
ended in summer 1977, when an attack on the Viangphukha garrison
by a group of commandos, mostly Kammu, coming from military bases
in Thailand through Xiengkok, prompted a large-scale military action
by regular Lao troops backed by Vietnamese forces. The whole Kammu
khuaen area was depopulated at that time with entire villages forced to
move near to Viangphukha city. In the case of the Kammu yuan area,
resettlement occurred on a smaller scale and involved only some of the
families at each site. However, this event is still remembered locally as
the beginning of the demographic decline in the upland villages because
first it torn apart their economic and territorial system and, secondly, it
coincided with a radical shift in the nature of their relationships with the
lowlands areas.
The economy of the upland Kammu villages involves frequent
exchanges not only between households but also between neighbouring
villages. These exchanges concern primarily labour since swidden agriculture requires big groups of workers at some points of the annual calendar, especially during clearing, weeding and harvesting. These work
groups are usually constituted on the basis of affinity rather than kinship
and they therefore often gather people belonging to different lineages
and/or clans – or even villages when fields from different settlements
are established alongside each other. Ties created inside such units can
very well lead to the development of matrimonial relationships which
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in turn mean that gifts and counter-gifts will be regularly exchanged
between wife-givers em* and wife-takers khoey* households, a relationship which represents a very important structure of Kammu social life
and which Damrong Tayanin constantly refers to in his books. As Karl
Gustav Izikowitz (1951: 84, 141) rightly noted in the 1930s during his
stay among the Rmet, who have a social organization similar to the
Kammu, this means that the work group operates as a virtually autonomous unit and can even constitute the nucleus of a new settlement.
Such a social and territorial system implied that upland villages kept
close and peaceful relations with each other, a situation contrasting with
the one prevailing among other northern Mon-Khmer speaking groups,
such as the Wa for instance.11 Inter-village mobility was frequent as well
as the creation of new settlements that could merge segments of neighbouring Kammu villages. The population density had to remain low to
avoid land-access problems but at the same time the settlements needed
to be quite close to each other to facilitate economic, matrimonial and
ritual exchanges. Such a system was fluid and flexible but also relatively
fragile since if a group of important villages suddenly disappeared, or if
the population felt below a certain level, then it could trigger a snowball
effect and an entire area could quickly become depopulated: those staying on site had access to more land but less labour was available to cultivate it which meant in turn decreasing economic and ritual exchanges.
As a consequence, they became impoverished by the departure of their
neighbours and therefore in turn started to leave.
Another key factor in this weakening of the upland economies
was the changing nature of their relationships with the lowlands. The
Kammu highlanders had always been under the cultural, political and
economic influence of their lowland neighbours but, at least in this
region and until the end of the colonial era, they had kept a great deal of
autonomy. Local leaders, sometimes bearing noble titles given by the Tai
princes, acted as “guardians of the edges”, watching over movements of
populations and trespassing of borders. While the lowlands were often
devastated and depopulated by the conflicts between Tai principalities,
most of the Kammu villages remained intact on the ridges of the hills.
The first colonial explorers in this area noticed the relative “wealth” of
11 Neither the stories told by the Kammu elders nor any written document mention
historic conflicts or vendetta between famous Kammu leaders supported by armed partisans. On the other hand, some of the biggest Rmet villages (those which Karl Gustav
Izikowitz named the “Upper Lamet”), do have such stories which are usually associated
with competitions for prestige and control of iron production.
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these villages and the abundance of rice they enjoyed comparatively to
the lowland villages, which were often recent ones and had not had time
to develop irrigated paddy fields. Pierre Lefevre-Pontalis, who was the
first Westerner to explore the Nam Tha basin at the end of the 19th century, wrote for instance that this area was the “rice granary” of Luang
Prabang (2000: 180) and he made similar remarks while travelling
on the Viangphukha plateau, noticing how much the lowlanders were
economically dependent upon the highlanders for food, forest products
and raw materials. Conversely, the lowlanders had a privileged access
to some categories of goods (iron, salt, tissue and later on manufactured
products) through their control of fluvial trade or their proximity with
the main caravan trails for instance. However, the highlanders could
also get access to these products themselves and they were often seen
traveling in groups toward the main centres.12 Besides, many of them
were also leaving their villages to work temporarily in the lowlands,
especially in the Siamese and Burmese teak forests (Lebar, 1967). They
would come back after several months or years, converting the money
they had earned in prestige goods such as gongs, bronze drums and
buffaloes and getting married in their native area.
In sum, the highland economies were developing in symbiosis
with the lowlands, keeping their own rules and systems of value. This
lasted until, more or less, the end of the French protectorate in the early
1950s. From then on, the lowlands started to exert an economic, political and cultural influence that transformed their relations with the
highlands into colonial ones. Geographic and cultural margins became
new borders to be delineated, protected and exploited for their natural
resources. Simultaneously, their inhabitants were asked to participate to
the building of the new Nation-State and many indeed enthusiastically
joined groups of new settlers in charge of developing permanent rice
agriculture around the urban centres in the lowlands. In Kàm Ràw’s
native area, many households from various villages started buying land
near Hueysay, on the banks of the Mekong river, as soon as the end of
the 1950s. This movement accelerated later on at the end of the 1970s
when the new communist regime called for volunteers to refill the
plains emptied by the post-war exodus. It went on in the 1990s when
new rules against shifting agriculture were enforced by the government, forcing the villagers to look for alternative livelihoods. Official
discourses emphasized the need to eradicate shifting cultivation because
12 For instance, Kàm Ràw tells how he went to buy salt in Boten, near the Chinese border,
with a group of around 30 people from his own village (Damrong Tayanin, 1994: 104–107).
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it is considered as the main factor of poverty and as an obstacle to a
“permanent and sustainable activity” (chatsan asib khong ti*). Upland
villages were encouraged to merge and resettle on the foothills where
“focal zones” designed by the local administrations for their agricultural
potential were receiving most of the public investment and foreign aid.
While it can be argued that such a policy was a pragmatic and necessary
one, it also tended to increase the gap, in terms of livelihoods improvement, access to public services and technological innovations, between
the increasingly wealthy lowlands areas and the remaining impoverished
upland villages, leaving no choice for the latter but resettling downhill.
That is how the current Longmun “focal zone” was created.
Longmun is formed of two adjoining villages, Chomkaeo and
Singsai, nestled on the banks of the Nam Khueng, a tributary of the Nam
Tha. Villagers started to move here in 1999 and recalled that the entire
area was covered with old forest. However, the site had been already
occupied in the past. A salt pit had been exploited here during the colonial era and an old mule track linked it to the major caravan trail on the
Viangphukha plateau. In 1964, Tai-Yang people briefly moved in, possibly to escape warfare and insecurity but they experienced a high infant
mortality. They then moved their village back again in Viangphukha,
near the main road and on the banks of the Nam Fa river where they
still live today (Ban Nam Fa). In 1966, a small airfield was built, on the
very site where Chomkaeo houses stand today, to receive planes carrying
military and medical supplies sent by the American who supported anticommunist warfare among the highlanders of this area. At that time, a
group of 18 Kammu households from Phuuen, Tavan and Saphut villages
came here to settle and several of their members received technical training for the maintenance of the planes and of the airfield. The site was
completely deserted after 1975 until the local administration decided,
in the middle of the 1990s, to select it as one of the “Focal Zones” for
its rural development policy. Development actions were initiated in
Longmun in 1998 with the construction of a complete primary school
(from Grade 1 to 5). Kids coming from different villages started living
there permanently during the week, rejoining their parents only during
the weekends. This first move was followed after the 1998 harvest by
the relocation of the young adults who started clearing the land and
building the houses before the last elders finally rejoined them at the
end of 1999. In 2000, the provincial administration funded the construction (and gradual improvement up to now) of a road to link Longmun
area with the administrative centre of Nalae district, on the Nam Tha
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Table 4: Population in Longmun in December 2011*
Age
< 1 year
1–4 years
5–14 years
15–24 years
25–40 years
41 years and more
Total

Total
16
101
301
164
141
221
944

Women
9
50
145
82
65
123
474

Men
7
51
156
82
76
93
470

*Data from primary school director.

river banks, 20 km to the east. In addition to the road, the villagers also
received assistance for basic sanitary structures: in 2006, a French NGO
came to built several drinking fountains with cement floor and in 2007 a
new dispensary was built using European aid budget. Finally, electricity
poles are currently being put up along the road and electricity is expected
for the first months of 2012.
It is hard to overstate the positive consequences of all these investments and technical innovations, especially in the sector of health and
education as well as for the quality of life of the women. The most
spectacular change, however, one which is spontaneously mentioned
by all the inhabitants, relates to accessibility. In the past, the villagers
willing to go down to Nalae district centre near the Nam Tha banks used
to walk half a day, leaving in the very early hours of the morning and
coming back after the sunset. Today, this is a half-hour trip taken in one
of the three four-wheel-drive vehicles owned by the villagers or on one
of the already countless motorbikes. The same road that links the village
to Nalae toward the east also goes on to the west, following the old mule
track, passing Thaluang village, crossing a high mountain ridge, entering Viangphukha district and finally connecting the newly upgraded A3
road which is the major highway between the Thai and Chinese borders.
Ten years ago, to reach Viangphukha one had to walk nearly two full
days from Longmun (the same was true if one was starting from the old
Rmcual village). From there, a bit of luck was necessary to find a local
taxi and to cover the 120 km to Hueysay, near the Mekong and Thai
border, in less than 10 hours on a trail full of potholes. Today, a good
gravelled trail links the village to the A3 highway and only three hours
(four with a motorbike) are needed for the same trip. This does not mean
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A swidden field recently harvested and Thaluang village in the background.

that all the villagers now move often in both directions since regular
mobility is still a privilege that only the wealthiest (or professional taxi
drivers) can afford. However, trips to the district or provincial centres
as well as to the Thai border are much more frequent than in the past
and are undertaken for a wider array of reasons including of course
trade and official meetings but also increasingly for studies, conscription, medical problems and visits of relatives. After a period of being
completely halted between 1975 and 1990, labour migrations, mostly
toward Thailand, now also occur among the bachelors. Unlike what
happened in the past (Évrard, 2011), they concern as much girls as boys
these days and tend to preclude a permanent installation in the lowlands,
preferably in the suburbs of the cities.
Improved accessibility and public services also mean a tighter
control from the local administration over the use of natural resources.
In accordance with the 1996 Forest Law, Longmun territory has been
mapped out and forest areas have been classified in five categories, each
with its special purposes and regulations (see Table 5 overleaf).
Consequently, the surface areas available for shifting cultivation have
been officially reduced as well as – but to a lesser extent – those where
hunting and gathering are allowed. As an alternative, the local administration encourages the introduction of cash crops (watermelon, garlic and
groundnut) and the development of plantations of rubber trees. However,
the agrarian transition takes time and currently the villagers remain largely
dependent upon shifting agriculture and cattle-raising for their livelihoods.
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Table 5: Classification of forests according to 1996 Forest Law
Sanctuary forests (pa pongkan*) are located in key areas where they are
supposed to prevent soil erosion and landslides and well as protect the water
springs. All human activities are banned in those areas, which are under the
authority of district administration.
Preservation forests (pa sangouan*) are areas with exceptional biodiversity
or culturally important monuments. Those forests are under the control of
the district administration. Wood-cutting is entirely prohibited while hunting
and gathering may be tolerated.
Production forests (pa phalid*) are plantations (teak, rubber) or areas for hunt
ing and collecting. Those activities are controlled by the village committee or by
the provincial administration when big volumes of wood are processed. Shifting
agriculture is forbidden in this kind of forest.
Remediation forests (pa fuenfu*) are secondary forests that were once used
as fallows by the local farmers. Those forests are supposed to become either
production forests or preservation forests in the future. Shifting cultivation
is therefore prohibited but hunting and gathering is tolerated.
Degraded forests (pa sud som*) are theoretically the only forest areas that
can be used for agriculture by the villagers. Shifting cultivation is tolerated
but with a maximum of 3 years of fallow and only as a transitory practice
before more permanent forms of agriculture can be established.

Hunting and trapping are still important activities, too, and trapping is
maybe even more frequent than in the past since the use of rifles has been
officially prohibited by the government. Moreover, many wild animals
tend to live close to the villagers’ fields and, since most of the upland territories have been depopulated during the last decades, some species such
as wild boars, deer and stags tend to be more numerous than in the past
on the outskirts of villages. This may be also linked to the nearly complete extinction of their biggest predators since among the felines, only a
few spotted leopards and marsh lynx remain. Among the canidae family
however, dholes (a sort of wild dog, known as mprok in Kammu) seem
to be more numerous than in the past. They are a source of concern for
the villagers since they kill quite a big number of cattle, maybe because,
according to the villagers and contrary to the felines, they do not devour
their prey entirely, but eat only their intestines and eyes.
The biggest game animals regularly hunted are stags (tayak), deer
(puas) and wild boars (seuang pri). However, while boars can be hunted
freely, deer and stags are officially protected, which means that the villagers cannot shoot them near the village otherwise policemen will hear
the sound of the gunshot and fine them. Therefore, they mainly trap those
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animals with big pole-snares (raeo) or with spear-traps (klar) using a gun
only when they spot these animals far enough away from the village.
Other big animals include monkeys (va) and white-chested bears (hual).
Both are officially protected by law but the latter is still trapped or hunted
sometimes, mainly for its bile, claws and teeth, which are sold for huge
prices to Vietnamese or Chinese traders. Such events remain relatively
rare however (in 2011, two bears were said to be killed) and, most of
the regular hunting and trapping activities are directed toward smaller
game: pangolin (kmbuar) and monitor lizards (trkot), killed with guns
or trapped with dead-falls (pray); porcupines (re), killed with guns or
trapped with pole snares such as pioch or raeo; civets; various types

Preparing bird traps (tngkaer).
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Left: Setting bird traps
(tngkaer).

Setting a spring-pole snare
as a squirrel trap (maen).
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Left: A spring-pole snare
set as a squirrel trap
(maen).

Hunting birds with a crossbow.
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Baited bird traps (tngkaer).
Detail.

of birds, caught with baited bird traps (tngkaer); and of course many
different kinds of rodents (tun) and squirrels (prok), of which the Kammu
distinguish 6 species) for which the villagers use mostly traps belonging
to the dead-fall type (pray) or to the rat-snare type (maen).
The organization of hunting, fishing and trapping activities through
out the year is still pretty much the same as what is described in this
book. Trapping is practised especially in the dry season, from November
up to March–April. During and especially after the harvest (which goes
roughly from mid-October to the end of November depending on the
year and the location of the village), the men catch a lot of animals that
enter the fields to eat the paddy straw and grains. Various kinds of traps
are used then – the many varieties of spring-pole snares but also snaptraps, baited bird traps, dead-falls as well as spear-traps for the biggest
games. At this same time of the year, when the moon is full, the young
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women go catching frogs at night, using their flashlights. During the
beginning of the rainy season, when the weather is very hot and the rivers still low, men hide while hunting birds (or sometimes also use glue
which they put on rods placed in the trees) while women go catching
crabs with their hands or fishing using the look technique, which means
stirring up mud and then catching the dizzy fish with the hands. During
the hot and humid summer and until October, the men catch what they
call sat mok*, or literally “animals from the mountain”, which means that
the game stays mostly far from the village, in deep forests and therefore
is not easy to catch. The villagers use all the different kinds of traps
during this period, as well as their guns and catch all kinds of animals,
from small rodents up to stags, boars and even bears. They also catch

Bird trap (tngkaer) set ready.
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Coming back from fishing.

fish going upstream using suspended bamboo cages (puer) as well as
weirs (kro).
A major difference with older periods lies in the contemporary
social context for the transmission of knowledge, both technical and
ritual, associated with hunting. The common houses for men where the
elders used to gather and the bachelors spent their nights do not exist
anymore and children spend most of their time at school, not in the village. Elder men still gather in small groups under the houses or near the
smithies to do some basketry, prepare bird traps or repair agricultural
tools. Some young boys of eight to ten years old like to stay with their
grandfather on such occasions and enjoy learning those techniques as
well as the stories associated with it, but they are not a majority. Hunting
remains a valuable and prestigious activity among the young,13 but it
13 Fishing seems to be increasingly popular among the young generation though, maybe
because of the deeper influence of lowland lifestyle on their culture. Release of young
fishes in the streams everywhere in the country has also become one of the highlights of
the National Wildlife Day celebrated on 9 July each year.
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is now undertaken in relative secrecy and without collective celebrations as in the past. In other words, it is increasingly disconnected from
the ethical system, embodied both in nature and society, that it used to
be subordinated to. At the same time, the new regulations on wildlife
protection tend to be ignored, either because they are unrealistic and
not seriously implemented or because there is an increasing demand for
certain rare and endangered species from Chinese and Vietnamese traders. In such a context, this book should not be considered as a testimony
of old practices doomed to disappear. Rather, its translation in the Lao
language, along with other more conventional participative methods,
could be a mean to reintroduce an ethic of hunting among the highlanders of Northern Laos.
AUTHOR’S NOTE
This text was written following a visit to Damrong Tayanin’s relatives in
Longmun village, Nalae district, Luang Namtha province, in December
2011. They hosted me warmly and enthusiastically shared their knowledge of the environment as well as their personal biographies. I also
benefited later on from the comments and advice of Magnus Fiskesjö,
Håkan Lundström and Gerald Jackson. Jakkrapong Aorpradit helped me
with designing the map. Finally, I am also indebted to Jean-François
Reumaux who facilitated my transportation during this journey.
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Map of the Rmcùal Area
So far we have not been able to find a map of Laos where small villages
like Rmcùal are marked. Not even the biggest village in the area, Móŋ
Knɨ̀ŋ, where the district office, Tà Sɛ́ɛn, was located is found in any
of the maps we have access to. Therefore we have to be content with
a map which I have drawn from memory. The distances are somewhat
uncertain, because I remember how long it takes to walk from one place
to the other rather than how many kilometres it may be. Yet I believe
the map may correspond fairly close to the mental map anyone living in
Rmcùal has of the area.
The streams are of great importance to us, and every grown up
person in the village would remember the names of all the brooks and
streams marked on the map. It is not only as a source of fish and frogs
that they are of major importance, but they are also indispensable for
orientation. Our paths usually run along the streams, and therefore the
names of the streams function much the same way as the names of the
streets in a city. If you are to tell anyone how to get to a certain place,
you just mention the name of the nearest stream.
When we speak of the streams, the word òm ‘water’ usually precedes the proper name. We thus say Òm Klɨ́r rather then just Klɨ́r.
Only the names of streams mentioned in this book are included
here. However, over the years I have also drawn several other maps
covering a much wider area, where all geographical names in Kammu I
can remember are marked.
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Introduction
The present work came into being in a somewhat uncommon way.
Since 1973, Dr Damrong Tayanin, whose Kammu name is Kàm
Ràw, of the Rmcùal village north of the Namtha river in northern Laos
has been enrolled in the two successive research projects Kammu
Language and Folklore and The Kammu Village: A Southeast Asian
Minority Society at Lund University, Sweden. During all these years of
cooperation with many researchers in various fields, which for him has
served as a compensation for the schooling he never managed to obtain
in his youth, Kàm Ràw has developed from being a superbly intelligent
and imaginative informant into a researcher in his own right. In 1986 he
was made Honorary Doctor of the Faculty of Arts at Lund University.
In this volume Kàm Ràw presents a picture of food acquisition
other than by rice-farming and stock-raising in his home village and the
surrounding area. He has, of course, himself taken active part in all the
different stages of the work and the ceremonies described – provided
that the work is done by men – not once but many times for some thirty
years. There is not the kind of trap or snare which he is not able to make.
In drawing the illustrations he has often had to build the traps either in
full scale or as models in order to get the mechanisms right. Even when
he does not actually build the trap, he obviously “builds” the implement
in his imagination when drawing it. Since for him the work on the traps
has become almost totally automatic through years of practice, he traces
the constructions with movements of his hands. A reader who studies
the illustrations carefully will soon discover that the traps not only look
all right, they are all drawn so that their function is absolutely clear.
When Kàm Ràw first arrived in Sweden, Professor Karl Gustav
Izikowitz was one of the first researchers who showed an interest in
him. We were kindly invited to visit him in his summer house in the
archipelago on the west coast of Sweden. At this very first meeting
Izikowitz encouraged Kàm Ràw – the two gentlemen conversed mainly
in Rmèet (Lamet) – to write down his memories from his home village,
35
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not trying to imitate western anthropological works but using his own
words and his own evaluations. This book is the first answer to that
exhortation.
The collection of notes for the book was begun more than a decade
ago, when Kàm Ràw received a copy of Izikowitz’s work Traps from
the Lamet and the Puli Akha, Laos, French Indo-China,1 a work which
Kàm Ràw admires very much. Since then he received constant encouragement from Izikowitz, with whom he had long discussions over the
telephone till within a few weeks of Izikowitz’s demise. It is a comfort
to know that Izikowitz lived to read the chapters on the spear-traps, the
booby-traps and several of the snares.
For the present work Kàm Ràw has preferred to write in Kammu
in the transcription developed within the projects.2 My own role in the
work has to quite some extent been that of an adviser. The frame and
composition of the work has been discussed, but in the first phase I have
not taken part in or supervised the actual writing. When translating and
editing the various chapters, I have advised the author to add information or to rewrite a section, where this seemed necessary. In many places
I have also made additions in order to make conditions or a certain process clear to readers unfamiliar with life in upland Southeast Asia. This
has been done in order to reduce the number of footnotes and does not in
any way change the content or the meaning of the original text. I believe
that my own experience of hunting and fishing might have been of some
value, since I hope that it has enabled me to ask the right questions.
As would be expected, the translation has offered many difficulties,
some of which have been unsolvable for lack of equivalent words in
English to the very detailed and precise vocabulary the Kammu possess with reference to hunting and fishing. A trapper would probably
have specific words for all the part of the traps, but very few of these
words are found in commonly used dictionaries. Rather than resorting
to the Kammu word, I have given the traps and each detail of them a
descriptive translation indicating their function, when they appear for
the first time in a chapter. It would, however, make the text very heavy
and cumbersome to repeat these explanatory translations all the time,
and therefore the Kammu words are sometimes used later on.
Even when it is not a question of being unable to find a suitable
word in English, Kammu is a trying language to translate depending
1 Izikowitz (1939).
2 For the transcription and the intensifiers mentioned below, see Svantesson (1983).
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on its intrinsic terseness. In this respect it easily measures up to classical Chinese, and the translator often has to ask herself whoever it was
who did what to whom. The intensifiers – which do not really “mean”
anything but make the narrative so lively and graphic that it enables the
listener to visualize the entire story – can only rarely be rendered in the
dull and unimaginative Germanic languages. Often the Kammu intensifiers have been retained, in the hope that the reader will “see” two bright
shining spots when he reads that the eyes of an animal flicker, síañ síañ,
in the jungle at night. The translator can only regret that she is unable to
reproduce the vibrant intensity of the Kammu narrative style, when the
author gives us a hunting story.
The major part of this volume consists of information on the work
pertaining to hunting and fishing and the ceremonies which are an inseparable part of it. In many sections also accounts of actual occurrences
related to especially hunting are included. They appear with a broader
margin to separate them from the main text. Many of them are memories
from Kàm Ràw’s own life, but there are also some stories which he can
remember that other people have told.
While working together on the volume, Kàm Ràw has given the
translator a wealth of additional information on the habits and behaviour of
various animals. There can be no doubt that he possesses his knowledge
partly because of a deep and genuine interest in animals as such. When
asked how he could know so much, however, he gives the laconic explanation: “If I did not know that, I wouldn’t get anything to eat.” This
is certainly true to a very great extent, because hunting and fishing is an
important part of food acquisition in the traditional Kammu villages in
northern Laos.
Despite the shortcomings of the translation, the present work gives
a wealth of first-hand information on some important aspects of 1ife in
northern Kammu villages as it was a decade ago. It is to be hoped that
the reader will not only profit from reading the account but also get
a feeling of being close to the people the daily life of which is being
depicted.
Lund in August, 1989
Kristina Lindell
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Learning to Hunt
In Kammu society both men and women fish, although for instance
angling is undertaken only by men. Hunting on the other hand is exclusively men’s work, and women never take part in hunting, usually not
even in the ordinary work on the bigger traps. This is said to be because
almost all work connected with shooting and trapping is dangerous.
Actually this seems to be the real explanation, since women do take part
in for instance the building of dead-falls. If they like to, they also may
work on small, less riskful traps for smaller animals, such as insects,
rats, birds and squirrels. It is thus not a question of a taboo for women
to take part in work which entails death.
Most of the work on the traps is undertaken in the common-house,
where the men spend a considerable amount of time. Often the same
kinds of materiel are used for building traps and weaving baskets,
and the weaving of baskets is also men’s work and is done in the
common-house.
Unmarried men sleep in the common-house, and boys gradually
move down to sleep there, perhaps as early as at the age of 5 or 6 years.
From that age on, a boy spends many hours every day in the commonhouse, and there he will listen to the talk while the men work on parts of
their traps or while they weave baskets. It is there more than in any other
place that he will learn about his own culture, and it is also there that he
will hear the folk tales told and retold.
Almost every day the boy spends in the common-house, he will
hear the older boys and the men speak about animals and hunting. The
boy will thus at a very early age learn to understand something about
hunting, and it is probable that he will acquire an interest that will last
for the rest of his life.
The interest will certainly be encouraged in all possible ways, and
the common-house serves as a kind of school for the work that will be
of great importance to the boy and his family later in life. As soon as he
is able to, he will begin to take part in the work. Soon enough he will
39
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learn to twine strings for the traps from different kinds of bast, and he
will learn the simpler stages of basket weaving at such an early age that
he will be unable to recall how he was taught.
The boy does, of course, learn a lot of the various techniques just
from looking at the work of the more experienced men around him, but
there is also quite some deliberate teaching involved. It is the duty of
especially the elder brothers – also male cousins on the father’s side
are considered brothers1 – to see to it that the younger ones learn their
work properly. This is also in their own interest, for with one more good
hunter or trapper in the house, the life of the entire family will get easier
and the diet will improve to a considerable extent. Good baskets which
the boys should learn how to weave are also of great importance for
work in the house and on the fields.
The elder brothers are also to some extent responsible for the security of the smaller ones. They have to see to it that they learn to be
careful with the more dangerous traps. Traps are no toys. They are built
in order to kill, and the release is instantaneous. It takes long practice
before you know how to set a trap so that you do not risk being hurt if
the trap is accidentally released. A snap-trap, for instance, will easily
break the fingers of a child, and small boys can therefore not be allowed
to play around with traps.
Otherwise small boys are in many ways encouraged to play at hunting. As boys everywhere they like throwing pebbles and sticks, and for
them the aiming is a preliminary exercise for shooting. They also catch
grasshoppers for baiting the fishing-rods, and they try to find the craterlike openings to the holes of edible crickets. The boys also try to observe
where the birds build their nests, and they look for wild bees. They also
try to find out where the delicious digger hornets have the entrances to
their nests underground.
In doing so the boys learn not only to recognize a great variety of
animals but also to identify the cries of various animals, observe how
they move and where and how they like to hide. They also learn how to
walk in the jungle in order not to scare the animals away.
Already at this early stage the boys begin to learn something about
the dangers encountered by the hunter. When catching grasshoppers one
has to be constantly on one’s guard against poisonous leaves, against
snakes of various kinds and against the dreaded big centipedes, the
poisonous sting of which is extremely painful. One also had better not
1 For the Kammu kinship system, see Lindell, Samuelsson and Tayanin (1979).
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mistake the hole of the big, fiery red hornets with cobalt-blue wings for
that of the edible cricket, although the holes look almost precisely the
same.
During the play the boys begin to try to build their own traps. They
also like to build models of bigger traps, such as spear-traps. Modelbuilding is quite prominent among the plays of Kammu boys, and they
often build tiny models of houses and barns and of the tools used in actual work. The grown-ups also like to fabricate models for the children
to play with. The first knife a Kammu boy gets is most probably one
made of bamboo or hard wood.
Often boys of 7 or 8 years of age get their first toy cross-bow,
which to begin with is no more than some 40 cm long with a bow of
some 30 cm. Although such a bow is not very strong, a well-made toy
bow is excellent for practising to shoot. The construction is exactly the
same as for a real cross-bow, and it is possible to take careful aim with
it. Insects, lizards and mice can therefore be shot with the toy bow, and
the boys often try their hand at hunting such small animals. Later on the
young boys may get a second toy cross-bow with which they may hunt
birds and rodents and perhaps shoot small snakes. Thereby they begin
to learn that it takes much more than just good shooting to become a
successful hunter.
At the age of ten a bright boy should already have found a niche for
himself in the work team. Now he will go with the grown-ups to build
dead-falls, and he will angle with the older boys as soon as he gets a
chance. When a boy begins to angle he may not be much taller than the
short fishing-rods he plants along the shore of some brook or stream. If
he is nimble-fingered he can probably weave simpler types of baskets,
although they may not be perfect in shape. He should also be able to cut
triggers and other parts of the traps to assist the men.
However, he still has neither the strength nor sufficient training to
cut the bamboo strips for weaving baskets, for instance. In this work a
small knife with a very long handle is used. The blade of the knife is
controlled by the thumb and the index finger, but the movement comes
from the shoulder and the upper arm and is transmitted by the elbow
under which the long handle is placed. This is a most energy-saving
way of cutting, and a man can work for hours at cutting long, paper-thin,
perfectly even strips, but it takes years to learn the technique.
It is probably the age between 12 and 16 which is most decisive
of a boy’s future as a hunter. At that age it will be known whether he
has the keen eyesight and the steady hand required to become a good
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shot. The ability to shoot is, of course, of great importance, but being a
marksman does not necessarily make one a successful hunter. Genuine
knowledge of animals, their whereabouts, their habits, movements and
fears is equally important for success in hunting. The boy has already
learnt something about this during his play, and now he will be constantly informed by his father, uncles and elder brothers when they go to
examine the traps or when he is allowed to accompany them on the hunt.
He will learn to observe nature carefully wherever he goes and
whatever he does, and it is useful for him always to know – in the literal
meaning of the phrase – what way the wind blows, as is elucidated in
the section on hunting below.
It is not only from practice the boy learns, however. Especially in
the common-house, but also during pauses in the work on the fields or
when the men take a rest on a trading tour, he will hear the others tell
of their experiences. Men like to talk about hunting, but it is fortunate
that the boy does not learn exclusively from stories. The stories almost
always deal with occasions when something went wrong, when the
animal escaped, when it attacked the hunter or when it was wounded
instead of immediately killed.
As with other kinds of work, it is often the unusual and the abnormal that attracts attention, it is the uncommonly thrilling and dangerous
events that are told and retold. Hunting is always thrilling, but a normal
hunt passes without any spectacular incidents. To us Kammu, hunting
is primarily a kind of work that a man has to learn in order to get a
sufficient supply of meat for his family. Hunting is certainly not a sport,
as it seems to be to nonprofessional hunters in the West. If a man likes
to hunt, as I myself liked to do when I was still living in my home village, he is lucky, for it will hardly be possible for him to disregard the
hunting. A man who does not go to hunt quite frequently is considered
lazy and neglectful of his family, while a man who is a good hunter is
highly regarded. To be a nàay pràan ‘successful hunter’ inspires quite
some respect.
I would like to tell a story from my own experience as a hunter. Back
home in the village I have told it several times in the common-house,
because my friends like to hear it. The story is not about a hunt where
something went seriously wrong, but about an uncommonly successful
night hunt. It is a true story, and I would like to tell it because it deals
with one of the proudest days of my life.
Those listening to the story in the common-house can also learn
something new from it, for it shows that it can be most profitable to
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hunt by torch-light. To us who took part in the hunt this was a totally
new experience.
When one is walking through the forest at night, one often hears
the sounds of animals in the darkness. If one sees the animal at all it is
usually only by the glimmer of its eyes. If then one has no light, one has
to watch out, because the eyes may belong to a tiger. One cannot just
fire at the eyes, because it could also be the eyes of a domestic animal
which one does not want to shoot. The eyes of almost all animals reflect
rays of light. Monkeys, however, have the same kind of eyes as human
beings, and they do not reflect light.
Once in the year 1969 just before the sowing period several families
in our village needed some extra meat to use during the sowing.
One day we sat together in our small common-house, Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ,
Sét Mán, Hák Ŋùa, Tìaŋ Ŋə̀n and I. It was just before lunchtime when
the older people began to discuss how to get some meat for the coming
days when everybody would be too busy with the sowing to go for a
hunt.
Then my elder brother said: “If you can collect some money for a
water-buffalo, I will give up one of our white waterbuffalo bulls. It costs
about sixty màn.”2
Then we said: “Yes, we will go and collect the money.” Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ
and Hák Ŋùa went to ask the villagers in every house if they would like
to have some meat, and how much money they would like to pay for the
buffalo meet. Many of the villagers did not want to have meat from a
white buffalo, however, since most Kammu people do not eat the white
buffalo’s meat or cow meat. For instance, women who have a baby are
not allowed to eat meat from white animals, as the baby is said to get a
very bad stomach and die. We did not get enough money together to pay
for the buffalo.
In the end I said: “Wàaŋ, let us go hunting with electric torches
tonight. Probably we can get some animals.”
Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ said: “Oh no, we will never get anything. I do not believe that we will get anything.” He said this partly because one is not
supposed to speak of luck in hunting in advance, but also because he did
not believe that we could possibly get anything that way.
I said: “Let’s try, please come with me!”
Sét Mán, my eldest brother’s son, went home and fetched food
and cooked rice, and we made some pepper sauce. Then all of us ate
2 Màn is the French colonial coin piastre de commerce.
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together. While we were eating I talked about our going hunting with
electric torches. The others laughed and laughed, because they did not
believe that we would get any animals at all.
About 4 o’clock in the afternoon I took two electric torches, wrapped
a pack of cooked rice, peppers and salt and put it in my shoulder-bag. I
gave Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ one of my rifles, and I took one myself.
Then we went to the Cùk stream. When we came to the Prlèe stream,
I said to him: “You go on this side of the stream, and I will go on the
other side. Then we will meet at the mouth of the Cùk stream.”
I went over the Prlèe stream, and there I saw red jungle fowl. I shot
one. It was a cock, and I picked it up and carried it down towards the
mouth of the Cùk stream to meet Wàaŋ. We made a fire outside the Cave
of Porcupines and cooked that red jungle cock. When we had eaten, we
sat at the fire and listened to the porcupines crying in the cave. Probably
the porcupines tried to scare us away from the mouth of the cave, since
our presence prevented them from going out.
At a quarter past ten in the evening we started to go up to the Smpɨ́ar
river, I went in front of Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ, and he followed behind me at some
distance. When we arrived at the mouth of the Nuŋ stream, I saw a pair
of eyes which flashed, síañ-síañ, in the light of my torch on the opposite
side of the Smpɨ́ar river. I quickly ran towards the flicker, torch in hand.
As I came closer, I could see that it was a sambar doe and I could see
it clearly against the dark jungle. I put the torch along the barrel so as
to hold it steady and shot, and the doe fell down into the water. Then I
noted a movement and looked up the river bank and there was another
one; it was a sambar stag. Although it had, of course, heard the shot, it
did not run away, and I shot that one down, too.
Then Wàaŋ Mɔ̀ɔ ran to me and asked: “What was that?”
I said: “Look, we have got two sambar deer.”
He said: “No, Kàm, I don’t believe it.”
I said: “Yes, here is one, and up there is another one.”
In just two or three seconds that night we got two sambar deer.
Then I asked Wàaŋ if we should continue hunting, but he said: “No,
it is enough for this time. We must hurry home to the village.”
We went home to tell the villagers and ask them to help carry those
sambar deer home.
The following morning the villagers went and carried the sambar
deer into the village. When they arrived in the village, we gave a share
of the meat to every family in the whole village. They cooked the remaining meat for the big feast which is always given when somebody
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manages to lay down big game.3 Almost everybody in the village came
and took part of the food and drank rice wine. The village feasted for
one whole day and the following night. They all drank rice wine and
ate at noon on the first day, and then followed a delicious dinner which
lasted for several hours. Everybody drank to me, and I was very happy
and content.
When people ate again at 4 o’clock the following morning, the meat
set aside for the feast was almost finished, but each family had also kept
some of it to use during the sowing period.

3 Cf Hunting Feast below.
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Preparations for Hunting and Fishing
In the following chapters, customs and practices pertaining only to, for
instance, a specific kind of trap will be described in detail in the section
dealing with that trap. There are, however, also some preparations for
hunting and fishing which are the same regardless of the method with
which the animals are caught and these will be explained here.
When a man is preparing to go for a hunt or is thinking of constructing traps, there are certain taboos he has to observe.
In principle it could be said that the period of time for which he
must observe the taboos is longer the bigger animals he intends to hunt.
If he is just going to set small traps for birds or rodents, it will suffice
to observe the taboos for a few hours. Say, for instance, that he sets
the traps in the evening, and then returns home to have dinner with his
family. After dinner he need not observe the taboos any longer. If it is
deer or other big animals he intends to hunt, however, he will have to
observe the appropriate taboos for one whole day.
The taboos concerning both hunting and fishing mainly consist
of prohibitions to eat or even touch certain kinds of food and to have
contact with certain people.
In setting traps the most important practical measure taken is to take
good care that the foliage around a trap is not disturbed. Even minor
changes such as fallen leaves or broken twigs will immediately warn
the animals that there is something strange. The colour green is always
strange and stands out clearly, and therefore we also use green leaves to
signal that a house, a village or a certain place is under a taboo.
Now a hunter does not want the game to notice anything strange or
alarming about himself or the traps he is going to construct. Therefore
he will not eat any green vegetables for one whole day when he intends
to hunt big game or build bigger traps. Green vegetables along with all
other green and red things are strange. If he does not observe this taboo
for a sufficient duration of time, the animals will avoid coming near him
and will not go into the traps he has made.
46
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Also eggs should be strictly avoided. One should never bring an
egg along when going hunting or fishing. Eggs are slippery things, and
all slippery things are unlucky for hunters, because the animals will just
slip away and the hunter will not get anything.
On the other hand an egg is good as prevention against bad situations, evil spirits and dangerous or unlucky things. Thus Kammu people
always bring an egg and some charms along when they are travelling far
away from their village, when they are going to war or can foresee some
other dangerous situation. This is because they would like to be slippery
and safe as an egg, and the charms will help them to escape from danger.
It could be said that the egg is a kind of charm, too.
No hunter brings a charm or an egg with him when he is going to
hunt, to fish or to make traps. If he does, he may save not only himself
but also the animals, and in that case he will be unable to catch anything.
It is also taboo to speak to strangers while one is preparing to catch
animals. If a hunter speaks to somebody whom he does not know, trkáas
‘antipathy, aversion, repugnance’ may ensue, and if there is trkáas the
animals will avoid the hunter and all things he has made.1 One also has
to taboo meeting people who are under a lightning curse, because such
an encounter would cause trkáas, and a trap made under such circumstances would remain empty.2
A birth is considered a slippery affair, and pregnant women should
be avoided when one is building a trap. If the hunter has met a pregnant
woman before going into the forest, it is most likely that the trap will
yield no take. Should an animal walk into a trap, it will not be killed on
the spot but run away and die far away from the trap. The hunters will be
unable to find the animal, and all their work will be of no avail. This taboo on meeting pregnant women applies only to women of other houses
than the hunter’s own. Should the hunter’s own wife be pregnant, or if
there are other women in his own house who expect babies, the luck of
the trap is not diminished at all.
Shouting and other loud noises should also be avoided. When men
constructing a trap shout loudly, there will be trkáas. The same applies
if other people shout to them when they work on a trap or are preparing
for such work.

1 See FTK 3 14.I.A.i. Trkáas Spirits.
2 See FTK 3 14.I.B.i. The Ferocious Water-Buffalo.
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Bigger traps should not be constructed when the leader of a group of
hunters has his birthday. According to the Kammu calendar,3 a person’s
birthday comes every 10th day. If a man is born on the sikáap-day of the
10-day circle, every sikáap-day is his birthday. It is not the actual work
on the trap which is taboo on one’s birthday, so the other men belonging
to the team may well take part in the work even on their birthday. The
leader of the team will undertake the initiation rite for the trap, however,
and the taboo pertains to the initiation. One may not conduct such a
ceremony on one’s own birthday.
Also certain other conditions have to be taken into account. A trap
will thus not catch well if anyone of those who build it is involved in
“work with blood”, i.e. the water-buffalo sacrifice on behalf of a seriously ill person. Building traps when there is a funeral in any of the
families in the village is also prohibited for one day.
There is a special taboo regarding the construction of rows of deadfall traps along the rim of the fields. When somebody dies, the people of
his house may not build such traps at all. This taboo lasts for no less than
three years. Not until three whole years have passed may the owners
of that house erect dead-falls along their fields again, and during that
period they may not build the big bamboo clappers, pɔ́h mòk, in their
field either.4
There are fewer and simpler taboos pertaining to fishing than to
hunting. When, for instance, the work on a weir for fish-traps is initiated, only eating eggs is tabooed. An egg should not even be touched
and still less be taken along to the waterfall where the weir will be built.
As I have explained already, eggs are slippery things and the fish-traps
will remain empty if eggs are handled by those who make the traps. The
taboo on eggs pertains to all other kinds of fishing as well.
It is also taboo to fish by draining a stream when a sow belonging to
one’s family has just littered. The women who build the barrage would
fail in their efforts to draw off the water, because the owner-spirit of pigs
would follow them and grub at the barrage so that the women would be
unable to close it.
When men go angling, bét or yáar, they have to consider yet another
matter. On the way to the river it is taboo for them to pass urine or empty
their bowels. If they do so, the fish will refuse to take the bait because
they will find it dirty.
3 For the Kammu calendar, see Kammu Year.
4 See Kammu Year p. 100 ff: The Clapper Family.
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Divination
A while before they go hunting people used to divine by breaking
bamboo strips. The same kind of divination is used when people go to
examine their traps, or while they are waiting for someone they expect
to come. People also divine in this manner when they start working in
the new fields, before they start to drink wine and when a new house is
to be built.
Everyone can divine by means of bamboo strips, men and women
alike. It can be done anywhere, in the common-houses, in the family
houses, in the fields and in the forest, whenever somebody feels that
he would like to get information on his immediate future. It is never
difficult to find a suitable piece of bamboo to cut up into strips.
For each divination two strips are needed. While the strips are handled but have not yet been broken, the following prayer is said – with
appropriate changes depending on, for instance, what kind of trap will
be set at that particular occasion.
“Hey oh, my dead-fall,
May it catch, may it release, oh!
Release as if game spurted out,
Catch as if animals were put into it, oh!
Catch in humps and lumps, in heaps and lots, oh,
Like swarming ants so that the spring bends down, oh,
Catch long-legged rats and long-backed forest rats, oh!
Lemon-grass in the spoon basket,
Basil leaves at the gable, oh!
May I cut meat in the common-house,
May I cook it in the family house, oh!
Hey oh, if indeed it catches,
If indeed releases, certainly and truly, oh,
Then divine so and reveal it,
Then tell it, say it by this piece of wood!
If the strips divine right, I will smear them with blood,
If the strips lie, I will burn them.”5
When the person divining has finished saying the prayer, he begins
to break the bamboo strips. They should be made of fairly fresh bamboo,
5 For the ritual texts in the original language, see Appendix 1.
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so that they do not snap and fall to pieces but just bend when they are
broken as is shown in the illustration. He starts at the one end and breaks
each strip in ten different places with short intervals, leaving about one
third of the strip unbroken. The two strips are not broken simultaneously
but the one after the other.
When the strips are broken, he bends them so that the tip of the
broken part of the strip forms a ring with the tip pressed into the last
break. The ring is then flattened out to form a triangle with one side
pressed against the unbroken part of the strip. The shorter side of the
triangle should consist of only one unbroken piece.
To the person who has not tried himself, it would seem easy enough
to give the divination strip a desirable form, but that is not the case.
Broken and shaped in the way described, the strip takes on a definite
form which is out of the diviner’s control. The interested reader could
easily try it out for himself by breaking a thin strip of pliable cardboard
and shaping it in the way described.
The first of the two strips refers to the diviner’s ego. The second
one refers to the other party, e.g. the trap, the house, the field, the animal
or the person who is expected to come. The interpretation takes both
strips into account, and one may say that the shape they have taken
represents the relation between the ego and the other party, whatever
that party may be. A single strip cannot be interpreted.
When the bamboo strips have been folded, the diviner looks at them
to find out what the shape they have taken may herald.
The illustrations show what the bent bamboo strips may look like
and examples of the interpretations these different shapes may be given.
1. The shape shown in the first figure is called cúm and it implies getting
sorry and angry or having a complaint.
If people get this shape when they divine before they build a new
house or start to work in the new fields or make traps, it means that they
will be sorry or unhappy in the new house or during that year, that they
will be unwell, that the rice will not grow in their fields, or the rats will
not get caught in their deed-fall traps.
Even if rice should grow in their fields, wild animals will eat the
harvest. Thus the owner of the field will become sorry and angry.
When people have divined like this before they go to examine their
traps, then even if the traps have been released, no animal is caught by
them. Thus the hunter only gets tired in vain.
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When a man divines like this before he goes to sell things or to buy
something, nobody will want to buy from him or sell to him. People say:
“If you want to sell, nobody wants to buy. If you want to buy, nobody
wants to sell to you.”
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On the other hand, if people divine like this while they are waiting
for someone they expect to come, it means that the one who is expected
will indeed come.
If someone gets this result before he goes to hunt, he must be careful
because, when animals come towards the hunter, they may catch sight
of the hunter before he sees them. Even if the hunter shoots towards the
animal, the bullet win not hit it. Thus the hunter will go home with an
empty bag and will be disappointed and angry.
2. The shape in the second figure is celled kháw knáaŋ, which implies
going towards happiness.
If people divine like this before they are going to examine their
traps, it means that animals will be caught in their traps, and thus they
will be happy.
If they are going to hunt, they will get game.
Does this shape come up when people are going to start to work in
the new fields, the rice will grow very well, and they will get a lot of
rice in that year.
If they are going to build a new family house, the family there will
be happy, and both the people and their domestic animals will increase
in number.
3. The shape in the third figure is called plɨ̀ak and it means that something unusual or strange is going to happen.
If people divine like this before they examine their traps, it means
that a big animal will be caught. Thus there will be something unusual –
that is a feast – in the common-house amd the family houses.
Should this shape appear before people are going to start working
in their fields, it means that in that year they will get a lot of rice. Their
barns and houses will be unusual, that is be better filled than ever.
When people divine before they drink wine, however, this shape
implies that the guests will quarrel or that something untoward will
occur.
4. The fourth figure depicts the shape pə̀k, and that implies to go off, to
run away.
A hunter who gets this shape before a hunt will get nothing because
the animals go away.
When people divine like this before they are going for a visit, they
will go in vain, for the one they expected to meet is not at home.
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If one gets this when going to examine traps, it means that the traps
have not caught anything.
On the other hand, if people are trying to approach an enemy, the
enemy will take refuge.
5. The shape in the fifth figure is called plɔ́ and that implies emptiness,
to be without, or nothing.
If this shape is the result of the divination, it means that when
people are going to examine their traps, these have released but not
caught anything. Thus the traps are empty.
If people get this before they are going to start working in the new
fields, it means that the rice will not grow well. Thus the fields and barns
will be empty and the family will get nothing.
6. The shape in the last figure is called kràŋ, which means hard, strong
or full.
Before examining traps, the shape means that the traps will have
caught animals. Thus the traps are full of game, which of course is good.
When one is waiting for somebody, this shape means that he will
come soon.
If the work in the new fields is to begin, it means that the barns will
get filled with rice.
People very often divine with bamboo strips in our society, and since
the result of the divination is out of the diviner’s control it feels as if
something outside is giving an answer to the question put to the strips.
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Hunting feasts
Big game can never be the property of the successful hunter and his
family alone but has to be shared among all the houses of the village.
In case the take is just a small porcupine – despite the meagre yield, a
porcupine is classified as big game for reasons that will be discussed
below – the meat is just shared among the houses without further ado as
it does not suffice for a feast for all the villagers. Also when a hornet’s
nest has been dug out, the yield is shared by all the houses of the village,
since the digging is a common undertaking. There is no common feast,
however, but every family cooks for itself.
It is when a hunter has brought down really big game that there
will be a hunting feast in which all villagers take part. The only ones
excluded are the members of houses which are under a taboo due to
recent death in the family or to the fact that their fields have been struck
by lightning. The excluded houses will receive their proper share of the
meet, but their members are not allowed to take part either in the preparations for the feast or in the feast itself. Instead they will have to cook
the meat and eat it in isolation. If an excluded family came to take part
in the hunting feast, the successful hunter would lose his luck. He would
never get big game again, and his traps would never catch any animals,
because the evil which causes the taboo would pass over to him.
The preparations for the feast actually begin as soon as the game
has been brought down, or when the owner of a trap has found big game
trapped by, for instance, a klár or cráh. If the game is a sambar or barking deer, a boar or a bear, the hunter returns to the village to announce
his success. Some representatives of the various houses which are to
take part in the feast go to help the hunter carry the animal into the
village. The hunter fetches the side-blown buffalo horn which hangs in
one of the common-houses to which his family belongs, for the horn
will be blown on the way home.
When the company comes to the place where the game is, the feet of
the animal are tied together so that the body can be carried hanging from
54
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a pole lifted by several men. Other people cut two or three pair of bamboo beaters, and all the way back to the village the buffalo horn is blown
and the beaters beaten in order to welcome the soul of the dead animal.
While they walk towards the village, the members of the company cheer
aloud in order to make it known that big game is approaching:
“Hóoooo hòh, híi,
Háaaaaa hàh, híi.”
At the return to the village the soul of the deed animal is further
welcomed by the sound of the long wooden drum, prìiŋ,1 which is also
beaten at the ensuing ceremony and several times during the feast as
well. The game is carried into the big common-house of the successful
hunter’s lineage group, where the prìiŋ hangs suspended along one of
the long walls and where skulls of wild animals are tied under the roof.
The hunter is still the sole owner of the game, and he is therefore
master of the ceremony which will make the soul of the dead animal
stay in the common-house for ever. By staying there it will further the
prosperity of its owners. Not until this ceremony has been completed is
the body of the animal considered common property.
One raw egg, some crushed grain, salt and peppers are used in the
ceremony, and the hunter himself goes to fetch these things. Returning
to the common-house he puts the foodstuff in the lid of a rice basket
and places the side-blown buffalo horn on top. When he has placed a
chopping block as a pillow under the head of the animal, he puts the egg
into the ear of the animal. The crushed grain is chewed with some salt
and blown out over the body of the animal.
Then the hunter takes the horn in one hand and the basket lid in the
other and lets these things pass over the body of the dead animal three
times in each direction. First he starts at the head and lets them sweep
down to the hind legs in order to drive away bad luck. In doing so he
will instruct the animal:
“One, two, three, four, five, six.
Oh, bad luck, run away, get away!
Bad fortune, off you go!”

1 See Lundstrom and Tayanin (1961b).
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After that the hunter reverses the direction of the sweeping movement and lets the horn and the basket lid pass over the body from the
hind legs to the head in order to invite good luck and success. In doing
so he instructs the animal in the following words:
“One, two, three.
Let me be able, let me get
Get long legged barking deer,
Get long tusked boars,
Get big solitary boars,
Branch-breaking bears.
Come out from the elephant-grass thicket,
Come out from the pryàak-grass glade.
Just cross the deep valley,
Just walk along the long range!
Come to my house day after day,
Night after night!
Your father stays with me,
Your mother stays with me.
My house is large, my rice is white,
White are the eggs, high are the jars.”
Everything in this ceremony is loaded with symbolism. The direction in which the objects are passed over the body is important. Going
from the head to the hind legs implies going away, and by this movement
you show the spirits of bad luck that they should leave and not bother
the villagers anymore. Going the other direction is seen as an invitation
not only to the spirits of good luck and prosperity but more specifically
to the soul of the game and of all wild animals still in the forest.
That salt, peppers and grain are used in the ceremony signifies good
and satisfactory death by human hand. For an animal it is considered to
be a good thing to be shot by a hunter or caught in a trap. If an animal
dies by illness in the jungle or is killed and eaten by a tiger, it dies in
vain, háan sáak, for then its body will just rot away in the jungle. In
such a case its soul will not be properly catered for as is the case when
people invite it to reside in the common-house. When a dead animal is
carried into the village, its soul is welcomed by the sound of the bamboo
beaters and the side-blown horn, and the long wooden drum is beaten
in its honour.
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In the ceremony other animals are invited to join their mate so as to
get a share of the honours lavished on the game. In order to make their
future abode even more attractive to the animals, they are reminded
that their ancestors’ souls are already waiting for them in the commonhouse. The house is described as prosperous so that the souls of other
wild animals will long to come and get a share of the riches.
The egg used in the ceremony is food for the spirit of the dead
animal and will be offered to the soul, when the skull has been cleansed
and dried.
When the ceremony has been completed, the hunter invites all the
villagers to partake of the meat. The hunter thus gives his quarry to the
entire village, and the proper share of the meat is sent to every family in
the entire village. The families which are not under a taboo will partake
in the feast which is given in order to receive the soul of the dead animal
and the luck following it. The successful hunter functions as host at the
feast.
Since the hunter is host, he and his family have no claim on the
meat. They will get what is left over, when all the others have got their
share and the feast is over. Usually this means that they do not get any
meat at all but only a part of the intestines which are divided between the
hunter’s own lineage group and those of his wife-givers and wife-takers.
The division of the meat follows a traditional pattern. One front
leg is given to the village as a group and every house will get a small
piece of it. The same goes for the loin, one big share of the sirloin and
one side of the ribs. The village headman receives a smaller piece of the
sirloin for himself and his house. An equal share is offered to the soul of
the long wooden drum, for this highly respected instrument receives the
same honours as a venerated person. At this feast welcoming the soul
of the animal, the drum also plays an active part, and it is perhaps ultimately the power of the drum that has given the hunter his success. The
offering is fastened to one of the wooden pegs with which the drumhead
is stretched. After the feast the man taking care of the drum will take the
meat offered to the drum.
Not only the villagers and the drum are entitled to a share of the
meat but also some spirits will get their due. A small piece of meat is cut
out and offered as a sacrifice to the spirits of the outskirts of the village,
róoy khə́əncàaŋ. This meat is put on the cross-beam of a small cross
which is placed beside the path along which the animal was carried
into the village. When the meat is put on the cross-beam, the following
words are recited:
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“Oh, we got but a single one,
It has got no mate.”
When the brain and the tongue of the animal have been cooked,
some pieces of each are given as a food sacrifice to a spirit of success,
róoy Yà Kmáay, which is residing in a big ficus tree close to the village.
The head of the game is boiled and all the meat and soft parts are
removed with great care. If the animal has horns, a gaur, for instance,
these are taken off and the core is scraped out to prevent a foul smell.
The skull is washed clean, and then it is heated over the fire to dry.
When the skull is dry, the horns are replaced in their original position, and the hunter ties the skull with bamboo strips among the many
other skulls that are hanging under the roof of the common-house. As

sacrifice is offered to the soul of the dead animal, its skull is never kept
in an ordinary family house where only sacrifices to the family spirits
may be undertaken. The roof of the common-house with its shelf for
offering sacrifice, pràan, is regarded as a kind of burial place for the
lucky animals which have been killed by men and therefore will be able
to unite with their ancestors. Because people sacrifice to them, they are
not just dead and gone as they would be if they had died a natural death
in the jungle.
It is the successful hunter who offers the sacrifice to the soul of
the animal. He takes the egg which was earlier placed in the ear of the
animal, breaks the shell and pours the contents into a small cup made of
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a strip of a banana leaf and heats it in the fire. When the egg has set, the
cup and some cooked rice is put on the pràan as a sacrifice to the soul of
the animal and thereby to the spirit of success in hunting.
The soul of the animal will now stay in the common-house for ever.
Skulls thus preserved, tied to the inside of the roof, are kept for many,
many years and not taken down until they begin to fall to pieces from
old age. Antlers from the old skulls are often used for knife handles, and
gaur horns – where such are found among the old skulls – are carved
and used to keep gun-powder. The old brittle skulls themselves are not
kept but just thrown away.
When the initial ceremonies are finished and the meat has been
divided, the food is prepared and eaten in the common-house. The feast
is for everybody, and both men, women and children take part. Later,
when the more formal part of the feast is over and the various sacrifices have been performed, people will stay on to drink rice-wine, sing
and play music and enjoy themselves. It is always people outside the
hunter’s own lineage group who provide the jars of wine, and therefore
they will receive the hind parts of the animal for their own use.
Common feasts of this kind are most important to us who live in the
villages, for they strengthen the solidarity and the feeling of fellowship
within the community. The sharing of the game is also most important,
for it reminds the hunter that his strength and skill should serve the
whole community and not only himself and his immediate family. It is
also a reminder to him and men of great ability that although they are
strong and able-bodied now, there may come a time when they themselves may need the help of other people. There is a rule saying that the
one who does not give will not get. Thus a successful hunter who does
not share his take will not get anything from his fellow villagers. What
is more, he will also lose his good luck for he has wronged and angered
the spirits of success in hunting. Social displeasure will strike him, and
he may even be fined for his greed and selfishness.
Also at other occasions people have to give their neighbours and
friends a share of whatever they have got. When people have been to the
salt-pit and return home with salt, for instance, they may give a small
piece of the salt to families who have not taken part in the trip. Salt is a
most important commodity in our society, and nobody can be without
it. People are also constantly giving tobacco and fermented tea to one
another as a gift.
The Kammu people say: “When there is some meat or food, everybody
should take part of it. As for paying, people should help one another.”
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Even private property should be shared. Thus when someone slaughters his own water buffalo, cow or pig for his family, he ought to give a
smell piece of the meat to the people who are sitting around him. He is
not supposed to keep all the meat for himself and his family. We call this
kind of gift sŋkáar, ‘something to roast’, that is a gift of meat.
When a family has killed a water-buffalo or a cow to offer as a sacrifice to their ancestors, every family will receive some small pieces of
meat. This specific kind of gift we call sŋcrí, ‘something for the taboo’.
When a family kills an animal for their ancestors, there will be a taboo
in the entire village, and thus every house – not just the bereaved family
– is under taboo. Nobody is allowed to work on that day and therefore
everybody also needs some food for that day. In this case we say: “Cú
mòoy kòn, kə́t tə̀ŋ kàaŋ; háan mòoy kòn, kə́t tə̀ŋ kúŋ” ([if] one person is
ill, the whole house stops; [if] one person dies, the whole village stops).
Thus when a person falls ill, his family members have to look after him
and nobody can do any other work. When a person dies, everybody in
the entire village has to take part in the funeral.
Some kinds of animals are of special importance in the rites and the
traditions in that they are used as gifts for certain purposes.
Rodents and squirrels are thus not only hunted for food but also for
rites strengthening the ties between wife-givers and wifetakers. When
members of a wife-givers’ group go to work or visit their wife-takers,
they have to take a dried rodent or squirrel or a piece of dried buffalo
hide and a pack of cooked rice with them. These are gifts that the wifegivers must give to their wifetakers on special occasions when they go
to visit them.
If they go to work for or to visit their wife-takers without these
gifts, they will be met by the astonished and irritated spirits of the ancestors of the wife-takers, because these have a right to expect gifts. When
someone has been greeted in this way by the dissatisfied ancestor spirits,
he or someone in his family will fell ill. This is because these gifts of
meat are not only meant for the actual wife-takers but for their ancestors
as well. Kammu people used to say: “Kòn tàk dii; phii tàk ràay” which
means ‘when people greet us it is good, when spirits greet us it is bad’.
All such ritual gifts have to be reciprocated, and in this case the
wife-takers will respond by giving an egg.
These kinds of ritual gifts are not given every time people go to
visit each other, but only on special occasions or when they have not
seen one another for a long time.
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Sharing is perhaps the foremost custom which keeps the villages
together as units, and therefore the importance of sharing cannot possibly be overestimated. The element of sharing is particularly obvious
at the hunting feasts, but it is there all the time and is expressed in many
different ways. It could be said that a Kammu village cannot function
without the constant sharing, not only of necessary commodities but
also of the pleasant things in life.
Since the sharing is the very corner stone of life in a Kammu village, we do, of course, have a story telling about its origin:
Once upon a time an old widow went to fish and she managed
to get a rather big fish. She took the fish and went home to the
village. When she came home, she wondered what to do with
that fish so that she could keep it and use it for a long time. She
could not eat it all in one day and the left-overs would go bad
very quickly.
She asked the villagers: “What can I do with this fish so
that I can use it for a long time?”
One of the villagers said: “Oh, you could salt it! Salt fish
can be kept for a long time.”
Somebody else said: “Dry it on the drying-rack over the
fire! When it gets dry, you can keep it for a long time.”
The old widow thought it over and said: “No, I will just
cook it and share it with every family in our village. That is
much better, I think! Now that I have something to share you
may take part of that, when you get something I may take part
of yours.”
The widow also did as she had said. She cooked that fish
and shared it with every family in the whole village, and thus
everyone tasted her big fish.2
Since then on we always share with other families just as that old widow
once did, when we have got big game or much fish or when we slaughter
a big animal.

2 There is no suitable motif for this tale in Thompson (1955–58) and Professor JanÖjvind Swahn has therefore assigned a new number:
* W11.3.1 Big fish (game) is not preserved for own use but shared in order to create a
spirit of generosity.
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Hunting with Cross-Bow or Gun
Although we keep many different kinds of domestic animals in the village, animal husbandry is of less importance for the daily supply of
meat than hunting and trapping. The domestic animals constitute a savings capital which cannot be thoughtlessly squandered, and one does not
slaughter an animal unless it is absolutely necessary. Thus the domestic
animals give security and especially the water-buffaloes also give social
status, for the water-buffalo is regarded as a sign of wealth comparable
to the bronze kettlegongs.
In our village the buffaloes are not used for work since we do not
plough our fields.1 The animals roam the forests near the village and
find their own food, but occasionally the owners go out to find their
buffaloes and let them lick salt. This makes them used to people and
keeps them from becoming totally wild. The water-buffaloes are also
brought home once a year in order to make the animals recognize their
owner. On that occasion the calves are also marked with a cut in the ear.
The water-buffalo is treasured not only for its value but also for
its use in ceremonies, as for instance the ceremony on behalf of a seriously ill person. Only very rarely is a buffalo slaughtered at other times
although there is no taboo against doing so.
When there is a great need for meat, as there may be when work
in the fields is particularly hectic, a buffalo or cow may be slaughtered.
Cows are kept in much the same way as buffaloes, but a cow is not held
in quite the same esteem as a buffalo. The cows are not used for any
kind of work, and we do not milk them either.
Some families have goats which are kept on much the same conditions as the cows and buffaloes. The meat may be eaten, but it can
truly be said that goat meat is less tasty than the meat of the animals
1 In the chapter, ‘The Buffalo Suukwan’, Richerd B Davis (1984) reports on the suukwan ceremonies the farmers of Landing in Nan province in Thailand perform to their
water-buffaloes after the ploughing in order to ask their forgiveness for the heavy
work.
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mentioned above and people do not like to eat it. Many people also
believe that goats are ominous animals because they belong to the spirit
of lightning and therefore there are not many goats in our village.
Some families also keep horses, but then it is in order to use them
as mounts and as pack-horses. They are of little or no avail for the meat
supply since most people do not slaughter them. In our village nobody
ever eats horse meat, as mentioned in the section on hunting certain
animals below.
The pigs, hens and ducks are of greater importance as food, and
occasionally a family may resort to one of these animals just to get a
good meal even when there is no sacrifice to be undertaken. Both pigs
and hens are used in the ceremonies belonging to the different phases
of the farming year, however, and one has to take care that one has or is
able to get the right animal for each ceremony.2
There are some wild animals that hold a central position in ceremonies, such as the bamboo rat, the paws of which are used as a sacrifice to
the rice soul. Rodents and squirrels are used in the traditional exchange
of gifts between wife-givers and wifetakers as described in the chapter
‘Hunting Feasts’. In the main, however, it is the domestic animals that
are used for ritual purposes.
Since this is the case, these treasured animals are not only a material asset but also a mental one. They provide a feeling of spiritual
security, because if a family has a sufficient amount of domestic animals
of various kinds, they are able to meet the demands of the spirit world
whenever need be. Having a sufficient amount of domestic animals can
thus be compared to having a good life insurance. This is perhaps the
main reason why one is always most careful with the use of domestic
animals. One does not slaughter them if one can possibly avoid it.
Consequently, it is mainly through hunting and trapping that the
need for meat is met.
Hunting and trapping is certainly not a kind of sport or recreation
in Rmcùal village – or in any other village in northern Laos for that
matter – it is an essential part of the food acquisition.

2 See Table 1: Ceremonies of the Kammu Farming Year, in Lundström and Tayanin:
‘Music in the Fields’, Kammu Year, p. 132 ff.
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Cross-Bows, Mɔ̀
The traditional weapon in the Kammu villages is the cross-bow. It would
be incorrect to say that the cross-bow has been totally supplanted by the
gun, snáat, for cross-bows are still in use, not only in rituals but also
in hunting. It is mainly young boys who shoot with the cross-bow, but
still most grown-up men have cross-bows and sometimes use them for
shooting smaller animals.
As I have said already, Kammu boys start to use cross-bows when
they are quite small. At first they usually use tiny crossbows for shooting butterflies and grasshoppers. After seven years of age they use
bigger cross-bows for shooting birds, rats, squirrels and so on. Both
young boys and grown-up men have at least one cross-bow, but girls and
women never possess and never learn to use a cross-bow.
The Kammu – sometimes also the Rmèet3 – cross-bow is characterized by the “mouth”,4 which gives it a somewhat bird-like appearance.
At least in northern Laos all big Kammu cross-bows look like that, but
the small toy bows do usually not have any mouth.
Cross-bows look as if they were fairly easy to make, but as a matter
of fact only few people are able to make a really good cross-bow. The
weapon has to be made in a most precise way and have a very good
balance, otherwise the arrows will go awry. It is almost impossible to hit
an animal with a badly balanced crossbow.
The body of the cross-bow may be made out of various kinds of
hard wood. The bow is made of big bamboo such as chúk or rháaŋ for a
big cross-bow, but smaller and thinner varieties of bamboo may be used
for toy bows. On a toy cross-bow the body is longer than the bow, but on
a cross-bow for grown-ups the body is shorter than the bow. The body
is some 60 to 70 cm. long, but the bow may be between 60 and 100 cm.
The bow is about 10 cm. in circumference where it goes through the
body and then tapers off towards the ends. If the cross-bow is to shoot
precisely, both ends of the bow must be not only equally long but also
equally strong. The material for the bow must therefore be chosen with
the utmost care.

3 See picture on p. 176 in Izikowitz (1951).
4 The cross-bows of other ethnic groups have no “mouth”, see for instance the Hmong
cross-bow on p. 74 in Lemoine (1972).
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The bow-string of a big cross-bow has to be very strong in order to
stand the strain when the bow is drawn. The best strings are those made
from ramie, but also other plant fibres are sometimes used.

Parts of the cross-bow
l. mɔ̀ = body of cross-bow
2. tnɔ́h = mouth
3. tíaŋ = string
4. kɨ̀r = spring
5. kám = arrow
6. krlìs = trigger
7. pràan = spot for sacrifice
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The arrows are made of bamboo and fletched with a thin strip of
bamboo folded together in a triangular shape. The arrows never have
metal tips.
It requires quite some strength to draw a cross-bow. If the bow is
not too refractory, one may just place the “butt” against the chest or the
hip and draw the string. More often then not, however, the hunter rests
the mouth of the cross-bow on the ground and sets a foot, or even both
his feet, against the bow while he tightens the string. When we hunt we
never use shoes, since it is impossible to walk noiselessly in the jungle
with shoes on. We are also accustomed to use our feet to hold various
things.
The big cross-bow is a formidable weapon, and at a close range
it may kill even bigger animals – and human beings as well. It is very
difficult to get so close to timorous animals, deer for instance, that an
arrow kills the animal immediately. In earlier days hunters therefore
dipped the tips of their arrows in the poisonous resin of the kcé plant.
Nowadays only guns and never cross-bows are used for shooting deer.

Cross-bows are not only used for hunting animals but also for ritual
purposes, because the cross-bow can frighten away evil spirits. The gun
which has replaced the cross-bow in so many areas, has not taken over
its role in rituals. Although the gun is a more powerful weapon than the
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cross-bow, the spirits are not afraid of it. This is because in order to fire
a gun one needs gunpowder. Spirits know that they are able to moisten
the powder and thereby make it impossible to fire the gun. Cross-bows
on the other hand cannot be put out of function in any way, and therefore
the spirits are helpless against them.
For ritual purposes the cross-bow may be used on several different
occasions. When El baby is born, for instance, the parents take a crossbow, put an arrow on it and hang it up on the wall of the house where
the new-born baby and its mother sleep. The sight of the cross-bow will
keep the spirits away. When a sow belonging to the family gives birth
in the forest,5 the men of that family make use of a cross-bow and a
piece of worn-out cloth. These things are hung up above the pig’s lair to
protect the sow and her young not only from spirits but also from wild
animals.

5 Cf FTK 3 14.1.A.f. Tabooing Unnatural Occurrences. As is said in a footnote there,
the Kammu pigs are but semi-domesticated They walk around freely in the villages and
seek food for themselves, although they are usually fed once or twice a day by their
owners. When a sow is to give birth, she makes a nest in the jungle where she hides her
young until people fetch her and bring her back to the village.
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Guns, Snáat
In recent years almost every grown-up men in the traditional villages
has a gun which he uses for hunting. Already at the age of 13 or 14 years
boys start to their hand at shooting with a gun. Just as is the case with
the cross-bow, young girls never own and never play with guns.
Especially younger men ought to carry their gun with them wherever they go. They thus carry it along when they go to work in the field,
when they go to set or examine their traps, when they go to find their
family’s cattle or when they go fishing. It is actually only when they go
bathing that they do not bring their gun along.
Like the cross-bow every gun has an inherent spirit, a spirit that
makes the gun hit the mark and thus brings success. If the hunter has
offended the spirit of success of his gun, he has to propitiate it, pay his
respects to the spirit of success so that the gun brings good luck again.
This ceremony is called búucàa snáat ‘to worship the gun’.
At such a ceremony the gun is loaded and hung up underneath
the sacrificial shelf in the common-house just as if big game had been
brought down. The side-blown horn is hung on the gun, and ivory-nuts,
betel-leaves, cooked rice, pepper and an egg are sacrificed to it. The
side-blown horn is used as when announcing to the owner-spirits of
big animals that an animal has been brought down. The ivory-nuts and
betel-leaves are there to soothe the spirit and the rice to feed it. The
pepper is there to make the dish very hot so that the spirit will long for
some fresh meat to eat with it and thus be anxious to bring down big
game. The egg, on the other hand, is added in order to conciliate the
kmràh spirits, which are spirits of exclusion and barring out.6
After that the success of the ceremony is tested. Four waxcandles,
not much bigger than a match, are stuck to the barrel of the gun in order
to find out whether the gun will be successful in the future or continue
to bring bad luck. The candles are lit and left to burn while a prayer to
the spirit of the gun is said.
Unfortunately, I have never learnt the words of this prayer. In our
village it was my second brother alone who used to say this particular
prayer for all the hunters, and therefore I never learnt it by heart.
The prayer to the gun is said while the wax-candles are still burning, and when the prayer is finished those present carefully observe in
6 Cf. FTK 3. 14.1.A.h. Kmràh Spirits.
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what order the candles go out. If the candle at the butt goes out first and
the others follow one by one from butt to muzzle – that is in the order
the bullet will move through the barrel – it means that the gun will hit
the mark again. If the candles go out in the opposite direction or without
order, the gun will continue to be of poor luck.
When the worship of the gun is over, the owner will take his gun
and go to shoot at a nest of tree-building red or black ants. When he has
fired the shot he will say: “Oh spirits of bad luck, run away, go off!”
Then without delay he will go for a hunt.
Another little ceremony is carried out each time an animal has been
shot with a cross-bow or a rifle. The ceremony is performed immediately
after the game has been picked up in order to enhance the luck of the
weapon. For this particular ceremony it is of no consequence whether
the game is considered big or small.
Contrary to traps, shooting-weapons do not “taste” the game when
they kill it; therefore the cross-bow or rifle should be allowed to “eat”
part of its quarry as soon as possible. The “mouth” of the cross-bow is
dipped into the blood flowing from the bullethole. A few hairs or some
down from the head of the dead animal are put at the “chin” of the
cross-bow, which serves as pràan, that is a spot used as a kind of altar
for sacrifices to the weapon.

If the game has been shot down with a rifle, four parts of the weapon
– a rifle has no “mouth” as the cross-bow does – will be held against
the blood. The same kind of offering is then put on the pràan of the rifle
which is in front of the trigger.
Some wax, usually from mining bees, is used to fasten the hair or
down to the pràan. As time goes by, a successful weapon will get quite a
big knob of hair and down mixed with blood and wax. A hump of wax is
always stuck to the rifle and is also used to protect the chase. While dipping the weapon into the blood, the hunter chants the following prayer
to the spirit of the weapon and the dead animal:
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“Oh, I got one animal,
You will eat it first,
You will get it first.
Tomorrow and the day after
Let us get its mother,
Let us get its father!
He-animal, lead the she-animal along,
To let you have friends,
To let you form a group.
You should not go alone,
You should not come home alone!”7

7 For the text in the original language, see Appendix 1.2.
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Gunpowder, Pháw Snáat
Powder for the guns is produced in the villages and only rarely bought
in the towns. Only men take part in this kind of work.
When gunpowder is pounded the following ingredients are used:
a) 1 rɔ̀ɔy8 of saltpetre,
b) 1 báat of sulphur,
c) 2 báat of charcoal from egg-plants, rattan or the prháan hyíar
plant,
d) some lime,
e) 2 pepper pouches,
f) fluid from the banana plant,
g) a house spider,
h) some straws from the thatch of the roof.
The sulphur is used to make the powder explode, and the charcoal
makes the reaction fast. Both the lime and the fluid from the banana
plant are added to make the powder hard and brittle. The pepper is there
to make the powder poisonous. The spider is there to remind the house
spirits to protect the hunter when he uses the gunpowder. The straws of
thatch will make the house spirits hold their hands over the hunter so
that he may hunt in safety.
The ingredients are mixed together in a wooden mortar of the same
kind as is used for rice. It cannot be used for any other purpose than
pounding gunpowder because of the strong smell it gets. The mixture
is pounded for at least one hour, and the longer it is pounded the better
it gets.

8 We are somewhat uncertain about the measures here. 1 rɔ̀ɔy should be 10 báat, but
we find different information about the báat. The most reliable one seems to be that it
corresponds to 15 grams.
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Hunting, Sɔ́ɔk Píñ
Most hunters go hunting during the rainy season, since during that season the animals are not quite so fearful as they are at other times of the
year. The fallen leaves are also wet and do not rustle, and when a hunter
walks around in the forest, the animals cannot hear his steps. Good hunters are therefore often able to get big game during the rainy season.
Hunters often go and seek for animals in the valleys. This is because
a hunter who is walking along the stream at the bottom of a valley is able
to observe the slopes on both sides of the stream. The hunter starts at
the mouth of the stream at the big river and walks upwards towards the
spring, in order to prevent animals from getting scent of him. The wind
almost always blows downstream, and thus the hunter walks against the
wind. A man walking down the valley would have his scent blown down
in front of him, and thus he would hardly be able to come sufficiently
close to the animals to lay them down.
Animals have to cross streams, and when the hunter walks along the
stream, he will notice their tracks. With some practice it is not difficult
to see if the prints are fresh or not. A practiced hunter can tell almost
to the hour when the prints were set. Thus the hunter will know where
there are animals, and since he is walking at the bottom of the valley,
he will be able to watch the trees on both sides. He will hold both sides
of the stream under close observation and look for bears and monkeys
in the tree-tops and other animals on the ground. Monkeys move from
tree to tree, but when they cross a stream or want to drink, they have to
come down from the tree-tops, thus leaving their tracks on the shore. A
hunter is also able to tell from the smell where an animal has crossed
his path, and usually the smell can even tell him what kind of animal it
is. He will, of course, also listen for the sounds of animals all the time.
Not only the hunters but almost everybody in a Kammu village is able
to recognize the sounds of all major animals and a great variety of birds.
Animals usually move around in the forest and at the streams from
dusk to dawn. In the dark of night it is impossible to hunt except with
torches, and therefore it is the early morning and the late evening that
are the most suitable times for hunting. In the daytime most animals
hide in the dense forest where they are very difficult to find. They are
afraid not only of people who are seen and heard in the jungle during
daytime, but also of beasts of prey.
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Lying in Wait, Kɔ́ Súm
When a hunter has noticed that there are animals of some specific kind
that frequent a certain place at a certain period, as for instance when
some kind of fruit tree bears fruit which these animals like to eat, he
may use other techniques to hunt them.
Sometimes we may just sit or lie down at such a place to wait for
the animals to come. Some animals do not seem to notice a person if he
keeps sufficiently still and therefore one does not have to build a shelter
to hide oneself from them.
Once an elder brother of mine and I went to wait for squirrels
at a place where there were fishtail palms. Squirrels like to eat
the palm nuts when they are ripe and they were just in season.
My brother sat down to wait for the squirrels on one side
of a stream and I sat under another palm on the opposite side.
It was about 5 o’clock in the afternoon when a squirrel came to
eat the nuts. It came scurrying and crawled in between the nuts
of a big bunch.
I put an arrow on my cross-bow and shot at it. The arrow
went through the squirrel, but it did not fall down but got stuck
between the nut stalks. Then I climbed the palm and caught the
squirrel. It was not dead but bit my finger. I squeezed it, but
it did not open its mouth to release my finger. The finger hurt
very much, but I did not let go of the squirrel. Instead I bit its
head and it died and loosened its grip on my finger.
When my elder brother heard that I screamed, he waded
across the stream to see what had happened. He asked me:
“Did you get it, Kàm?”
I said: “Yes, but look here! It bit my finger very badly, it
hurts very much and the blood is flowing.”
Both of us went home, since my finger caused me much
pain. It was nothing really serious, but I still have a scar where
the squirrel bit me.
There are often brine-wells near streams and rivers, and animals
like to come there in order to drink the salty water. The hunters sometimes go and build a hunting-shelter high up in a tree when they have
seen that there are many prints around a certain brine-well. The men
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then crawl in and hide in the hunting-shelter. At night several kinds of
animals may come to drink the salty water, for instance sambar deer,
barking deer and earlier also gaurs. When a hunter hears an animal come
to the brine-well, he uses an electric torch and shoots at the animal.
While the hunters lie in wait at the brine-well, they have to watch
out carefully and not shoot without lighting a torch so that they can see
the animal clearly. This is because at times the domestic water-buffaloes
and cows are also coming to drink salty water at the brine-wells, and so
does the tiger sometimes.
Also other animals, as for instance certain kinds of birds, may be
hunted from a hunting-shelter.
Some kinds of birds do not drink or bathe in the rivers since people
are fishing in the river almost all day long. Birds are extremely afraid of
people and do not want to be seen by them. Instead, especially during
the hot season when they have to drink often, the birds try to find a small
pool with overhanging bushes beside the river where they can drink and
bathe without being seen by men or birds of prey.
The hunter thus has to go and look for a place where birds used to
drink and bathe. When he finds such a place, he cuts fern or palm leaves
and builds a hunting- shelter close to the pool, only a few meters away.
When he has made the shelter, he takes his crossbow and arrows and
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crawls in to hide. If he is able to keep absolutely still, the birds will not
notice his presence at all, but the slightest noise may scare them away.
Almost every boy enjoys to lie in wait for birds, but women and girls
never do it since they do not hunt with guns and cross-bows. Everybody
also knows that a successful bird hunt means a very good dinner, since
most birds have delicious meat.
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Calling Animals, Tɔ́ɔ Tóo Sét
In order to make animals come closer, a hunter can also make noises
which resemble their own calls.
Deer are called with the aid of whistles. Deer whislles, préep, are
cut from a piece of tlàa-bamboo about as wide as a finger and closed
at one end. Slits are cut on the side of the bamboo so that the piece between the slits forms a thin membrane which vibrates when the whistle
is blown from the open end.

Squirrels, on the other hand, are usually called by blowing a folded
leaf so that it gives a little squeaking sound.
A hunter who possesses a gun should always carry a deer whistle in
the cover of his gun when he is out hunting. When he comes to a place in
the forest where he can see that there are deer, he hides in the brushwood
and blows his whistle, “wéek, wéek.”
If a hind hears the sound of the whistle, she thinks that it is her fawn
that is bleating. She will then rush towards the sound, thinking that her
fawn is there. In fact, she will run directly towards the hunter who may
then lay her down.
When using a deer whistle, a hunter must watch out carefully all the
time. If the whistle is good, it is not only the hinds that take the bleating
sound to come from a fawn. The first animal to come towards the hunter
may very well be a tiger or a leopard. Sometimes also a python, a fishing
cat or a weasel may come. These kinds of animals kill and eat young
deer, and when they hear the sound of the whistle they come to catch a
fawn.
It happens quite often, in fact, that beasts of prey are the ones to answer the call when a hunter blows his deer whistle. Once when I myself
was calling deer by the Cùk stream, a fishing cat unexpectedly rushed
against me. A fishing cat is not very big, but it is a most aggressive
animal and quick to go to attack. When this happened I was just a young
boy and was still more used to shoot withe cross-bow than with a gun.
Happily enough I managed to shoot the fishing cat before it attacked me.
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In order to call the green-winged pigeons or partridge, hunters cut
a short tube of bamboo and insert a short mouth-piece, tɔ́ɔ pɔ́ɔl. The
hunter goes to a place where he knows that there are such birds, and
there he blows the tube to call the birds.

As I said before, birds are most afraid of people, and when a hunter
imitates birds, he must hide under a bush so that the birds cannot see
him. When the birds hear this sound, they think it comes from a bird
of their own kind, and therefore they come towards the place where
they hear the sound in order to meet their mate. Thus they approach the
hunter, and if he is lucky he will be able to shoot some of them.
As has already been mentioned, no whistle is used when squirrels
are called. Instead, the hunter blows on certain kinds of leaves. A leaf is
folded, and pressed against the lips in such a way that it vibrates when
air is pressed out.
It is when the squirrels have their young that this method is used.
When the hunter blows his leaf, it makes a faint sound, “céek, céek,
céek” which resembles the squeak of the squirrels’ young, and the
mother squirrel runs towards the sound, that is towards the hunter who
is waiting to shoot her.
Just as is the case when a deer whistle is blown, a hunter will have
to watch out when he blows a leaf to call squirrels. Sometimes it is a
python or cobra that hears the squeaking sound and comes to eat young
squirrels.
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Battue, Yɔ̀h Rɔ́ɔm
Sometimes, on a taboo day, for instance síi-káa or síi-sə́ə,9 people do not
work in their fields.
In the morning after the morning meal men, women and children
go to sit in the big common-house at the open place in the village. On
taboo days no work is done in the fields, and people therefore have time
to sit down and talk to one another. On such occasions the men often
discuss the success and failure of their hunts and the traps they have
made. When the talk concerns hunting, it often happens that they ask
each other if anyone has seen a place where there are sambar deer. If
one of them knows where the sambar deer go to graze at that particular
time, the men may agree to go for a hunt. They tell every man in the
village to join.
Then they close the village with taboo signs to prevent strangers
from coming into the village. Strangers know that it is forbidden to enter
the village when there are signs of green leaves at the village gates. This
means that the village is under a taboo. If strangers come into the village
while the hunters are preparing for a hunt, the hunters will get nothing
and the animals will run away.
Men with rifles walk along one side of the area where the deer used
to stay. Along the way they break twigs and hang them on branches to
form a “fence”. It is not a real fence, of course, and the deer would be
able to walk right through, if only they dared. All animals and especially
deer are, however, extremely sensitive to leaves that have been turned
and twigs that have been broken. They will therefore not cross the line
of disturbed greenery which consequently brings the deer to a stop almost as effectively as a real fence.
The men sit down behind this fence with their guns to wait for the
sambar deer which the others chase towards them in a kind of battue.
The sambar deer take to flight when the people shout and make noises
by beating tree trunks and bamboo stems. Since they do not dare to cross
the fence, the animals run away in the direction where the hunters are
waiting for them.
When the hunters sit there waiting, they have to keep watch carefully, for sometimes also dangerous animals as bears, boars or tigers are
driven towards them. They also have to be careful so that they do not
shoot one of the beaters instead of an animal.
9 For the Kammu calendar, see Kammu Year.
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Hunting Certain Animals
There are certain animals the hunting of which requires special care and
precaution, because they are very big and dangerous. Some of them we
regard as being evil spirits or as having particularly close relations to
their owner-spirits so that these spirits guard them with the utmost care
and take revenge if their animals are killed.
The biggest animal in the jungle is the wild elephant, scáaŋ. We
sometimes see herds of elephants passing by through the jungle. People
in the north do not kill elephants, however, not even when these eat the
crops in the fields as they sometimes do. Not only the Kammu but also
the Lao in the north highly respect the elephants and equate them to
human beings.
We have an ancient rhyme-pivot saying: “Kə̀ət scáaŋ, làaŋ kmmú”
(the elephant was born, man appeared).10 This means that after the primeval flood,11 men and elephants appeared at the same time, and therefore
they are brothers and may not kill or hurt one another in any way. Thus
in our opinion the elephants have the same “rank” as human beings,
and we neither kill nor catch elephants in order to use them as domestic
animals.
It could be mentioned that in northern Laos one also hesitates to kill
horses, although they are used as mounts and also for work. Horses are
highly regarded as long as they live. Most people do not want to eat their
meat, however, for the horse is said to have a most evil spirit which may
pass to the one who eats its meat.
The gaur, ktíiŋ, and the rhinoceros, rɛ̀ɛt, are now extremely rare
animals even in the jungles of northern Laos. I myself have never seen
these animals, and I do not know anyone who has brought down one of
them. We have only seen some dried skulls in the common-houses in
some villages, and we have also seen gaur horns used for gunpowder
and rhinoceros horns used as charms, and on rare occasions it is still
possible to buy such objects. Yet, in our village we do not know of anyone who has actually taken part in a gaur or rhinoceros hunt. However,
elderly people still remember that very special precautions had to be
taken when such an animal was killed.

10 For rhyme-pivot sayings, see Lindell (1988).
11 Lindell, Swahn and Tayanin (1976).
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As soon as a gaur or rhinoceros had been brought down, the hunter
would hurry back to the village. He would tell the villagers to go and
fetch the game, while he himself stayed in the village to make a small
garden with a fence around it. In this garden he would hurriedly plant
some bananas and some sugar cane.
This was done in order for the hunter to be able to excuse himself in
front of the owner-spirit of the animal. The gaur and the rhinoceros are
supposed to be owned by the spirits of the jungle, and the owner of that
particular animal may appear to the hunter in a dream and ask why his
animal has been shot. If the hunter could then defend himself by saying
that the animal had eaten the plants in his garden, nothing would happen
to him or his family. Otherwise he would run the risk of the enraged
spirit taking away the members of the hunter’s house one by one as a
fine for the heavy loss.
Once this precaution had been taken, old people tell, the same rites
as for other big game were performed when a gaur or a rhinoceros had
been killed.
The Kammu word rwàay we usually translate by “tiger”, if it is
not further qualified. In actual fact, however, “big feline” would be a
more suitable translation. The word rwàay has a much broader meaning than the English word tiger in that also leopards, black panthers,
jungle cats and fishing cats are called rwàay. When I speak of “tiger”,
it should be understood that I mean one of these animals. If we Kammu
want to make it clear what kind of “tiger” we mean, we call the striped
tiger rwàay nám, which literally means “big tiger”, the spotted leopard
rwàay srmìñ (“star tiger”), the black panther rwàay yíaŋ (“black tiger”),
the jungle-cat – earlier called marsh-lynx in English – rwàay yìm (“red
tiger”), and the fishing cat rwàay pùuk (“flushy tiger”).
We Kammu believe that all kinds of big felines have a kind of evil
spirits, róoy hʔéep ‘spirits of death by accident’,12 because they are
dangerous animals. In the West people speak of tigers as if they were
animals one can see only in zoological gardens and on television, but to
us they are very real. That it is not for nothing that we are afraid of them
will be apparent by the following true stories of big cats that have come
into Kammu villages as they sometimes do.
12 When a person dies by accident, there is no time to give him the right ceremonies
which pertain to severe illness and death. If a person dies in an accident, the dead body
is not even brought into the village for fear that his soul will remain there and do evil
deeds. Since the soul is not guided to the land of the dead, it will stray around forever,
and because it is cut off from the correct relations to its relatives, it will not protect but
harm the living. See also The Kammu Spirit World in FTK 3.
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Sometime around the year 1960 there was a leopard which used
to slay and take away the pigs in our area. One night it came and
took a pig or sometimes a dog in our village, and another night
it came to take animals in some other village in the neighbourhood. It went rounds in the whole of our area.
One night it came into the Kɔ́ɔn Sláay village, crept in
underneath one of the houses and took a pig there. The pig
squealed frantically, “wéek”, underneath the house. A woman
who lived in the house took a fire-brand and rushed out and
stood at the door of the house. The leopard did not dare to
run out from under the house and hid between the stacks of
firewood stored there. The woman cried out to call the men
sitting in the common-house just in front of the family house.
The men took torches, lit them and ran out to have a look under
the house. They stood around the house with torches and some
of them carried their guns.
Under a Kammu house there is a high bamboo fence going
from pile to pile. It stretches all the way from the ground up to the
floor of the house. There is only one opening in the fence, and the
space under the house is used to store firewood. Now one man
took his stand at the opening with a flaming torch in his hand.
The leopard got very scared when it saw that it was surrounded by firelight. It jumped out at the opening in the fence,
and in passing it bit the man who was standing there. The man
was so badly hurt that he died from his wounds.
In the year 1967 there was a jungle-cat that also began to slay pigs
and dogs in our area. One night it carne into our village and took one of
our pigs, and another night it went into some other village and slew a pig
or a dog, for it went around in the area during the nights just the same
way as the leopard I told about earlier.
The brown jungle-cat is not much bigger then a lynx, but it is a
ferocious animal just as the lynx is supposed to be. People used to burn
small pieces of skin of this particular animal to prevent evil spirits from
corning into the village. Babies often have a piece of its brown skin in
their cradles, and children wear pieces of its skin in a string around their
necks to protect them against spirits.
One night that brown jungle-cat came into Sɛ́ɛn Tóŋ village.
Around 8 o’clock in the evening a small girl, Tɛ̀ɛn Sə́ə, was
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sleeping alone in the house, while her mother had gone over to
visit the neighbour next-door. The neighbour’s house was only
a few yards away and the mother would hear her daughter if
she should wake up. Tɛ̀ɛn Sə́ə was not a baby either, but a girl
about 9 years of age.
The girl woke up and found that she was alone in the
house. She looked for her mother, but mother was not there.
The girl then went out and sat on the staircase and cried for her
mother. Her mother heard that her daughter was crying, but at
first she did not pay attention to it. Instead, she said: “Are you
crying in order to make the tiger bite you? What are you afraid
of?” she said that in an angry voice to her daughter.
It was dark and raining a little, too. When the girl stopped
crying aloud, she still made a little sobbing noise, “hʔɨ́, hʔɨ́.”
The jungle-cat came and heard the sobs “hʔɨ́, hʔɨ́.” It may
have thought that the girl was a dog, because dogs often sit on
the lower rungs of the staircases. The cat jumped on the girl
and bit her. She cried out to call her mother: “Mother, the tiger
bites me! Hurry home, the tiger bites me!”
Her mother did not believe whet her daughter said. She
answered: “Let it bite you! What are you afraid of?”
The girl called her mother over and over again, and at last
her mother got really angry and came over to the house to see
what was wrong with the girl. The mother was shocked to see
that it was really true that a tiger had bitten and scratched her
daughter. The girl was hurt, but not very badly.
The mother called the villagers to come and help her
daughter. The villagers came and collected some medical
plants which we use to cure wounds and put them on the bite
and the scratches.
Tɛ̀ɛn Sə́ə was not severely hurt, and after some weeks she
was completely well again.
Since we regard the tigers as having evil spirits, we do not celebrate
laying down of one of those animals in the same way we do with other
big game. When a hunter has brought down a tiger, he returns home to
the village and tells the villagers to go and carry the deed animal home.
The villagers fetch the tiger and carry it to the vicinity of the village, but not into the village. They put it down outside the fence around
the village, for a dead tiger is not allowed inside the village gates. This
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is partly because people are afraid that other tigers may smell their
mate and follow it into the village, and partly because one fears that the
hunter might have just brought down an animal which has already killed
or eaten people. If it has, the people it has killed have died a sudden
death in an accident, and the spirits of such people have not received the
proper death rituals. Such spirits, róoy hʔéep, are deeply feared, since
they may cause calamities to the living.
Thus we believe that if people carry a dead tiger into the village, the
villagers will not live well. They will lack food, for instance, because
the spirits of those dead by accident may emerge from the dead tiger and
make havoc in the village.
Most Kammu people refuse to eat tiger’s meat, not only for fear of
the evil spirits but also because the meat has an offensive smell. There is
no feast, nor any ceremony when the hunters have brought down a tiger,
because the prey is no contribution to the food supply of the village.
Yet some profit may be made from the dead tiger. The bones and
the skin of the dead animal are dried in the sun. When they get dry, they
are usually sold to the Chinese who pay very high prices for such things.
I was just a small boy of some ten years when I took part in a tiger
hunt for the first time. It was in the autumn, the time of the year when
people hunt very much and set many traps in order to collect meat for
the busy harvest season. We had gone to examine our snares and lie in
wait for barking-deer, but we also happened to encounter a leopard.
The day before we encountered the leopard I and my friend,
whose name is Sét Ŋə̀n, went to set rat-snares along the Cùk
stream. We began to set our snares at the mouth of the Cùk stream
and walked towards the mouth of the Crɔ́ɔŋ Màay stream. It was
about 4 o’clock in the afternoon when we set out, and we had
almost ninety rat-snares.
While we went up the stream we found footprints of
barkingdeer around a sŋá-tree not far from a waterfall. The
barkingdeer came to eat the sŋá-fruits which had fallen to the
ground there. We continued to set the rest of the snares, and
when we had finished setting them, we went home.
The following morning we got up very early. We woke up
at the first cockcrow, that is around 4 o’clock in the morning.
Then we went to lie in wait for the barking-deer at that sŋátree.
My friend had a rifle but I had not got my first rifle as yet
because I was too young and I only carried a knife. Sét Ŋə̀n sat
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down and hid under a bush, and I also hid in a bush about five
metres away from him.
The sun started to rise and it was soon light from the
early sun. I heard birds and squirrels chatting everywhere, and
I turned my head and looked around me. Suddenly I saw a
leopard running towards the stream. It was as big as a goat. It
ran towards the stream and sat down on a fallen tree which lay
across the stream close to the waterfall.
I called my friend in a low voice, but as he did not hear
me, I took a small pebble and threw it on his back. He turned
his head and looked at me, and I pointed to the leopard down
there, only some ten metres away from me. The tiger did not
hear us since it was so close to the waterfall which made quite
a big din. Sét Ŋə̀n pointed his rifle to the tiger and pulled the
trigger, but the rifle did not go off. He tried to fire once more
and it went off, “pláŋ.”
The shot broke the leopard’s back, and it could not stand
up It crawled back and forth for a moment, but it could not run
away. Then it fell down to the foot of the waterfall.
My friend had gunpowder for one shot only, so he could
only fire the gun once, because he had forgotten his gunpowder
horn at home. We could not go too near the wounded leopard
and therefore took stones and threw at it, but it did not die,
and we did not dare to go closer. We had one knife each, and
we cut a bamboo, took my knife and fastened it to the top of
the bamboo and tried to stab the wounded animal. However,
the leopard was quicker than us. When we tried to stab it, it
snatched the knife, it took our knife away with its claws.
Then we found a club to hit it, and we beat that leopard
dead. We left the dead body there while we went to collect
our ratsnares. Carrying the rat-snares and the rats which had
been caught by the snares, we came back later to carry the dead
leopard home to the village. At that time we were very hungry
since it had taken quite a long time and it was already about ten
in the morning.
On the way home we met my sister, when she was on her
way to work in the garden-plot with her friends. I asked if she
had brought some food with her, and she gave us some cooked
rice, salt and peppers. I ate some of the food and felt better
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again. When we had rested a while, we carried the dead leopard, the rat-snares and the rats uphill to the village.
It was not very far away from the village, only a few miles.
It is, however, always very tiring to walk from down a valley
up to the village on the mountain ridge when you carry a heavy
burden, and I was just a small boy.
We left the dead leopard outside the village and went
home. Some villagers went out to cut up the dead body. Some
of them brought meat home, cooked and ate the meat of that
animal. Others did not, since there are many families who do
not like to eat meat of big felines.
Also the killing of a python requires special caution in a similar manner, since the python is closely connected with the dragon, pryɔ̀ɔŋ. The
dragon may transform itself into a man, a python, a water-buffalo or a
small grasshopper called hɔ́ɔs pryɔ̀ɔŋ which literally means “dragon grasshopper”. Should anyone accidentally kill a dragon in any of these shapes,
the revenge may take the form of floods and landslides.
Yet pythons are killed for food, and some men eat python meat,
but women never do. The dragon is particularly dangerous for women,
and it is said that dragons rob women in order to marry them. Women
must therefore always take care not to touch or have anything to do with
things belonging to the dragon.
Even the killing of an ordinary python may arouse the wrath of the
dragon, for the dragon is the owner-spirit also of pythons that are real
snakes.
In order to find out whether a python is a snake or a spirit in snake
form, a chopping block is placed beside the snake’s head, when a python
is caught alive. The animal is carefully instructed: “Well, if you have an
owner or if you are a spirit, then go away. If you do not have an owner
and are not a spirit, then put your head on the block.”
Although the snake thus takes the decision itself, as it were, further
precautions still have to be taken. A dead-fall trap is made, and the severed snake head is put into it in order to make the owner-spirit believe
that the python was caught by the trap and not by a human being.13
The killing of other kinds of snakes is not problematic in the same
way, but still most people resent eating snake meat. It is also considered
unlucky to shoot a snake with a new weapon, because a gun used in this
13 See FTK 3 13.B.e. The Log People’s Village.
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manner will probably never kill again. In the same way it is believed
that a trap that catches a snake as its first animal will never catch any
other prey.
Snakes are thus creatures of bad luck, and therefore the laying down
of a snake is not celebrated with a feast.
There are some kinds of animals, for instance bear, porcupine,
sambar deer and tiger, that are hunted not only for food but also in order
to make medicine.
Thus it is the gall-bladder of a bear that is used to make medicine.
When someone is unwell, people boil water and then put a little piece
of bear gall-bladder in it and let the patient drink the water. People also
cook and drink the contents of the stomach of the porcupine. Bear gallbladder is better than the contents of the porcupine’s stomach, however,
and bear gall-bladder is therefore very expensive. The sambar deer’s
young horns that are still covered with hide are also used to make
medicine.
Thus when a hunter gets a bear, a tiger, a barking-deer or a sambar
deer with young horns, he may sell parts of his quarry for quite some
money. If he gets a bear, he sells its gall-bladder, if he gets a tiger, he
sells its bones and skin, if he gets a barking-deer, he may sell the skin
for making bags, and the young horns of the sambar deer may be sold
with good profit.
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Traps, Prnàam Mòk
When drawing the illustrations I have taken care to draw in such a way
that the reader will get a clear picture not only of how the traps look
but also of their function. Sometimes therefore a trap has been drawn
twice, once as it looks when it is set and a second time as it looks when
released. The numbers of the various parts of the traps have been placed
in either one of these pictures, depending on where that particular piece
is best seen.
The art of trapping is now rapidly falling into oblivion, and I have
visited museums both in Southeast Asia and in Europe where exhibited
traps were incorrectly put together and where nobody was able to set a
single one of the traps stored in the museum. It is my hope that this book
will be of some help in this respect.
For the interested reader it will be possible to find out how each
trap functions – provided that he studies the pictures in the fallowing
sections carefully and considers the explanations.
In most – but not all – of the traps and snares it is the trigger, lèŋ,
which causes the release. The lèŋ is always a piece of bamboo with a
hole for the string or cord which attaches it to the moveable part of the
trap. The movable part may be a spring which is kept bent when the lèŋ
is in place but is stretched with a jerk when the lèŋ flies off. It may also
be a balance beam which has a felling part attached to the other end.
This falling part is counterbalanced by the lèŋ as long as this is kept in
place. As soon as the lèŋ is removed the precarious balance is broken
and the heavy falling part crashes down.
The lèŋ may be removed either directly, in that the animal going
into the trap touches it, or indirectly, in that a treadle or some other
device removes the stopper which keeps it in place.
As will be seen from the illustrations, the lèŋ are of different
shapes. If they are to be touched by the animals, they are usually long
and slender. In that case one side of the lèŋ has a notch which is hooked
87
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on to a support so that the string is stretched and the spring kept in a
bent position.
Other kinds of lèŋ lean against a support. The tip of the lèŋ is then
pressed hard against a stopper so that the lèŋ is under high tension – in a
cage trap for big felines, for instance, the weight of the trap-door which
is to be counterbalanced is quite considerable. In such constructions it is
the stopper that is drawn away whereby the lèŋ flies off.
The traps and snares look very different and yet almost all of them
are but variations of the same basic idea.
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Spear-Traps, Klár
There is a whole group of spear-traps, klár – sometimes also the Lao
name háaw is used – of the most varying dimensions intended to catch
different animals. Big klár are set in order to catch big animals such as
sambar and barking deer, boars, bears and tigers. The klár set to catch
such small animals as porcupines have to be small and low.
As is described below, the traps have to be made invisible to the
wild animals – which of course means that they are invisible to domestic
animals and human beings as well – and therefore all klár are dangerous.
Sometimes cows or water-buffaloes roving the woods are caught and
killed by the big klár. Even people may be severely wounded or killed

Parts of the spear-trap
1. kám = spear
2. kɨ̀r = spring
3. cɨ̀aŋ cɨ̀p = abutment for spring
4. krlɔ̀ɔŋ = run for spear
5. tklòk= supporting pole
6. rptháap = stopper for spring
7. tŋká kám = pole with bore for spear
8. rŋlɛ́ɛŋ sñéey = pole for the release string
9. sñéey = release string
10. rmpùh = suspension cord
11. lèŋ = trigger
12. smcèr = attaching string
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by the klár, and therefore the position of such traps must be carefully
marked. Yet accidents may occur, wherefore there are rules for what the
owner of a klár has to pay if a family claims damages for an accident
caused by his klár. The rules are, however, not valid if the victim of the
accident has no right to be in the area, and especially not if he has been
hurt while hunting in an area which belongs to another village.
One year, I think it was in 1967, two men from the Kúŋ Pə̀h
village went with torches to hunt frogs at the stream near the
Mòŋ Lɔ́ɔt village. Since they were not on the grounds of their
home village, this amounts to poaching.
The two men went up along the stream carrying their
torches catching frogs. Soon they came to a place where they
had to pass a very high and extremely steep rise. They slowly
climbed the slope. When they reached the brow of the hill, the
man who went first was caught by a klár for barking deer which
the Mòŋ Lɔ́ɔt people had set. The spear went right through his
heart and he died on the spot. The other man went home and
fetched some of the men of the Kúŋ Pə̀h village and they carried the dead man home.
The owner of the trap did not have to pay any damages. In
fact, he did not help the dead man’s family in any way, since
the man had committed an offence when he was out looking for
food in a forest belonging to another village.
In other cases, when the victim of the accident has a right to be in
the area where the klár is set, the bereaved family can claim damages. If
a man is killed, his family will receive at least sixty màn as a compensation, that is the same amount as for a waterbuffalo.
The take of every kind of klár – no matter how small the klár and
the animal are – is always considered big game and therefore has to be
shared among the villagers. This is quite natural as regards the big klár
which catch deer and thus have an abundant yield which can be shared
with many people. Usually many people also cooperate in the construction of the bigger klár.
It is less obvious why a porcupine should be considered big game
and thus common property. The porcupine is caught in a small klár, and
to build and set the trap is a one-man job. The yield is petty, even less
than that of a pheasant which is not considered to be big game, and the
porcupine is not at all dangerous.
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The Kammu explain the peculiar fact that this very small animal is
treated as big game in the following way:
According to tradition a man once set a spear trap for porcupines on top of a termite hill. A water-buffalo belonging to
some other family went grazing at the termite hill. When the
buffalo stretched its neck to reach some plants on top of the
hill, the trap was released. The spear went right through the
buffalo’s throat and killed it.
In real life the loss of a water-buffalo is a heavy blow for a family,
and for the unfortunate trapper it would mean a great economic burden
to pay the indemnity which is the same as for a human being, that is no
less than 60 màn. Since few families would be able to pay that much
alone, the villagers will have to help out. Kammu people also say: “When
there is some meat or food, everybody should take part of it. When it is a
question of paying, everybody should help one another.”
The head of the village, who used to get a piece of the sirloin when
big game is shared, will act as a mediator and negotiate the price in a
case like this. The price agreed upon is then divided into four shares of
which the villagers should pay one share and the hapless trapper the
remaining three.
In actual fact, it is not at all likely that a porcupine trap would kill a
big animal like a water-buffalo. Small as it is, the trap is insidious, however, and sometimes both people and domestic animals are wounded by
it. Also in such cases the villagers should pay a share of the damages. As
it is the porcupine trap that causes this, the porcupine itself is regarded
as common property and treated as big game.
Constructing Spear-Traps
Big klár for deer are built by a team of men – as has been said already,
women never take part in the building of dangerous traps.
When people have decided to make a klár, they examine the entire
area very carefully before selecting the spot where to construct it. They
select a spot across an animal track, in a place where the track is narrowing down and where there is a lot of brushwood on both sides, so that the
animals will not detect the trap so easily.
On the day when the work will be undertaken, the men go to the
place selected carrying with them the tools needed and the things they
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will use for a sacrifice. Before the actual construction of the trap is
begun, the leader of the group of hunters will initiate the undertaking
with a sacrifice to the spirits of the area, róoy èes. The area spirits have
to be informed about the undertaking since the trap will be located on
soil belonging to them.
The men put down the things they have carried along near the spot
where the trap will be built, but not on the actual spot. All the time they
have to take care not to disturb the growth too much, since that would
reveal to the animals that something had been going on there. Especially
deer are extremely sensitive to even the slightest changes in the area
where they are accustomed to moving about.
The leader of the team picks a suitable broad leaf to put the sacrificial items on. He unpacks four màn coins, four líim coins, four lumps
each of cooked rice, fermented tea, betel and tobacco. As master of the
ceremony he arranges the things on the broad leaf and places the leaf on
the ground near the trunk of a big tree or close to a high cliff, for it is in
such places the area spirits take their abode.
Then he kneels down and says the following prayer:
“Oh, Lord of the Soil, Lord of the Earth,
Lord of the Place, Lord of the Area,
We make this trap, make this tackle,
Let it be successful, let it be lucky, too!
Please let us get your domestic animals, your livestock!
Don’t let them fear, don’t let them shun!
May those that are near come soon,
May those that are far come later,
May those down below come up,
May those higher up come down.
Let our trap be successful and lucky, too,
We will buy it with this copper and silver, Amen!”
A deer trap is examined every third day or so. When, during the following weeks, the trap has been examined three times, the things which
were offered as a sacrifice to the area spirits are collected and brought
home.
After completion of the ceremony the work begins. Some of the
men go to cut the spring, others go to cut bamboo to make the spear. In
the meantime the remaining men build a fence at each side of the track
so that an animal coming along the track will have to pass the opening
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1. sɔ́ɔk
2. kám
3. kám ʔyɨ́ɨn
4 a–b. cók màh or cám tɔ̀ɔn
4 a–c. kɨ̀ɨp
5. ktáak
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where the trap is placed. The men will take care not to walk on the track
and they will be careful not to disturb the growth and the foliage too
much.
The illustrations are drawn in order to show the construction and
the function of the fence. In actual fact, however, the fence and the
entire construction will be completely hidden by the brushwood on both
sides of the track. If the trap is to catch anything at all, it has to be made
totally invisible.
The hunters will, of course, know from the prints what kind of
animal it is that frequents the track and build the trap accordingly. If the
klár is meant for sambar deer, the spear should be placed four kɨ̀ɨp above
the ground, that is as high as the heart of a deer. This measure is marked
on a stick that is placed in the opening of the fence to indicate where the
spear should hit. The spear is made of tlàa bamboo, because this kind of
bamboo is poisonous. Thus the animal will die quickly, even if it is not
killed immediately by the shot.
The string for the release mechanism is tied to the side pole, rŋlɛ́ɛŋ
sñéey. A liana is chosen for this purpose, because even a minor thing
like an ordinary string would scare the deer. One goes down one kɨ̀ɨp
from the level of the spear and ties the string there, for the string should
hang about one kɨ̀ɨp below the spear. When the string has been tied to
the pole, it is drawn tight across the opening, and then one measures
how loose or tight it should be in the particular place where the trap is
constructed.
Before the string is slackened one will have to consider the position
of the trap. If it is far away from water, the string should be slackened
one sɔ́ɔk, but if it is near a river or a stream one kɨ̀ɨp is enough. This is
because far from water the deer walk at an ordinary slow and careful
pace. On the other hand, near the water they walk fast, because they
know that they are in danger of predatory animals which often lie in
wait for them near the water. When animals come close to a stream, they
just hurry down to the water to drink.
If we slacken the string just a little, one kɨ̀ɨp or so, at a trap that is
set far from water where the animals walk slowly, the shot will penetrate
high up at the front part of the back by the shoulder blade. The spear
will not go in but only hit the shoulder blade and bounce off. The spear
will go in sharp under the shoulder blade if the string is slackened one
sɔ́ɔk. In a trap near the water where the animals walk fast, the spear will
only hit the hind leg of an animal or even miss altogether if the string is
slackened as much as a sɔ́ɔk.
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When the construction of the trap is finished, some sticks of
Dracaena, which grows leaves very rapidly, are placed by the opening
to hide it from view and all signs of the presence of man are removed.
After that the trap may be set for the first time.
When an animal walks through the opening, it will stretch a string
tied to a loop which is placed over the trigger when the trap is set. The
string pulls the loop away. The trigger is thus free and will release the
mechanism of the spring. The spear is shot out and will hit the animal.
Before the hunters return home, they put up signs of warning,
prnàal, which point to the trap. Whether the klár is placed along a stream
or high up on the mountain side, this kind of sign has to be put by the
path. People who see such a sign will then know that there is a dangerous trap there.

The klár should be made during the rainy season when people work
in the fields. People then stay in the fields all the time, and there is rarely
anyone except hunters in the forest. When the hot season sets in, the
spears are taken down, because during the hot season many people walk
around in the forest, for instance in order to pick mushrooms, fruits and
wild taro. Then people could get hurt or even killed by the big klár.
The construction of a klár for barking deer is precisely the same as
the one for sambar deer, and the same kinds of material are used. The
only difference is that the klár for barking deer is lower and smaller
them the one for sambar deer, because a barking deer is a rather small
animal. Thus the klár for barking deer is only two kɨ̀ɨp high, and if the
string is slackened one handbreadth, the spear will go in just under the
shoulder blade.
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Also a klár intended for tigers is of the same kind as the one for
sambar deer. It is of the same height as a klár for sambar deer, but the
string is never slackened more than one kɨ̀ɨp whatever the location, for
tigers always move fast.
The smallest klár is the one for the porcupines, but also this one is
made exactly as those for deer. The material used is the same but is, of
course, much thinner and weaker. The bigger the animal the bigger and
stronger the trap. The klár for porcupines is thus no more than one cók
mah or one kám ʔyɨɨ́ n high and the string is slackened three fingerbreadths.
Although the klár for bears and boars have to be just as strong as
those for sambar deer; they are only two kɨ̀ɨp high just as the klár for
barking deer. The construction is also the same except for the arrangement of the release string. Instead of tying the string across the opening
with a trigger to release the mechanism, the string is formed into a snare.
The snare will catch the throat of the animal, and when the snare is
drawn tight with a jerk, the trap will be released.
The traps are constructed like this, because boars and bears do not
walk in the same way as deer do. The boar walks with its head lowered,
smelling the ground along its path, and the bear walks in a crawling
manner also with its head close to the ground. If the string were arranged
as in a deer trap, the klár would not function properly. It is impossible
to estimate where the string will touch a boar or a bear when they reach
the opening in the fence. With a sling that catches the throat, however,
the spear will hit just right.
Examining the Klár
When klár are in use they are examined twice a week and not every day.
After each examination they are set anew. They may be used for some
months if they catch well, and when they are not to be used any more,
the spear is lifted down from the spring and put beside the animal track.
When the owner of a klár goes to examine his trap, and the trap has
been released but only hurt an animal but not killed it, the hunter looks
for drops of blood and foot-prints of the wounded animal. He looks
carefully to find out which direction the animal has gone and follows
the blood track and the foot-prints if it is not a dangerous animal. If it
is a dangerous animal which may attack him, however, he must return
home to fetch some or the villagers to help him to find it. Sometimes an
animal may go quite far away before it dies from the poison of the tlàa
bamboo.
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When the hunter finds the dead animal, he looks how the animal
lies. If it lies down with its head turned back towards the trap, it means
that the trap will be successful in the future and catch more animals. If
the animal is lying with its head turned in some other direction, on the
other hand, it means that both the hunter and the trap will lose their good
luck and success. The hunter will then not get more animals in the near
future.
The hunter also looks at the ears of the dead animal. If there are rifts
in its ears, it is a good sign because that means that the owner-spirits of
that animal have marked it for the man who got it. Are there no rifts in
the ears of the animal, however, the hunter should be wary because the
owner-spirits may be offended and angry. Had they really wanted him
to get the animal, they would have marked it for him.
When he sees the dead animal he says the following words as a
prayer for success:
“Chick, chick!
He-animal, lead the she-animal along,
To let you have friends,
To let you form a group!
You should not go alone,
You should not come home alone!”
Memories of the Klár
Once I went with two of my elder brothers and a friend from our wifetaking group to make spear traps for sambar deer. Altogether we were
four, Mɨ́ɨn Ràw, Ñìi Ràw, Ràw Lìaŋ and myself. We got up early one
morning, pounded peppers and wrapped up some salt and cooked rice,
and went to the Kɔ́ɔn Pryɔ̀ɔŋ) quagmire to make klár. It was during the
rainy season and the area was flooded. Although we made as many as
ten klár, we had very little luck with them, and they only caught two
deer during the whole year.
Another time my brother Mɨ́ɨn Ràw made a klár for sambar deer by
the Klɨ́r stream. One autumn day he went to set the klár with his friend
from our wife-taking group, Ràw Lìaŋ, and another brother of mine, Ñìi
Ràw, went with them. The three of them set the klár by the Klɨ́r.
A big tiger walked into their trap and was wounded but not killed.
Then one day our uncle Ŋɨ̀a and his son went to cut krɨ̀al bamboo to
make basket strips. They felt an unpleasant smell as from a dead animal
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when they walked down to the Klɨ́r. They looked around and saw that
there were foot-prints of a tiger all over the place. Well knowing how
extremely dangerous a wounded tiger may become, the two of them got
very scared and quickly went home without cutting any bamboo at all.
When they came home to the village, they told us what they had
seen, and that they had heard a tiger going up and down along the Klɨ́r
roaring as it went. Other people who spent the nights in the fields had
also heard a tiger roar near that stream for several days.
There were thus two tigers, one that had been caught by the klár
and one that kept watch over its dying mate. When Mɨ́ɨn Ràw and Ràw
Lìaŋ went to examine their klár, they found that the klár had indeed been
released. They saw that there was blood and tiger foot-prints there. They
went home and told the other villagers, and then they went in a group
and followed the track of blood and foot-prints. Suddenly they heard a
tiger growl, and they ran back to the village all too scared to follow the
tiger any further.
Not until about a month later did we find the dead tiger by the Klɨ́r.
Its mate had then vanished into the jungle again.
Many stories are told about the klár, and when I was still a small
boy I heard another story that people liked to tell us. Our parents told us
how one year uncle Cə́ə from the Sɛ́ɛŋ Tóŋ village set a klár at the foot
of his family’s field in the forest belonging to their village. There was a
bear that had begun to walk into their fields and eat their rice and maize,
and they wanted to catch it.
As they had hoped, a bear was also caught by the klár, but unfortunately it was not killed. The wounded bear went into the jungle outside
their field to lie down. The bear was certainly dying, but it was not dead
as yet.
Uncle Làay and uncle Làaŋ from our village went together to hunt in
the forest belonging to the Sɛ́ɛŋ Tóŋ village. When they walked around,
they found a track of blood and as hunters should do, they followed it.
A little further along they heard a bear growl, and the wounded bear
rushed upon them and attacked uncle Làay. It bit his head and his throat,
but he did not die, he was just badly wounded. Uncle Làaŋ lifted his gun
and shot, and the bear fell down dead.
Now uncle Làaŋ carried uncle Làay and walked back, and on the
way home they met uncle Cə́ə, the man who had made the klár. They
told uncle Cə́ə whet they had done: “We went hunting and came across
a bear that had been caught by your klár. It was not dead yet and it bit
Làay here. We have shot the bear so it is dead now.”
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Uncle Cə́ə now rushed home and called people from the village,
and several people working in the fields nearby came to help carry
uncle Làay home to our village. They did not let him come all the way
into the village, because they feared that he would die in our village.
We believe that if a wounded man dies inside a village, the spirits of
death by accident, róoy hʔéep, will stay in the village. Therefore people
spread bamboo mats underneath one of the barns outside the village and
let him rest there. They hung up round casting-nets around the barn to
scare away the evil spirits of death by accident. After that they called
the shaman to come and cure the wounded man, cure him both by magic
formulas and by the aid of medical herbs.
They continued to work hard for three days and nights to save his
life and his health, and during that time he had to stay underneath the
barn. Several people came out from the village to assist in keeping
watch over the wounded man. Fires were kept burning all around the
barn to protect him, for they feared that the spirits of death by accident
would come and fetch his soul. When so many people kept watch over
him, they hoped that the spirits would be afraid to come.
The careful treatment succeeded and after three days they were able
to help uncle Làay into the village. The people of his house caught a
water-buffalo and slaughtered it to feed the spirits of their kin so that the
ancestor spirits would continue to help the patient. Thus they killed the
buffalo in order to cure him.
After that uncle Làay slowly got well again. When he was cured,
uncle Cə́ə brought a jar of rice wine and slaughtered a pig and came to
tie the wrists of uncle Làay with white cotton thread.1 He tied his wrists
to strengthen his soul, fearing that otherwise his soul would leave him.
Many years later I myself went to see uncle Làay, and I continued
to do so many times later on when I was a grown up man. He was a formidable hunter and everybody in our kin deeply respected him. Uncle
Cə́ə was my mother’s brother so he was one of my wifegivers, and uncle
Làay was one of our wife-givers, too, so we were all akin.
It should be mentioned that, although the bear had been shot dead,
the owners of the trap did not go to fetch its body but only just left it
1 In Kammu this ceremony is called súu hrmàal ‘to the soul’ or simply túk tí ‘tie the
wrist’. Many peoples in Southeast Asia conduct similar ceremonies; for the Thai
equivalent, tham khwan, see Heinze (1962) which contains a bibliography of 20 pages.
Kemmu hrmàal and Thai khwan are similar concepts to which there is no English
equivalent. Heinze translates the word khwan as ‘the essence of life’, and Davis (1964)
as ‘psychic energy’.
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where it was. They did not dare to bring it home, because they were
afraid that the dreaded spirits of death by accident might have entered
the body of the bear.
Although the bear bit uncle Làay, the owner of the klár did not help
him with medical treatment or money. The klár owner only helped to
carry the wounded man, and afterwards he bound his wrists to strengthen
his soul. That he did not have to pay damages was because uncle Làay
had been hunting in a forest belonging to other people. The villagers of
our village, however, helped uncle Làay with one fourth of the medical
treatment since it is customary that the villagers share the costs also in
cases like this.
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Bamboo Booby-Traps, Cráh
Just as is the case with the klár, there is a whole group of cráh of somewhat different construction, depending on the kind of animal the trap is
intended to catch.
Booby-Traps for Sambar Deer, Cráh Pɨɨ̀ ŋ
The cráh pɨ̀ɨŋ is built for sambar deer and is placed across a deer track.
First the fence is erected. The fence goes crosswise on both sides of the
track so that the animals will find no other way to pass except through
the opening left at the track.

Parts of the booby-trap for sambar deer
1. pɔ́h = bamboo clapper
2. cráh = spear
3. rŋlɛ́ɛŋ sñéey = pole for the release string
4. sñéey = release string
5. kltès pɔ́h = stopper of bamboo clapper
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Beside the opening a big bamboo clapper, pɔ́h, is placed. When
the trap is set, the two halves of the clapper are kept wide apart by a
stick, kltès pɔ́h, which is inserted in such a way that it is easily pulled
away. A liana string is tied to the middle of the stick. The string is then
allowed to hang down across the opening and is tied to the first pole on
the other side. When the liana is touched by a passing animal, the stick
is pulled out and the halves of the clapper clap together with a terrific
bang “klóp”.
A group of sharp, pointed bamboo spears are placed across the track
beginning some two metres away on the far side of the opening. The
prints clearly show which way the animals usually walk on the track and
this kind of trap should be built where the track seems to be a “one way
road”. If the animals come walking in the opposite direction, the cráh is
released without catching anything.
The spears are extremely dangerous because they are cut to a very
sharp point and are made of poisonous tlàa bamboo. The men working
with the arrangement have to be very careful till the time, so that they do
not fall on the spears. The cráh are usually placed where the track slopes
down a little and the men have to start placing the spears at the upper
end. If they start at the lower end, they may slip and fall backwards and
get killed by the spears further down.
The spears are placed in a group, pɨ̀ɨŋ, and therefore this trap is
called cráh pɨ̀ɨŋ. In traps for sambar deer the spears are about 1.5 metres
long and they are planted in a rather upright position.

When a sambar deer comes and tries to pass the opening, it will
touch the release string so that the stick in the clapper is pulled out. The
halves beat together and the sharp, loud “klóp” frightens the animal. A
scared sambar deer jumps forward with a very high and long jump, and
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precisely this reaction will make it fall down right on the spears which
usually kill it instantly.
Cráh made for boars, cráh sɨ́aŋ, and for bears, cráh húal, are made
in the same way as those for sambar deer. The only difference is that the
spears are planted in a more slanting fashion. Boars and bears do not
jump the way sambar deer do when they get frightened but rush blindly
forward instead. Thus they get speared by the spears that point towards
the opening. When the hunters arrange the spears, they use their foot as
a measure between the spear and the ground, and in that way the spears
get the right inclination.

Booby-Traps for Barking Deer, Cráh Púas
The cráh used for trapping barking deer, cráh púas, are arranged in a
totally different manner, because barking deer do not move about along
beaten tracks the way sambar deer do. Instead they move in small flocks
up and down the mountain slopes, and one cannot predict precisely
where a deer will pass for instance on its way down to the river to drink.
Instead of constructing a single cráh one therefore places the cráh
púas in a long row containing 47 to 69 traps. We say that odd numbers
are the underlings of every kind of trap and if there are many odd numbers in a group of traps the catch will be greater since it is the underlings
that do the job.
The traps are placed in narrow openings made when a fence is built
along a mountain side. The fence should be about midway between the
top and the foot of the mountain. In order to be effective, the fence has
to be very long. It actually has to screen off the entire mountain side
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otherwise the deer would just walk around it. It also has to be rather
high, about as high as a grown-up man otherwise the barking deer would
just jump over it. When building the cráh púas, the fence cannot be hidden. The barking deer know that it is there but they are given no other
alternative but to jump through the openings if they want to pass down
the slope.
The openings in the fence may not go all the way down to the ground
because, if they do, the deer only walk through them. The fence is made
of branches and young trees which are pounded down into the ground in
a long row. Then it is covered with grass to form a wall. At the openings
shorter pieces of wood are used so that each opening gets a threshold as
high as up to the knee-cap of a grown-up man. Each opening must be
very narrow, only one kɨ̀ɨp – that is, about 20 cm. – wide, otherwise the
deer will miss the spear when it jumps. There are no bamboo clappers in
a row of cráh púas and there is no string across the openings This kind
of cráh is thus not released in any way; it is a kind of ambush more than
a mechanical trap.
On the valley side of the fence the spears are placed so that they
point upwards towards the openings. Only a single spear is pieced at
each opening. The entire construction of the cráh puas is such that an
animal can hardly escape being speared when it jumps the high thres
hold of the opening on its way downhill.
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Going uphill the animals may pass completely unhurt since they
will then only walk along the spears which point upwards towards the
mountain top.
When a hunter has arranged a row of cráh púas, he goes to examine
it every second day. Sometimes he may find other game than barking
deer, such as a kind of civet cat or wild dogs. Just as is the case with
sambar deer, the meat of a barking deer must be shared with all the
houses of the village. If the take is a civet or a dog, however, the meat is
not shared because these animals are not common property. Most people
also refuse to eat them because the meat does not taste good.
All the cráh are, indeed, most dangerous both for human beings and
animals. It goes without saying that the hunters must take good care and
not build such dangerous traps where there are domestic animals roving
about. Signs of warning also must be put up, so that people can beware
of the cráh.
When the cráh are no longer in use, the spears must be removed and
disposed of. The rest of the construction is left to rot away, which it does
in a bit more than a year.
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Cage-Traps for Big Felines, Kncrés
Tigers seldom come into the villages but other big felines do, such as
leopards, black panthers, jungle cats and fishing cats. When for instance
a leopard gets into the habit of coming to the villages in the evenings to
slay pigs and dogs, the villagers may make a kncrés, a trap in the form
of a strong cage with a solid wooden trap-door.
First, wooden poles are pounded down into the ground in a slanting
fashion to form a cage. The form of the cage resembles the roof construction of an old Western house with the rafters crossed at the ridge. At one
end there is a high gate which supports the balance-beam from which the
trap-door is suspended. The trigger with the release string is attached to
the other end of the balance-beam, which reaches out to a point above
the centre of the cage. At the far end, seen from the trap-door, there is

Parts of the tiger trap
1. prlàk = poles
2. kntɨ̀p = trap-door
3. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
4. lèŋ = trigger
5. cmà sñéey = release string (inside the cage)
6. rmpùh = suspension cord
7. smcèr = attaching string
8. sə́ŋ ɔ̀ɔy = bait (inside the cage)
9. klpàk = bamboo-bell (inside the cage)
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a separate compartment which is totally closed off from the rest of the
cage.
In the evening a piglet or a dog is shut up in this closed compartment to serve as a bait. After that the kncrés is set.
When the leopard comes, it walks into the kncrés in order to slay
the animal used as a bait. On its way in, the leopard touches the string,
the string is pulled away, and the trap-door falls down behind the animal
so that it is locked up in the cage. When the leopard tries to escape small
bamboo bells inside the kncrés are sounded.
The villagers hear the bells and thus understand that an animal has
been caught. They take their spears and guns and hurry to the kncrés to
kill the animal inside the cage.
If it is a fishing cat or a jungle cat that is harassing the village, a
smaller kncrés is built. These smaller traps are usually baited only with
a hen or a chicken.
We have to kill these dangerous animals when they begin to come
into the villages because they kill our domestic animals and we lose our
property. Predatory animals are usually not eaten, but despite this, the
dead animal has some value, since the skin may be sold to the Chinese.
In the old days, when a kncrés had been constructed, the men who
built it took off their blouses and untied their top knots to let their hair
hang down. Stripped to the waist and with dishevelled hair they danced
three rounds around the kncrés. This strange behaviour was meant to
disturb and irritate the forest spirits.
If they managed to make the spirits sufficiently annoyed, the spirits
would retaliate by sending dangerous felines into the village to bite the
offenders. Now that a kncrés had been built and baited, the bait would
lure the wild animals into the trap so that they did not hurt people, cattle
or fowl any longer.
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Spring-Pole Snares
Spring-Pole Snares, Rɛ̀ɛw
Snares are usually set in order to catch smaller animals such as rodents
and birds. There is one exception, however, and that is the rɛ̀ɛw, a kind
of big spring-pole snare which could be grouped with the klár and the
cráh as regards the animals it catches. The rɛ̀ɛw is made especially to trap
such big animals as barking deer and civet cats. Most people do not like
to use this kind of trap because it does not kill the animal. Therefore one
rarely sees any rɛ̀ɛw unless there are uncommonly many felines about.
When a hunter has found an animal track suitable for constructing
a rɛ̀ɛw, he digs a hole in the ground. Beside the hole he plants a pliable
rod which can be bent so that it functions as a spring. The string is tied
to the tip of the rod and a loop is formed at the other end of the string.
If the trap is likely to catch civet cats, a protecting case made of a piece
of bamboo or buffalo horn is put around the string to prevent the civet
from biting it through. A trigger is tied to the string just above the loop.
A small support for the trigger is placed beside the hole in the ground,
and when the loop has been placed around the hole, a thin bamboo cover

Parts of the rɛ̀ɛw spring-pole snare
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. cmə̀ = string
3. tnlòŋ = case
4. lèŋ = trigger
5. prlàk = pole
6. lmpáak = cover
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is put over it. The tip of the trigger is placed so that it leans against the
cover. When the cover is touched, the trigger loses its grip and the loop
is drawn tight.
In order to conceal the trap, the hunter covers the entire construction
on the ground with dry leaves, otherwise no animal would walk into it.
The rɛ̀ɛw is set in the evening and the hunter goes to examine it
already the following morning. If nothing has been caught, he releases it
or even collects the loose pieces and brings them along home. Domestic
animals may be severely hurt by the rɛ̀ɛw if it stays set during daytime.
Those who use this kind of trap often set them every evening. As was
said before, this particular kind of trap is only rarely used because it is
quite tiresome to have to set and examine them at such short intervals.
Spring-Pole Snares for Bamboo-Rats, Khát Túun
The khát túun are made especially to catch bamboo-rats, túun. Bamboorats are common around our villages, yet one seldom sees them since
they hardly ever leave their burrows at daytime. A bamboo-rat is quite

Parts of the khát túun spring-pole snare
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. cmə̀ = string
3. smcèr = attaching string
4. lèŋ = trigger
5. crwák = hook for the support
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a big animal and its body can be almost half a metre long. Except for
the tail it looks like a beaver. It lives where there is bamboo, and it eats
only bamboo roots and shoots and the roots of elephant grass. The meat
is very tasty, and we use bamboo-rat paws to feed the important spirits
of rice.1
When a hunter finds the entrance holes of the burrows – there may
be several entrances – he makes the khát just at the entrance. The construction is similar to that of the rɛ̀ɛw ‘spring-pole trap’, but there are
two separate strings in the khát. The loop is made out of one string, and
the trigger is attached to it by another string. The loop is put close to the
walls of the entrance hole in such a way that it will catch the animal at
the throat. The tip of the trigger is pushed through the roof of the hole so
that the animal has to push it away when it tries to get out. The trigger
has a notch on the side which turns towards the support, and the support
will lose its grip very easily so that the trap is released.
To make khát túun is not particularly heavy work and a hunter can
make several such traps in a single hour. The difficulty is to know where
the bamboo-rats have their entrance holes as they are always well hidden among the bamboo.
Spring-Pole Snares, Syɔ́ɔc
Syɔ́ɔc spring-pole snares for rats or squirrels are constructed on a log
which lies across a stream or above a path, in the same way as the suspended snap-trap, káp wák, described below.
The hunter may construct syɔ́ɔc at any time of the year and they
catch fairly well during all seasons. It is suitable to make as many as 25
or 35 syɔ́ɔc. Usually they are put along a stream and the hunter goes to
examine them every morning.2
Spring-Pole Snares, Pyɔ́ɔk
People make pyɔ́ɔk of several different sizes. They are intended to catch
birds such as pheasants, red jungle fowl or partridge. The traps for catching pheasants are bigger them those for jungle fowl and they are also set
somewhat higher, about 40 cm. above ground. Those for partridges are
the smallest and are set only some 25 cm. above ground.
1 See Kammu Year, p. 114 ff.
2 I regret that I have not been able to draw a syɔ́ɔc.
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Sometimes also other smaller animals, such as squirrels and mousedeer, are snared by the pyɔ́ɔk. Unfortunately the mouse-deer now seem
to be vanishing from our forests. When I was a boy one could still see
mouse-deer running across the paths and scurrying into the undergrowth
wherever one went in the jungle in much the same way as one sees
rabbits in the forests – and even in the parks – in Sweden. During the
decades since then, however, the mouse-deer has become a rare animal,
which is seldom seen and hardly ever caught in the traps.
When the pyɔ́ɔk heve been planted in a long row, the hunter makes
a fence from sticks, so that the birds cannot walk between the traps.
The birds can, of course, fly over the low fence, but these kinds of birds
more often walk on the ground while they are looking for food and take
to their wings only if they feel threatened.
The pyɔ́ɔk are set in places where the hunter knows that the birds
often go to seek food. He has to choose the right size of traps for each
place, otherwise he will probably not get anything. A man may make
from 55 to well above a hundred pyɔ́ɔk and as always he will see to it that
he has an uneven number of traps to ensure good luck. Sometimes two
hunters work together to make a very high number of pyɔ́ɔk when they
have found an uncommonly promising place to set them.

Parts of the pyɔ́ɔk spring-pole snare
1. tóo pyɔ́ɔk = body of the pyɔ́ɔk
2. cmə̀ = string
3. kɨ̀r = spring
4. prlàk = pole for holding the mechanism
5. kmnèes = fence
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The construction of the pyɔ́ɔk is very simple. The string that forms
the loop which strangles the bird hangs down under the body of the
trap, which is made from a stick of bamboo. One end of the stick is
bent up to form an ear-like ring. The string is fastened to a bent-down
pole, which serves as a spring. It is the body of the pyɔ́ɔk which serves
as a trigger. The pole at one side of the opening in the fence has a notch
which keeps the stick in place. The other end of the stick rests against
the pole on the other side of the opening. The slightest touch will make
the body – trigger – of the pyɔ́ɔk fly off and the loop will then be drawn
tight by the spring.
Pyɔ́ɔk are set almost all the year round except during the rainy
season. They cannot be set while it is raining because this kind of trap is
so very sensitive that just a heavy drop of rain on the body may release
it. Apart from that it is also rather unpleasant to walk around in the
jungle during the rainy season when the ground is slippery and there are
masses of land-leaches in the dense undergrowth.
When hunters have pyɔ́ɔk in the forest, they go to examine them
every second day. The take belongs to the hunter and his family and is
not shared with other villagers.
If a hunter has had pyɔ́ɔk in the forest for quite some time without
any success, he will go out and collect the bodies of his pyɔ́ɔk and the
strings attached to them. These parts keep very well, and he will store
them in the common-house in order to use them again at some other
time.
Spring-Pole Snares, Mɛ̀ɛŋ
The word mɛ̀ɛŋ ectually meens insect, and this kind of springpole snare
is celled mɛ̀ɛŋ beceuse it is baited with grubs or insects. People go to
pick these when the fields are cleared and when they have got enough
of them, they go home and steam them. Once the insects have been
steamed and dried they do not turn bad and they may be stored for one
or even two years.
The strings used in the traps are twined and the cases where the bait
will be displayed are cut out in the common-house. The hunter carries
parts of the traps and some dried insects along when he goes out into the
jungle to plant and set his traps.
The mɛ̀ɛŋ are set in places where there are silver pheasants, red
jungle hens or other big birds. People often set as many as between 20
and 30 mɛ̀ɛŋ in one place. The wooden spring is driven down first and
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thereafter the pole which carries the case. The case is secured in place
with the trigger resting between a notch in the pole and another notch
in the case. The string of the snare is arranged around the supporting
sticks and is then tied to the bent-down wooden spring. Finally the bait
is arranged on the case.
When a bird sees the bait, it will pick at it whereby the case fells
down. The spring flies up and the snare is drawn tight around the neck
of the bird.
The mɛ̀ɛŋ are examined every second day and the take is not shared
with other villagers.
It is said that this specific kind of trap should never be examined
more than three times. On the third examination the cases and the strings
should be collected and brought home. Then they may be used at some
other place or some other time.
If a mɛ̀ɛŋ is examined for the fourth time, the hunter may find a
ferocious tiger waiting at the trap to kill him. The tiger is a spirit and it
represents the owner-spirits of the fowl. The owner-spirits allow people

Parts of the mɛ̀ɛŋ spring-pole snare
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. tnlòŋ = case
3. cmə̀ = string
4. mɛ̀ɛŋ = insect used as bait
5. prlàk = pole
6. lèŋ = trigger
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to hunt only if they do it in an honest way and while setting the mɛ̀ɛŋ,
the hunters often cheat the game. Instead of using dried insects for bait
the hunter may use a dummy mɛ̀ɛŋ of wax. To fake the bait amounts to
lying and spirits hate liars and will take revenge on the man who has
cheated the birds into their death.
Spring-Pole Snares, Krɨɨ̀ n
The krɨ̀ɨn are very easy to make, and a man may make many of them in
a single day. Often young boys make their own krɨ̀ɨn, and a boy need not
be more than seven or eight years of age when he can begin to make and
set krɨ̀ɨn and thus contribute to the food supply of his family.
It is especially green-winged pigeons that are caught in the krɨ̀ɨn.
These snares are usually made in the autumn, at the time when the rice
sets ears. Somewhat later when the busy harvest season begins, there
will be very little time for hunting.
The main construction of the krɨ̀ɨn is the same as of other spring-pole
snares, but here it is a treadle that releases the mechanism. Preferably the
snares are placed beside a brine-well, where the green-winged pigeons
like to drink the salty water mixed with sand. The pigeons come in small
flocks and alight near the rim of the well, where they walk around and
sip the salty water. When they come to a krɨ̀ɨn they do not fly up but try
to step over it. When the treadle is pressed down, the bird gets caught.
On both sides of the krɨ̀ɨn there is a low fence made of palm leaves
which leaves an opening only at the trap.
The hunter goes to examine his krɨ̀ɨn every second day, and the take
is used only within his own family and does not have to be shared with
other villagers.
When the hunter does not want to use his krɨ̀ɨn any longer, he just
releases them and leaves them where they are because there is no part
of them that can be used again at a later time. The material used for the
krɨ̀ɨn is very perishable and the traps are soon destroyed by the weather.
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Parts of the krɨɨ̀ n spring-pole snare
1. tóo krɨ̀ɨn = body of the krɨ̀ɨn
2. kɨ̀r = spring
3. cmə̀ = string
4. lèŋ = trigger
5. prtéen = treadle
6. crwák = hook
7. kmnùun = brace
8. kmnèes = fence
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Dead-Falls, Pràay
Dead-Falls in the Forest, Pràay Prì
Several kinds of dead-falls, pràay, are constructed in different areas in
order to catch all kinds of smaller animals such as rats, bamboo-rats,
squirrels, big and small porcupines, fishing cats, civets, birds, snakes,
and even frogs. The most important kind is the pràay prì ‘forest deadfall’ where a long series of traps are placed one beside the other in a
long row, trɔ́ɔŋ. A path is running beside the row to facilitate setting
and examining the many traps. The take of such rows of pràay is quite
important for the food supply and therefore every house has at least one
path along which they build their pràay.
Sometimes we may want to build a row of pràay on land which
belongs to another house. In order to get permission to do so we have
to give a pack of cooked rice and the traditional gifts of food for wifetakers or wife-givers, depending on which of these two marriage groups
the owners of the land belong to. If the owners of the path for the row of
dead-falls is on our wife-giving side, they will receive a pack of cooked
rice and a boiled egg. Should they be on the wife-taking side instead,
we will wrap a pack of cooked rice and add dried rodent meat or dried
buffalo hide, when we go to ask permission to construct dead-fall traps
along their path.
The rows of pràay in the forest are made during the rainy season,
usually in the 8th and 9th month of the Kammu calendar. Many people
work together on the pràay and one of them is the leader of the team.
The leader is usually the man with most experience of this kind
of work. He will not only take charge of the practical work but also
conduct the ceremonies connected with the work and it is important that
he has good luck in hunting and trap building.
For at least three days before the actual work on the row of traps is
begun, the leader and his helpers make preparations for the work, which
is quite a big undertaking. Early in the morning, already before dawn,
for some few days they get up and go to cut bamboo; rháaŋ bamboo is
considered to be the best but also other kinds of bamboo are suitable for
this kind of trap. The men carry the bamboo back to the village, and then
they sit together in the common-house almost all day long and work on
the many small parts of the traps.
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Parts of the pràay prì ‘forest dead-fall’
1. trlɔ̀ɔŋ = log in dead-fall, body
2. kmnèes = fence beside trap
3. prtéen = treadle
4. cnɔ́ɔp = bearer for props
5. cntràŋ kwɨ̀al = forked support

6. snár yà = arch for
balance beam
7. pɨ̀k = balance beam
8. snɛ́h = prop
9. trnàŋ = cord
10. kltès = stopper
11. rmpùh = suspension cord
12. smcèr = attaching string
13. lèŋ = trigger
14. prlɔ̀ɔr = strut
15. prlàk = pole for release cord
16. kmnòl = support for the trigger
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Early in the morning the morning after they have finished this time
consuming work, they carry all the material along and go to the place
where they are to build the row of pràay. The same sites are often used
for decades, but the rows have to be put in order every year because
some of the details get lost and both the fence and the traps will need
repair. After three or four years, the row of pràay will be out of order
beyond repair and the entire row will have to be rebuilt. A row of pràay
may be several hundred metres long, and ideally it should go across a
stream or a river at a place where the jungle is thinning out to a glade.
Glades are good places for the pràay because squirrels and other tree
living animals have to go down to the ground there and cannot elude
the pràay by passing over the row high up on the branches of the trees.
There may be as many as ten to twenty people – men, women and
children – taking part in the construction work. They all have to help
carrying the parts of the traps which have been made in advance by the
men, and when they arrive at the site they put down their burdens. The
leader then initiates the work by offering a food sacrifice and saying a
prayer to the area spirits. He takes a broad leaf and displays two lumps
each of betel, tobacco, fermented tea and cooked rice on the leaf and
puts it on the ground near the trunk of a big tree. He kneels down and
says the following prayer:
“Oh, we make these dead-falls,
Make these rat-traps,
Let them be successful,
Let them be lucky, too!
May nobody block the passway,
May nobody close the track!
May those down below come up.
May those high up come down,
Rats with long legs,
Forest rats with long feet.”
As soon as the initiation rite is finished, everybody starts to work
and the intense work will go on for at least two or three days. The path
gets totally overgrown in a year and some of the people start to clear the
path with their jungle knives. Other people cut trees for the logs of the
pràay and some of them begin to work on the mechanisms of the pràay.
The children help to carry the logs out and put them in the right places
along the row, that is at intervals of some 8 to 10 metres. If it is just a
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short row there may be as few as 37 pràay in it, but a long row may
contain as many as 79 or even more. However, the unit of the number
of every kind of trap will always be an odd number ending in 5, 7 or 9.
The traps will never be lucky and yield a good take if it contains an even
number of traps.
In order to prevent the animals from passing between the traps, a
long fence is built from the beginning to the end of the row. The only
openings are the ones at the logs of the pràay. The high end of the log –
the part that will fall down and kill the animal trying to pass – should be
placed as high as the knee-cap of a grown man. The treadles should be
4 finger-breadths above the ground. Each log has to be about 3 metres
long and must weigh at least 5 kilograms; otherways it will not kill the
animal.

When an animal comes in under the log of one of the pràay, it steps
on the treadles. Thereby the support for the trigger is instantly removed.
The trigger which is attached to the balance beam by a string is flung
away and the log falls down and hits the animal. The log cannot fall in
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the wrong direction or roll away, because its fall is directed by the props
and by the arch which also supports the balance-beam.
In the evening of the day when the row has been completed, the
leader of the work team goes to set the pràay. He begins from one end
with the very first pràay of the row. While he sets the first three traps
he says the same prayer as when he initiated the work. It is only for the
first, second and third logs he says the prayer, but after that he just sets
every single one of the remaining pràay to the very end of the row.
The following morning the leader of the team gets up very early and
goes to examine the row of pràay. When he finds the first animal that
has been caught, he says the following words:
“Chick, chick,
He-animal, lead the she-animal along,
To let you have friends,
To let you form a group!
You should not go alone,
You should not come home alone!”1
For three days, that is for three consecutive examinations, only the
owner’s own family eats the take of the pràay and there is a taboo on
sharing the meat with other people. When the pràay has been examined
three times, this taboo is over and after that big rodents and bamboo
rats are cooked and shared with the people who helped constructing the
row. Otherwise the take of a row of pràay need not be shared with others
since it only catches small animals.
If the row of pràay has still not caught anything when it has been
examined for several weeks, the logs will be removed and put on the
ground. The logs will lie there for five or six days and then the leader of
the work will make a new ceremony and set the traps anew. On that day
he will make one or several chains of bamboo with lìim coins – also the
coins are made of bamboo – attached to them.2 He will also take cooked
rice, betel, tobacco, fermented tea and peppers along as he goes out to
reinitiate the row of pràay.
1 Cf. p. 89 where the same formula is used when examining the klár.
2 It seems to be these sacrificial chains with the appended lìim coins that appear on the
so-called taa laew of the Muang in Davis’ Mueng Metaphysics (1984). The reasoning
around the taa laew is not convincing. It seems to be a borrowed device the meaning
of which is poorly understood by the Muang users.
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When he reaches the first pràay of the row, he hangs the ceremonial
implements on its arch and puts cooked rice, betel, tobacco, fermented
tea and peppers on the log in three different places. As he does this, he
says:
“Oh, today I let you eat this pepper,
I let you eat this salt!
If you do not like to eat salt,
If you do not like to eat pepper,
Then look for meat for you to eat,
Look for cooked rice for you to eat!”
The first three and the last three logs are fed because we think that
these six logs are the masters of the whole row and that the logs in
between are their followers.
The pràay usually catch more during the rainy season than when the
weather is hot and sunny. This is because the animals try to seek shelter
under the logs of the dead-falls when the rains set in and therefore get
caught.
The traps usually have a particularly good take both when it rains
and when the moon is down. If there is no moon, the animals are moving
about at night. When the moon is bright, however, the rodents hide in
the brushwood for fear of the fishing cats and owls and do not move
about more than necessary.
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Our Rows of Dead-Falls, Trɔ́ɔŋ Pràay
Our family has no less than three paths for rows of dead-falls, one at the
Stɔ́ɔŋ stream, one at the Rŋtɨ̀aŋ stream and one at the Pèŋ stream.
Along the path at the Rŋtɨ̀aŋ we do not construct any traps although
the path is ours. We do not use it at all because our father died one
year when we were building a row of dead-falls there. We therefore
offered this path to our dead father. When father was still among us, he
very much liked to construct the row of pràay at this particular path and
therefore we gave it to him when he died.
Dead-Falls at the Fields, Pràay Ré
During the last part of the period when the field is weeded, that is in the
9th or 10th month of the Kammu year, a long row of pràay is usually
placed along the border of the field. This is called pràay ré ‘field deadfalls’, but it is very similar to the preay prì ‘forest dead-falls’. The row
is built from the topmost part of the mountain field and runs all the way
down to the foot of the field. If the field is long, the row may contain
some 69 pràay but always in odd numbers as is the case with the rows
in the forest.
The row of pràay along the field is of precisely the same construction as the one in the forest but the logs used are somewhat smaller. Near
the fields where people work and keep watch day and night only smaller
animals are found and therefore the logs do not have to be very heavy.
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The row of pràay at the field is built not only to get meat but also
in order to protect the harvest against small animals. If rats – the major
take of the traps – try to come and eat grain in the field, they will get
caught by the pràay. During the cold season also birds such as quails and
pigeons will get trapped.
The rows of pràay at the field are used only during the year they are
constructed, that is during the year rice is grown in that particular field.
After the harvest the water-buffaloes are let into the abandoned field,
and usually they trample down the pràay.

When somebody dies, the people of his house do not construct rows
of pràay along their field. The owners of the house are then under a
taboo for three years and the taboo prevents them from construction
of pràay. Not until three years have passed are they allowed to make
pràay at their fields again. One may not erect bamboo clappers, pɔ́h
mòk, in the field either, when the house is under a taboo depending on
the demise of a member of the family.3

3 For the pɔ́h mòk, see Kammu Year, p. 100, G. The Clapper Family, where the picture
of the pɔ́h was first published.
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Flick Dead-Falls, Pràay Plís
There is another kind of pràay which is built in places in the forest
where there are many small animals. It is called pràay plís ‘flick deadfall’ and is much easier to build than the pràay in rows described above.
There may be some traps beside one another but not very many, and
there is a fence on both sides of each pràay, so that the animals cannot
walk around it. In this kind of trap the take is usually birds, squirrels,
rats and other small animals.

Parts of the flick dead-fall
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. prtéen = treadle
3. lèŋ = trigger
4. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
5. krnàp = pole for balance-beam
6. cntràŋ kwùal = forked support
7. crwák = hook

Stone Dead-Falls, Pràay Klàaŋ
A similar kind of pràay is the pràay klàaŋ ‘stone dead-fall’, which requires very little work and may be made by one man. The falling part is
a stone found on the site and the kltès ‘support’ for the stone is a stick
which is cut off in the middle. When the stick has been divided, the pieces
are carefully put together again in such a way that they support the stone
but easily fall apart when disturbed. There is another stick functioning
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as a treadle, prtéen, which in its turn props up the shaky support. These
two parts of the trap are made in advance in the common-house.
In the afternoon when the sun is setting, the hunter takes the wooden
parts of the traps along and goes to a place – usually in a valley – where
there are many rats. When he reaches the place where he intends to set
his traps, he chooses a stone which is suitable for making a trap and
looks for a place where he can set the pràay. The hunter lifts up a stone,
sets it on edge and arranges the support. When the trap has been set, he
puts some food as bait under the stone. Several traps are set and baited
in the same manner.
At night – rats move about looking for food after nightfall – when a
rat comes to one of these pràay, it smells the food which the hunter has
put there. The rat sneaks into the trap in order to eat the food. When it
steps on the treadle or just touches it, the trap is released and catches or
kills the animal.
The hunter goes to examine his stone pràay every morning. While
he walks around to examine his traps, he collects the prtéen and kltès
parts of the traps and carries them home and keeps them in the commonhouse for they can be used over and over again.

Parts of the stone dead-fall
1. prtéen = treadle
2. kltès = support
3. klàaŋ = stone
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Snap-Traps, Káp
There are two kinds of káp, the kap pté ‘snap-trap on the ground’ and káp
wák ‘suspended snap-trap’. The mechanism is the same in both kinds but
the rest of the construction differs a little depending on how the káp are
placed.

Parts of the snap-trap on the ground
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. wɛ̀ɛl = blade
3. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
4. kltès = stopper
5. lèŋ = trigger
6. rmpùh = suspension cord
7. smcèr = attaching string
8. tnlòŋ = case
9. cmə̀ = string
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Snap-Traps on the Ground, Káp Pté
A hunter who intends to make káp pté begins early in the morning by
cutting the bamboo he will use. The káp pté are usually made in great
numbers, therefore the hunter will often get help from his friends and
relatives just as when a row of pràay is built. They may make as many as
79 or 87 mechanisms – as always with traps an uneven number – before
they go out into the forest to place the traps.
They carefully select the many spots for the kap pté. These rather
frail traps are not dangerous for domestic animals, yet they have to be
placed where the domestic animals do not pass, because a cow or a
buffalo would easily turn them over or trample them down.
When a káp pté is ready, a low fence made of palm leaves is built on
each side so that small animals such as birds, rats, squirrels and snakes
are led into the opening of the trap.
Taboos and initiation rites for the kap pté are the same as for the
pràay since they are also built in large numbers.
Suspended Snap-Traps
Contrary to the káp pté, the káp wák is often the work of one single man
since this kind of trap is not built in large numbers. A hunter may have
only between 10 and 20 káp wák according to need.
The hunter cuts the necessary amount of bamboo and sits down in
the common-house to make the various parts of the káp so that the parts
are ready when he goes to place his traps. People usually place the káp
wák along the path which leads to the field they use during that year or
along the path leading to their row of pràay in the forest. They have to
walk along these paths every day anyhow and thus they may set and
examine their káp on the way.
A káp wák is placed on a branch which may serve as a bridge for
small animals when they want to cross a path or a stream. Rats and
squirrels are often afraid of crossing such places because the civet cats
may easily catch them if they go down to the ground and therefore they
prefer to use a branch as a bridge.
An experienced hunter knows this and therefore he selects suitable
branches for his káp. If there are other branches stretching across the
path, he cuts them down so that the animals have no other choice them
to use the branch where he has his trap.
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Parts of the suspended snap-trap
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. wɛ̀ɛl = blade
3. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
4. kltès = stopper
5. lèŋ = trigger
6. rmpùh = suspension cord
7. smcèr = attaching string
8. tnlòŋ = case
9. cmə̀ = string (called cmə̀ even
when made from a bamboo stick)
10. rə̀əy = screen
11. trnàŋ = bridge
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The tnlòŋ ‘case’ of the káp is put on a pole which is driven down in
the ground, and the lower wɛ̀ɛl ‘blade’ rests on the branch serving as a
bridge. When dismantling the trap, one may just lift the entire construction off the pole and carry it home. There is, of course, no fence on the
sides of the káp wák. Instead a screen made of bamboo is placed above
the blade, so that an animal cannot climb over the upper wɛ̀ɛl and thus
avoid being caught.
Snap-Traps for Monkeys, Nòol
The nòol ‘snap-trap for monkeys’ is made mainly in order to catch
monkeys but also a certain kind of civet cats is sometimes caught by it.
These two kinds of animals move around from tree to tree and hardly
ever go down to the ground. Therefore the traps are planted on branches
fairly high above the ground.
The construction of the nòol1 may be precisely the same as of the
káp wák snap-trap, in that it has a spring to press down the blade which
catches the animal. The animals caught in the nòol are much bigger than
those for which the káp are built and therefore the spring of the nòol has
to be much stronger. Often the spring is exchanged for a heavy weight,
a log or a stone, that is suspended from the upper blade. When the trap
is released, the blade is thus pressed down much more forcefully than is
possible if a spring is used.
When a hunter has decided to make a nòol, he chooses a place where
monkeys and civet cats often seem to pass from one tree to another. He
then selects one big branch on which to plant the trap and cuts down all
other branches which may otherwise allow the animals to find another
way to go across the path or the stream. The big branch will thus be
the only possible bridge between the trees on each side, and since the
animals do not like to go down to the ground, they will be caught by the
nòol.
People usually make the nòol near or on the way to their row of
dead-falls so that they may examine all their traps at the same time.

1 The illustration with explanations (overleaf) is from K.G. Izikowitz (1939) Traps from
the Lamet and the Puli-Akha, Laos, French Indochina.
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The monkey-trap is put up at the side of a path in the jungle, and
a log (d) is laid at the same height as the tree-tops and stretched
over the road leading to the trap. Monkeys pass the openings in the
forest by way of these treetops. (a) is a heavy log that pulls down
the arm (b) when the net (c) is touched. I have seen these traps
with a height of five meters. They are usually made of bamboo,
and similar ones though smaller are put up for squirrels.
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Rat-Traps and Rat-Snares
Tube-Traps for Rats, Tɔ̀ɔr
Tɔ̀ɔr is a fairly easy type of trap to make and a man can make some 25
to 35 of these tube-traps in one single day. It is not necessary for him to
observe any kind of taboo while working at them.
When the traps are ready to be set, he will collect some bait for
the tɔ̀ɔr, for contrary to the mɛ̀ɛn described below, the tɔ̀ɔr are baited.
Usually the bait is made from kyɔ̀ɔŋ-fruit mixed with rice grit.
The hunter will have found out in advance where there are rat tracks
and now he carries his traps to such a place. He will plant the traps at
various spots all over the area. The thick end of the spring is pushed
down into the ground so that the body of the trap – which is a bamboo
tube – sticks out a few centimetres above ground. The bait is pushed
back to the inner part of the tube and then the string is arranged as a

Parts of the tube-trap for rats
1. kɨ̀r = spring
2. tóo tɔ̀ɔr = body of the tɔ̀ɔr
3. rmpùh = suspension line
4. lèŋ = trigger
5. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
6. cmə̀ = string
7. sŋʔɔ̀ɔy = bait (inside)
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loop just inside the opening. The trigger is inserted into a hole near the
opening so that the tip reaches down into the tube. Near the upper end
of the trigger there is a notch and the trigger is pressed against the edge
of the hole in such a way that the notch keeps it in place.
At night the rats come out of their holes to search for food. When
a rat comes near a tɔ̀ɔr, it smells the bait and tries to get at it. The rat
climbs into the tube but when it tries to reach the far end, it pushes the
trigger away. When the released spring swings upward the loop catches
the rat.
The tɔ̀ɔr are set in the evening and the hunter goes to examine them
in the morning. It is not very often that the tɔ̀ɔr catch any other animals
than rats.
Rat-Snares, Mɛ̀ɛn
A man makes his mɛ̀ɛn all alone and has no helpers while working on
them, and the traps are his own property.
Two different kinds of bamboo are used for the mɛ̀ɛn.1 The spring,
the brace and the string are made from the medium-sized tmáar bamboo
which is pliable and not very hard. The remaining parts are made from
split ryàal bamboo which is a big, very hard and durable kind of bamboo
of a deep green colour. Ryàal is often planted around the village but also
grows in the forest.
When a man has found a suitable stem of ryàal, he cuts and carries it
into the common-house where he starts to split it with his jungle knife. A
single stem of ryàal is enough for 50 to 60 mɛ̀ɛn. He may make any – as
is the case with all traps – uneven number of mɛ̀ɛn, perhaps 57 or even
as many as 99, if he wants to. However, setting mɛ̀ɛn keeps a man very
busy every day and few people would like to have that many of them.
The entire trap is made in the common-house and many traps can
be put together in a bunch when the hunter goes out to set them. The
spring of the mɛ̀ɛn carries the rest of the construction, and the trap can
therefore be placed in different locations without any changes in the
construction.
The mɛ̀ɛn are set after the noon meal every day and when the hunter
walks through the forest to plant and set his mɛ̀ɛn he has to take several
factors into consideration in order to get a good take.
1 The picture of the mɛ̀ɛn on the branch (on page 126) was first published in FTK 3, p.
121, as an illustration to the story 9.B.b. The Rat-Snare and the Rat.
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Parts of the rat-snare
1. tóo (or kɨ̀r) mɛ̀ɛn = body (or spring) of
the mɛ̀ɛn
2. kmnùun = brace
3. tʌ̀ʌn = separating lath
4. rmpùh = suspension cord
5. lèŋ = trigger
6. klnòoŋ = balance-beam
7. cmə̀ = string
He looks carefully on the ground to see if he can find traces of
rodents and he looks for branches and windfalls which small animals
may use as bridges.
If there is no moon – although the traps are set during daytime,
the hunter does of course know in what phase the moon is – or the sky
is overcast, the rodents may go down to the ground to seek for food.
The hunter will therefore drive the mɛ̀ɛn into the ground in spots where
they are likely to catch well. If, on the other hand, the sky is clear and
the moon is full, the rodents will fear that the civet cats will see them.
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Therefore they do not venture to go down but use branches as bridges
across paths and uncovered, moonlit spots. Then the hunter may choose
to plant his mɛ̀ɛn on suitable branches, in which case the tip of the separating lath will be used as a hook to stabilize the trap.

If the hunter has very many mɛ̀ɛn, the setting will take him several
hours, but not until all the traps have been set does he return to the
village.
The setting of the mɛ̀ɛn offers a good illustration to how not only the
actual work but also the taboos described in the chapter ‘Preparations
for Hunting and Fishing’ influence the entire life of a hunter and I will
therefore give a brief summery here.
During the afternoon when he has set his traps, the hunter has to
observe severel taboos. He must, for instance, not talk to – or even meet
– a pregnant woman from another house than his own. He must also
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avoid people whose field has been struck by lightning that year. While
he has his dinner at home, the hunter will close the door to prevent
people from entering the house while he is eating. These taboos are
upheld to avoid trkáas ‘repugnance’ and if they are not observed the
trkáas spirits may chase the animals away from the traps. The hunter
may also lose his luck if he eats roast meat, because the civet cats would
smell this and eat the animals which have been trapped.
The following morning the hunter sets out to examine his mɛ̀ɛn as
soon as he gets out of bed – which usually means long before dawn.
He not only examines the mɛ̀ɛn but also collects them and carries them
home. People do not leave this kind of frail traps in the forest for fear
that they will be damaged by the grazing cattle. If the mɛ̀ɛn are collected
every morning, on the other hand, they will keep very long so that they
can be used for several years.
It goes without saying that there will hardly be any spare time left
for a hunter who sets many mɛ̀ɛn, since he will start the same circle of
work again some time after the noon meal.
An experienced hunter will plant the mɛ̀ɛn in places where they
catch very well and the work is seldom in vain. The most common
take is rats, but also squirrels, birds and small snakes may be caught.
However, since the attendance of the mɛ̀ɛn requires so much work and
the hunter has to observe strict taboos day after day as well, people
hesitate to set them very often.
Rat-Snares, Krɔ́ɔt
The krɔ́ɔt are small, handy rat- and mouse-snares which are used inside
the houses. Rats often not only steal pieces of food but also gnaw at
clothes and other things stored in the house. Therefore people make
krɔ́ɔt and place them in the house – especially on the loft – and in the
common-houses. There should always be some krɔ́ɔt at hand in a house
so that they could be set whenever need be.
The krɔ́ɔt are baited with a little ball of cooked glutinous rice or
a piece of meat. The bait is attached to the string which leads to the
trigger. When the animal pulls the bait towards itself, the trigger comes
off and when the spring is released the string will be drawn tight and
catch the rat.
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Parts of the krɔ́ɔt rat-snare
1. tóo krɔ́ɔt = body of the krɔ́ɔt
2. kɨ̀r = spring
3. cmə̀ = string
4. sŋʔɔ̀ɔy = bait
5. rmpùh = suspension cord
6. lèŋ = trigger
7. kltès = stopper
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Baited Bird-Traps, Tŋkə̀ər
To produce tŋkə̀ər is very busy work since it involves collecting several
different kinds of bamboo, lianas, fern and ivory-nut palm. A man may
make as many as an uneven number between 50 and 60 of such traps for
his son to take care of. When the tŋkə̀ər are finished, they are kept for
some time on the drying-rack which is suspended over the fire-place.
There they will be exposed to the smoke which prevents them from

Parts of the baited bird-trap
1. tóo tŋkə̀ər = body of the tŋkə̀ər
2. kɨ̀r = spring
3. rmpùh = suspension line
4. twá = fernwood peg
5. rnpàn = winding
6. cùk = ivory-nut fibre (to fasten bait, not seen)
7. sŋʔɔ̀ɔy = bait
6. lèŋ = trigger
9. cmə̀ = string
10. kmnùun = brace
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getting mouldy. If this is not done, the tŋkə̀ər very easily get destroyed
when they get wet and this kind of trap is used mainly during the rainy
season.
The tŋkə̀ər are usually baited with winged termites. During the rainy
season the winged termites come out of the termite hills for their mating
flight. They swarm out of their holes just before darkness or while it
is raining. When the termites swarm out, both children and grown-up
people go to collect them outside the holes before they fly away. Many
kinds of birds and lizards eat the winged termites with great relish and
therefore people have to pick them directly at the holes.
The termites are then kept in a green bamboo tube, that is a tube
which is not yet dry. If they are put into a dry tube, they die very quickly.
If there is no cool, green tube to keep them in, one could make a container from banana bark instead. When the termites are properly kept
they will live for several days.
The tŋkə̀ər are often planted along a buffalo track or a path where
there are many birds. When people go to place their tŋkə̀ər, they bring
the ready traps and a tube of winged termites along.
On the spot where a tŋkə̀ər is to be placed a small tree is cut off at
a suitable height. The stump of the tree is cleft to form a fork. The flattened end of the tŋkə̀ər is pressed down into the fork so that the body of
the trap sticks out horizontally. The bait is put on a peg which is usually
made of a hard kind of fernwood and is therefore just celled twá tŋkə̀ər
‘fern of the tŋkə̀ər’. The bait is then tied to the twá with the very fine
fibre of the cùk ‘ivory-nut palm’.
When a bird comes close to the tŋkə̀ər, it will see the winged termite and alight on the trap. If it tries to pick at the bait, the trap will be
released and catch it.
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There are no taboos of any kind related to the tŋkə̀ər, and therefore
even very young boys may be in charge of them.
There is an explanation to the fact that there are no taboos for this
particular kind of trap. When a bird has been caught in a tŋkə̀ər, it sometimes looks as if the bird was trying to hide its eyes with its wings. We
say that it does this because it feels ashamed and does not want to face
the róoy lwàaŋ ‘spirits of heaven’. People say that the bird has tried to
steal their winged termite and thus been caught by the trap. Spirits hate
liars and thieves and therefore they do not protect birds that steal from
man. Consequently no taboos have to be upheld when the tŋkə̀ər are
used.
It is also said that the bird háan yɔ̀ɔ tnɔ́h tèe ‘died by its own mouth’.
A person who gets punished or killed because of something he has said
is also said to have died by his own mouth. This may be the case if a
person has divulged the secrets of others or if he has spoken ill of other
people. He may then be fined for being a babbler. It may then be said
of him that he “lost all his money by his own mouth” just as a bird that
lost its life in a tŋkə̀ər.
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Cage-Traps for Birds, Kúp
There is one more kind of trap which is often taken care of by small
boys. Even a boy of five may set these traps and take care of them and
there are no taboos connected with them. This small trap is the kúp
bird-trap.

The trap consists of a small cage which is open at the bottom. It
has a triangular form and tapers off into a point at the top.1 The cage is
usually woven into a check pattern from thin strips of chúk bamboo. A
boy may have more than 10 of these traps.
The kúp are usually baited with grubs found in the bamboo shoots
around the time when the rice sets ears. The boys collect the grubs and
keep them in bamboo tubes to use them for bait both in their kúp and for
angling without a hook as will be described below.
The boys usually know where there are many birds around and they
will go to such a place carrying their kúps, tubes of grubs and the bamboo strips used as pegs to hold the cages in a tilted position. The pegs
have a notch at one end, and the tips are cut to a sharp point.
1 The Rmèet kúp depicted in lzikowitz (1951) is quite different in shape from the one
used by Kammu boys, but the idea is basically the same.
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When the boys come to the chosen spot, they cut the vegetation and
clear sticks and leaves away. They attach the peg to a stick or a branch
of a tree by a string and stick the peg into the cage so that the notch
supports it in a tilted position. Now the cage rests on the rim of one side
only and is gaping wide. The bait is put on the sharp tip of the peg inside
the cage.
The kúp are not hidden in any way and would therefore not catch
any bigger birds but only small birds that are hopping around on the
ground looking for food. When a bird sees the grub inside the kúp, it
pecks at it whereby the peg is bent down a little so that the cage is
unhinged. Although the cage is very light, a small bird cannot escape
from it.
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Glue for Catching Birds, Klñà
Both children and adults sometimes make a glue for catching birds from
the latex of certain ficus trees or from the resin of the rŋcìŋ-liana.
During the month of June, when it is very hot, the ficus trees shed
their leaves. While the trees are leafless, they are in sap and thus contain much more latex than at other times of the year. The hunters take
bamboo tubes along and go to a ficus tree. They cut a hole in the bark
of the tree and let the latex trickle down into the tubes. When the tubes
are filled with latex, they go home and cook the latex to make it gluey.
The other kind of bird glue is made from the rŋcìŋ-liana. In April,
when people are felling the trees in the new fields, they collect this kind
of liana in order to make glue from the resin. They cut the liana into
pieces and pound the pieces in a rice mortar. Then they boil water and
pour the hot water into the mortar and mix it with the bark of the liana.
When the mixture is stirred with sticks, the glue gets stuck on to the
sticks and can thus be collected.

Both kinds of glue are kept in a special kind of container, plók klñà,
that is cut out of a bamboo section in such a way that the container gets
a handle.
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When somebody wants to use the glue, water is boiled and poured
on the glue which is very hard when it is cold. The hot water warms it
up and makes it soft and sticky. The soft glue can be wound around the
top of thin rods which are then carefully placed on branches where birds
often alight. The glue is very sticky, indeed, and when birds alight on the
rods, the glue sticks to their feet so that they cannot fly off.
The glue can be used and reused for about one year but it gets harder
and harder all the time. After about a year it is so hard that it cannot be
made soft again.1

1 There is also a kind of bird net, twáar, but I have not used it and cannot describe it.
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Collecting Edible Insects
Many of the ethnic groups in Southeast Asia use a great variety of insects for food. Insects are not eaten in the West and that is a great pity
for many insects are not only very tasty but also most nutritious. Others,
as the pupae of red ants, are extremely aromatic and appetizing. People
would probably never undertake the cumbersome and riskful work of
smoking out digger hornets if it were not that the result is an uncommonly delicious sauce.
The edible insects are here divided into three groups depending on
the kind of dish they are used in.

Digger Hornets, Ɔ̀ɔŋ
There are three kinds of digger hornets the nests of which are smoked
out in the way described below. The biggest one is the spectacular fiery
red variety with cobalt-blue wings, which we call ɔ̀ɔŋ kúŋ. The picture
is drawn in natural size as I remember it and as may be understood it
is quite a frightening insect. The other two varieties, ɔ̀ɔŋ káar and ɔ̀ɔŋ
sɔ́, are somewhat smaller and brown in colour. All three kinds are very
144
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fierce, and their sting hurts badly. Several stings at one and the same
time may kill a grown-up man.
Once a year, usually in October just before the harvest, the nests of
the digger hornets are smoked and dug out. It is during this period the
nests are full of larvae, pupae and young hornets. Usually people choose
a night when the moon is full for then the yield is greeter than at other
times of the month.
Several people have to co-operate in the hard and rather dangerous
work. They begin to work after dark when the hornets are back in their
nest under the ground. Most nests have only one inlet but some have
two. If there is more than one inlet, one of them is stopped up so that the
hornets cannot escape that way. Then a flat area for the fire is dug out
under the remaining entrance to the nest. A fire is lit to prevent the hornets from flying out. After a while a bamboo tube, specially designed to
lead the smoke into the nest, is plugged into the inlet. Smoke is fanned
into the nest for an hour or more which would be enough to kill the
hornets and their young and then the nest is dug out.
The fully-grown hornets are not eaten but the pupae and the young
hornets are sorted out and collected. A single nest may yield as much as
two or three big baskets full.
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Compared to, for instance, a deer or a gaur, the hornets are of course
very small and the yield of a digger hornet’s nest is rather modest. Yet
the digger hornets are considered “big game” and the yield must be
shared by all the families in the village. That is why we call one kind ɔ̀ɔŋ
kúŋ ‘village digger hornets’. There is, however, no celebration when the
take of a hornet’s nest is brought home and there is no common feast in
the village as when real big game is brought down. Instead every family
gets a share of the yield and cooks for itself.
The larvae, pupae and young hornets are roasted by the fire. Then
they are pounded together with green pepper and salt to a sauce or paste
which is eaten with sticky rice.
In my personal opinion there is no other dish which measures up to
the hornet sauce in taste. It is extremely tasty and it is unfortunate that
there are no words to describe a taste. The meal is certainly sufficient
reward for the tough work it takes to dig the hornets out.

Spring-Traps for Edible Mole-Crickets, Khát Kmñàam
The edible mole-cricket, kmñàam (above), is usually caught in a small
trap which is placed in the entrance to the hole where it lives. Otherwise
people just dig it out when they find the little crater-like hill which surrounds the entrance. It is often during the time when the rice sets ears
that the cricket is found and during that time people either walk back
and forth to the fields all the time or stay in the fields to guard the crops.
The live crickets are kept in a basket, and when someone has got
enough to make a dish, the crickets are killed. The stomach of each
cricket is ripped open and the contents are scraped out. The crickets are
rinsed most carefully in water and put in a mortar. They are pounded together with two or three eggs, some green peppers, onions, basil leaves
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and a few grains of salt. The mixture is wrapped up in banana leaves,
and the packs are placed beside the fire and roasted for about half an
hour. The delicious mixture is then eaten with sticky rice.
Other Edible Insects
Several kinds of edible beetles, hŋkúul, are cooked in the same way as
the edible mole cricket. Unlike the cricket, they cannot be caught in
traps since they have no definite place where they live. Instead they are
just picked wherever one finds them.
The kind seen in the figure below we call hŋkúul kók ‘olive beetle’
because it eats the roots of the Canarium olive tree, kók. This beetle is
found in the ground where there are Canarium olive trees and people dig
the surface of the soil there to catch them.

Another one which is probably a weevil, is called rmkúum in
Kammu. It feeds on bamboo shoots and is found where there is bamboo.
It is caught and eaten in the same way as the olive beetle.
A third one, depicted below, is called krnòon. It is probably a kind
of cockchafer and just as the cockchafers in Europe it eats green leaves
and it flies around heavily during the night.
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The larvae of a certain kind of wild hole-building bees, which we
Call hpɔ́ɔt, may also be cooked in much the same way. However, they
are not pounded because they are soft in themselves. Sometimes they
are just mixed with green peppers and salt, before they are wrapped up
in banana leaves and roasted.
The hpɔ́ɔt is also a good honey bee and some families keep it in
hives, ráŋ hpɔ́ɔt, at their barns in order to collect their honey. There are

also other kinds of bees in the jungle, and the nest of the tree-building
bees, trháay, is sometimes cut down to get honey. The nest of the
small hole-building bee, húut, may also be dug out to get honey. The
húut are extremely small and do not sting – or maybe the sting is too
weak to penetrate the human skin? The grey wax, also called húut, is
more important than the honey and is used for several purposes in the
households.
Especially two kinds of ants are eaten. Thus the pupae of a kind a
black ant, múuc, which builds a nest from big leaves up in the trees are
roasted in banana leaves.
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During the mating season the winged ants are called lùuylàay. They
may be roasted and eaten as snacks as many other insects described
below.
The eggs and larvae of the yellow meadow ant, khú, are also mixed
with salt and peppers and roasted in banana leaves by the fire. They may
also be used in a soup. During the mating season the winged khú ants
are called smrì. They have a very sour taste and may not be eaten.
Several other insects are just picked when one happens to come
across them and roasted beside the fire. Especially children like to nibble at the crisp insects that have been prepared like this. Various kinds
of grasshoppers, as for instance the very big green one that we call hɔ́ɔs
kóoŋ, are cooked in this way.

Also other kinds of grasshoppers, as the somewhat smaller brown
one that we call tmràac, depicted below, find the small green one, stmìit,
are roasted and eaten as titbits.

The praying mantis, tókŋòl, is another rather big insect that can be
used in much the same way.
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Some kinds of bugs, hɨ́ŋ, are also roasted. We often name bugs after
the plants they live on and since the two bugs most often used in this
way live on trú trees and on gourds, skó, we call them hɨ́ŋ trú and hɨ́ŋ
skó.

There is a great variety of other insects that may be eaten, but those
mentioned above are the more important ones.
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Fishing, Sɔ́ɔk Ká
Fish-Trap for Catching Fish Going Upstream, Pɨ́r
During the fifth month people often erect dams for catching the kɨ́anfish, which goes up the streams during that part of the year in much the
same way as the salmon does in Europe and America. The dam has to
be erected in a place where the stream forms a narrow waterfall with
sufficiently high cliffs on both sides of the stream. If the dam is built at
a place where there are no stone walls to support it on both sides, the
water will erode the ground around the props when there is high-water
and the whole construction will float away with the stream.

Parts of the fish-trap
1. knóoŋ = joist
2. tŋkà = supporting fork
3. lá pɨ́r = cage
151
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People make several dams along the Smpɨá r river where there are
many places suited for this purpose. There are also several waterfalls
which have a natural shape which make them suitable for pɨŕ traps even
without any supporting dam. One of these is called Cə́ə Yɔ̀ɔm’s Waterfall.
Cə́ə Yɔ̀ɔm is the name of a person who belonged to an older generation
on my own family’s wifetaking side and this waterfall was once given as
a dowry to one of their women who married out of our village.1
The basic construction for the dam – if a dam has to be built – is
made of wood which resists water well, so that it will keep for the whole
year. When the basic dam construction for the traps has been erected,
it is caulked with leaves to prevent the water from seeping through. In
order to let the traps catch well, all the water should pass over the upper
edge of the construction and form a free waterfall. The construction
should be at least one and a half metres high so that the fish have to
jump to surmount it. When the people working on it have seen that the
water flows the right way, they weave the cages and fasten them to a
beam leading across the river in front of the waterfall.
The pɨ́r traps are made in order to catch fish which swim upstream.
The fish swim up for three to four months only. During the rest of the
year the fish stay at the mouth of a river but go up towards the source
of the river to spawn. They swim upstream beginning in the fifth month
and ending in the eighth month. They stay in the upper reaches of the
streams until the waning moon of the eleventh month when they start
to swim – or rather float – down towards the big rivers. Unlike salmon
they do not die after the spawning but are just exhausted. When the fish
go downstream they are not caught in the pɨ́r traps, since they float down
underneath the cages. It is only fish that jump when trying to surmount
the waterfalls that fall into the cages.
In fact, it is almost exclusively one kind of fish that gets caught in
the pɨ́r traps, namely the kɨ́an-fish. These fish take big leaps when trying
to surmount a waterfall and when leaping they may fall into the cages.
The kɨ́an-fish behave just like salmon when swimming upstream. The
salmon like to jump up waterfalls in the same way. The kɨ́an-fish is not
a kind of salmon, however, and its meat is white not pink as the meat of
the salmon.
People who have constructed pɨ́r traps continue to examine them
till the 9th or the beginning of the 10th month. After that the traps do
not catch anything at all because the fish do not go upstream any longer.
1 Cf. FTK 3: 16.a. The Sister’s Dowry.
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Weirs, Crɔ́
Beginning with the waning moon of the 11th month – corresponding
approximately to October – people make weirs to catch fish going down
the rivers after spawning near the sources of the streams.

Parts of the weir
1. knóoŋ = joist
2. màa = prop
3. tŋkà = supporting fork
4. kmnèes = fence
5. tóoŋ = cage in weir
The place for building the weir must be carefully selected. The river
should flow straight with no bends or curves and be rather wide where
the weir is built. There should also be suitable places to support the
props and the supporting forks for the pressure of the dammed-up water
is enormous.
The weir proper consists of three parallel logs going across the
river, one at the bottom under the water, one in the middle, and one
above the water. In order to place these, one begins with the props which
are made of rather heavy logs. They will have to be planted securely into
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the bottom since they are to bear up the weir against the pressure of the
water. Holes are cut in the logs for the supporting forks which are then
fixed on to the props. There may be five or six props depending on the
length of the weir, and when they are in their places, the joists forming
the weir are attached to them.
Then rhàaŋ-bamboo or some other kind of big, strong bamboo will
be cut and split. The split bamboo is placed vertically across the joists
to form a plank which will dam up the water. The space between the
middle and the top joists is left uncovered at intervals and behind these
openings – that is on the downstream side – the cages are put.
When the weir is finished, the water will pass only through the
openings, and the fish will follow with the water and get trapped in the
cages. Since the cages are put on the downstream side of the weir, they
only catch when the fish are swimming down. Fish going upstream cannot be caught by weirs and a weir would, for instance, not catch a single
one of the kɨ́an-fish going upstream. Therefore people use weirs in the
autumn, from the waning moon of the eleventh month till the first or the
second month the following year. When people have harvested the rice
and brought it home, the cages at the weirs do not catch well any longer.
At the end of the first month – that is at the end of the year according to
the Western calendar – the water is rather low, and the fish do not move
up and down so much but stay where they are.
To construct a weir is very heavy work for the props which support
it must be made from big trees with strong and rather hard wood. Also
the joists are made from heavy wood. Two or three men have to work
together for several days to finish a weir. The catch may be very good,
however, especially when a heavy rain fells after a few days of dry
weather. If this is the case, the water rises sharply and the fish follow
the strong current. Also snakes and smaller animals which float down
with the water may be trapped in the cages. Therefore the heavy work
is worth undertaking although a weir is only used for two months or
so. After that it has to be removed – if it has not been swept away by
the water already as it sometimes is – since otherwise it prevents the
domestic animals from going up and down the river valley during the
coming hot season when they like to stay close to the water.
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Smaller weirs, Cɔ̀h
When water is beginning to be low because the heavy rains of the rainy
season have ceased to fall, people sometimes build a small weir by piling up stones to make a dam. They pile up the stones and leave openings
to place the cages in. When fish, crabs, frogs, snakes and freshwater
shrimp swim down through the opening, they get caught in the cages.
People fish this way during the stay in the field and during harvest.
They examine the weir both in the morning and in the evening. When
people have finished harvesting, they leave their fields and throw the
cages of the weir away and return home to the village.
This kind of weir is easier work than the big crɔ́ and one man can
make a cɔ̀h in a single day. To build both crɔ́ and cɔ̀h weirs is men’s
work. Piling up stones for the cɔ̀h weirs is not particularly heavy and
therefore the boys – never the girls – assist in the work.
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Creels, Sló
While the rice sets ears, some people go to stay in their fields in order to
keep watch over the rice. During this time there is not too much to do for
those who keep watch and they may very well do some handwork at the
same time. Therefore they go to cut chúk bamboo in the forest outside
their fields and weave creels for fishing in order to collect some dried
fish for the busy harvest season.
When someone has woven many creels, he catches some grass
hoppers or crickets for bait. In the afternoon he baits his creels and
goes to set them in the river and then he goes to examine them early the
following morning.
When a fishermen is preparing to fish – regardless of the method he
intends to use – he should neither eat nor touch an egg, because an egg
is unlucky for hunting and fishing. There is no other taboo connected
with creel fishing.
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Casting-Nets, Rèp
Kammu people make casting-nets, rèp, from ramie. The net is round with
sinkers in the form of a metal chain along the rim. Some people who are
unable to weave such nets buy them in the city instead. The sinkers must
always be bought in town, beceuse people in our villages cannot make
them.
One of my elder brothers is very good at weaving casting-nets. He
weaves not only the ones we use ourselves but also sells nets to other
people.
We use the casting-nets during the hot season. This is because in
this period the water is clean, and the fishermen are able to see the fishes
through the water. Since the weather is hot, the fishermen are able to go
in and out of the water all the time without feeling cold.
It is possible to fish with rèp both at night by using torches or at
daytime whenever there is time for fishing.
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Fishing by Draining a Stream, Prkà
Fishing by draining a stream is done only by women, but they are often
accompanied by their younger children, both boys and girls. During the
hot season, when the water is low, women ask each other to go and drain
a stream to catch fish. Usually four or five women go together. Reaching
the river they choose a place suitable for making a dam, that is a place
where the water can be lead across a bend in the stream.
When they have chosen a suitable place, some of them dig out soil
to make mud to use for stopping up the water. The others dig a canal
across the bend so that the water can flow through the canal instead of
in its usual course. When they have collected mud enough and finished
digging the canal, they use stones and mud to stop the water from going
the ordinary way, forcing it to flow through the new canal.
When the bottom of the ordinary water course has been laid bare,
the women and children pick fishes such as trlə̀əy-fish, crabs, freshwater shrimps, frogs, tadpoles of different kinds, and insects which live in
the water. There are also different kinds of larvae and bugs which may
be eaten.
When the women have finished fishing, they divide the catch between them.
When I was about five or six years old, I used to follow my mother
to fish by draining a small stream. We children liked it very much and I
seem to remember that we were playing in and with the water rather than
fishing. Both the air and the water were warm since it was during the hot
season, and we could run in and out of the water without feeling cold. To
go with mother to fish was always great good fun for us children.
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Fishing by Closing Off Part of a Stream, Krú
During the hot season people sometimes fish by making a closure in
the river. Five to ten people work together when they fish this way.
They follow the river to find a suitable bend where a lot of fish often
stay. When they find such a place with enough fish in it, they divide the
work between them. Some of the people go to look for kcó-bark which
contains a kind of poison used to drug fish. Other people go to collect
dry banana leaves and stems of bamboo. The bamboo is used to weave
a double screen to form a closure across the bend in the river and the
banana leaves are spread between the sheets of the screen to caulk it.
The two sheets of the screen are tied together firmly. Then the screen
is placed so that the outer part of the bend is closed off from the main
stream of the river.
When the screen is fixed in place the kcó-bark is pounded with
stones or sticks and flung into the water inside the screen. The fish
inside the closure get unconscious from the poison and can easily be
picked up when they flow up to the surface of the water.
After having finished fishing the screen is removed. When the poisonous water is diluted by the remaining water in the river it hes no bad
effect on other fish in the river.
The fish only get dizzy from this kind of poison, even where it is
more concentrated inside the closure, and people need not hesitate to eat
the fish. The poison does not affect those who eat the fish at all.
Everybody likes to fish in this way, and not only men but also
women and children often work together at it, and they all enjoy working together.
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Fishing by Stirring up Mud, Lɔ̀ɔk
During the hot season, that is from March to May, the women go together to fish in a somewhat peculiar way. They start at a higher point
in the river by stirring up the mud at the bottom of the river so that the
water gets muddy and red. When this happens, the fish seem to get a
little dizzy and slow, and some fish hide under the loose stones where
they are easy to pick up. When fishing in this manner, one must go down
the river following the disturbed water.
Some ten or more women may go together to fish like this and boys
and men may follow them, carrying their casting-nets with them. Some
of the boys may carry their creels along and set them further downstream. They work together to disturb the water and keep it unclear as
they walk down the river.
Fishing of all kinds is usually undertaken on tabooed days, that is
when one must not work in the fields as, for instance, on the first day
of thunder or when the yàar cicada is heard for the first time in the year.
People say: “When there is thunder, you cry for grandmother, when you
want to fish, you cry for the yàar cicada.”2
On taboo days the fish live an uncertain life because there are many
people fishing. The fish are also scared and swim anxiously up and
down the river.

2 See FTK 1:13. How the Tongs Were Made (B) and Kammu Year, pp. 64–66.
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Angling
Angling with Hook, Bét
It is only men and boys that catch fish by angling. When I was a child,
people still made their fish-hooks from thin wire and the fishing-line
was made from hmpíat-liana. People made their own equipment.
Around 1956 one of my elder brothers went to Namtha City and
there he bought some fish-hooks and fishing-line made of nylon. He
gave one hook and a fishing-line to me. Then one of my sister’s sons and
I went angling at the Smpɨ́ar river. We got a lot of fish, because the fish
could not see the line made of nylon.
Usually one or two boys or men go angling. On the way they collect
some green grasshoppers or winged termites for bait. When they have
got enough bait, they go down to the river and angle starting from down
the river going slowly up the river.
It is taboo to bring an egg along because an egg is a slippery thing
and unlucky for fishing and hunting. On the way down to the river they
must not pass urine or empty their bowels. If they do so the fish will
refuse to take the bait because they will find it dirty.
Sometimes angling is done in a specific wey. The fisherman collects ants’ eggs and pupae and flings them into the river. When the fish
come swimming to eat the ants’ eggs, the angle is cast into the crowd
of fish. When the first fish is caught, the fisherman cuts off its tail and
flings the fish back into the water and then he continues to angle. If the
tailless fish is caught again, the fisherman and his friends have to run
away and must not stay near the river any longer or else the river dragon
will come out of the water and eat them.
Just as is the case with the pupae made of wax in the mɛ̀ɛŋ springpole snares, this way of fishing is held to be deceptive. The anglers
behave as if they were just feeding the fish and therefore the dragon,
who is the owner spirit of all fish, gets angry when he sees that the fish
are caught.
Angling Without a Hook, Yáar
During the rainy season the water is reddish and muddy because of the
rain. The fish is thus unable to see an angler and therefore takes the bait
more easily. At other times the water is clear, and the fish will see the
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angler and swim away and not take the bait. In the rainy season there
are plenty of larvae in the bamboo shoots, and people use these for bait.
Sometimes people also use worms for bait.
When the anglers reach the river or stream, they cut palm leaves
and take out the veins to make thin forked fishing-rods. There is no
fishing-line or hook attached to the rod but the larvae are tied directly
on to the two tips of the rods. Then banana leaves are cut and formed
into big cones which function as net bags with a short piece of the stem
for a handle.

The angler then takes a rod into his right hand and holds the bag
near the rod with his left hand. He dips the bait into the water and the
angling may begin. As soon as a fish or crab takes the bait, the fisherman flings the rod up so that the take is thrown into the bag. If the fish
are on the bite, there may be as many as four fishes coming at the same
time. For the angler it is just to pull them out of the water with a jerk and
fling the one after the other into his banana-leaf bag.
This way of angling may give quite a good yield when the water is
muddy but it is no use trying when the water is clear and the fish are able
to catch sight of the anglers.
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Catching Frogs by Torchlight, Yɔ̀h Pàal
In the autumn people stay in the field-houses in order to watch their
fields. At this time of the year the ripening rice is attracting birds such
as parakeets and munias. Usually it is young girls and boys who stay in
the fields where they certainly have a very nice time.
During daytime the young girls go together to collect hmpɨ́atliana
bark in the forest to weave handbags and make strings. The young
boys go together to cut dry elephant-grass in order to make torches.
When they have got enough, they return to the field where they split
the elephant-grass reeds in two and dry them further in the sun. When
the torch material is thoroughly dry, they tie the reeds together to form
bundles. Each bundle is as thick as a grown-up person’s arm, that is just
right to hold in one hand. They make enough torches to use for five to
six hours. Thus if they start fishing or catching frogs at 10 o’clock at
night, the torches will last till early in the morning.
Frogs come out from their holes or out of the water to look for food
at around 10 o’clock in the evening and if the young people go to catch
frogs too early, they may not find any. In the evening when they are
ready to go, the boys ask the girls if anyone would like to accompany
them, because usually young boys and girls go together to catch frogs.
Before they start the hunt, they make a small chain of bamboo,
rywéey, and hang it up on a stick near the river to offer it to the area
spirit while asking permission to take the frogs. While they undertake
this little sacrifice, they say the following prayer:
“Oh, Lord of the area,
Lord of the earth,
Now we go to fish by torchlight,
Go to seek frogs.
Let us be successful,
Let us be lucky, too!
Frogs come out and croak,
164
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Crabs come out and sit on one another,
Come out and wait for us,
Come out and jump,
Come out and skip,
Come out and plunge!
Frog priest, come out and display tobacco!
Frog lord, come out and display míang!
Come out and hide behind flat stones,
Come out and hide at steep river-banks.
Come out and sit in masses,
Come out and look at us.”
Then they begin to light their torches. Two boys hold the lighted
torches and some of the other boys or girls carry the unlighted torches.
When the moon is full, people go to the smaller streams to look for
frogs, but when there is just a crescent moon, they go along the big
rivers. It is darker in the narrow valleys and therefore the night has to
be quite light if the frogs are to come out. In the broader valleys it is
perhaps too light during full moon and the frogs may not dare to come
out at all.
The youngsters walk along the river bank catching frogs, crabs and
if they are lucky also small fish. They joke and sing while they are
working, for frogs are not easily frightened away by noise. All the time
they have to beware of snakes which also hunt frogs at night.
When their torches are finished, the young people return home to
their village or go back to the field-house. On the way they share the
take with each other. During a good hunt they may get as much as 50
to 100 frogs. Frog-meat is very good. We say that it is even better than
chicken meet.
Taboos related to catching frogs are the same as for fishing, that is
you just have to refrain from eating or touching eggs.
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Appendix I: Texts in the Original
Language with Interlinear Translation
In this appendix the magic formulas are given in the original language
in the order they appear in the main text.
The wording is extremely important in the formulas, since a formula
would not work in the desired way if it were incorrectly recited. The
formula is addressed to the spirits of a trap, of the area or of the quarry
and it is of no consequence whether the men present at a ceremony
can hear the text or not. Often the formula is chanted rapidly in a low,
muttering voice so that it is impossible to catch the words.
Any experienced Kammu hunter would probably be able to chant
the formulas given here. He has learnt them by heart and if he gets stuck
he usually has to start right from the beginning again.
The formulas are certainly very old and have been handed down
for generations. Parts of them are completely nonsensical today but the
words of a formula must not be changed and the person performing the
rite would not hesitate to recite words which he does not understand.1
1. (page 41)
“Phɛ́ɛŋ ɛɛ, pràay, 			 (mɛ̀ɛn 			 káp 						 sló, 		 háaw …)				 ò,
“Hey 		 oh, dead-fall		 (rat-snare, snap-trap, creel, spear-trap …) I,
Cèə wàt,			 cèə		 klìs				 ɛɛ!
Will catch, will release oh!
Klìs 			 mɨ́an sŋsmprát,
Release as if spurting out,
Wàt			 mɨ́an sŋpryɨ̀a			 ɛɛ!
Catch as if putting on oh!
1 Some of the texts given here were published in Lindell and Tayanin (1976).
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Wàt			 rkòŋ rkɔ̀ɔl, rkɔ̀ɔl rnèel ɛɛ!
Catch in heaps,		in plenty			oh,
Pùur			 múuc, tùuc							 kɨ̀r				 ɛɛ!
Swarm ants,		 bend down spring		 oh,
Wàt			 knè wàaŋ plù, knú						 wàaŋ sèn ɛɛ!
Catch rat long legs, forest rat long		 back oh!
Sə́əkrèə 				 tàa táaŋyɛ̀ɛŋ,
Lemon-grass at		 spoon basket,
Làklɛ̀ɛŋ		 tàa ktùup ɛɛ!
Basilika		at		gable roof oh!
Kóh tàa cɔ̀ɔŋ,
Cut at		 common-house,
Kɔ̀ɔŋ tàa kàaŋ		 ɛɛ!
Cook at		 house oh!
Phɛ́ɛŋ ɛɛ, tóo				 cə̀ə wàt,
Hey			oh, indeed will catch,
Tóo			 cə̀ə klìs 			 smə́, smə́ ɛɛ!
Indeed will release true, true oh!
Lə̀ə		 tóh,			 lə̀ə		 ɔ̀ɔk,
Then divine, then give out,
Lə̀ə		 bɔ́ɔk lə̀ə		 làw tàa		 s‘ɔ̀ɔŋ kii!
Then tell, then say at			wood this!
S‘ɔ̀ɔŋ		 tóh			 cə̀ə pàak,
Wood divine will smear,
S‘ɔ̀ɔŋ		 làak cə̀ə		 pɔ́ɔk.
Wood lie			will burn.”
2. (page 47)
Mòoy, pàar, pé, 			 phɨ́aŋ, tɔ̀ɔl, sɔ́ɔl,
One,		two, three,		?					 ?			?
Tù							 sɔ́ɔl làn.
Run away ?				(redupl).
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Əə, kmràh,			 kmrèn
Oh, bad luck		 (redupl)
Tù							làn!
Run away (redupl)!2
3. (page 48)
Mòoy, pàar, pé,
One,		 two, three,
Kés 			 ùun lès				 ùun		 pɨ̀an,
(rhyme) let		 be able let			 get,
Pɨ̀an púas								 wàaŋ cɨ̀aŋ,
Get		barking deer		long		hindleg,
Pɨ̀an sɨ̀aŋ wàaŋ srwɛ̀ɛk,
Get		pig		long		tusk,
Pɨ̀an sɨ̀aŋ tlóoŋ,
Get		pig		solitary,
húal		 kàl.
bear		 breaking down branches.
Lìan tàa yú							 plàaŋ,
Exit		 at		 shrubbery elephant grass,
Lìan tàa ktáaŋ pryàak,
Exit		at		glade pryàak grass,
Tmpɔ́ 					 crù		 kɔ̀ɔy tàaŋ,
River valley deep later cross,
Rŋkɔ́ɔŋ 								 wàaŋ kɔ̀ɔy rɔ̀h!
Mountain range		 long		 later go along!
Wèc 				 pàh pàh,
Go home day day,

2 The translation of this enigmatic formula is not much more then a guess. The
words with the question marks are presumably long forgotten Mon-Khmer numerals.
Comparison with other Mon-Khmer languages shows that they probably appear in the
wrong order.
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Psɨ́am psɨ́am!
Night night!
Yòŋ 		 mèe			 yèt yʌ̀ʌ ò,
Father you(m) stay with I,
Mà 				 mèe			 yèt		 yʌ̀ʌ ò,
Mother you(m) stay with I,
Kàaŋ ò wàh, màh 							 ò klɔ́ɔk,
House I		 wide, cooked rice I white,
Klɔ́ɔk któŋ, còŋ 		 ktáŋ.3
White egg, high jar.
4. (page 50)
“Əə, pɨ̀an mòoy plɔ́h,
“Oh, get 		 one 		 only,
Kə̀ə pə́ə àh 		 kùu!”
It 		 not have pair!”
5. (page 62)
“Əə, pɨ̀an mòoy tóo,
“Oh, get 		 one 		 (cl),
Mèe 				 pə̀ káal,
You (m) eat first,
Mèe 				tè					 káal!
You (m) possess first!
Sipàŋ, 					 simòoy
Tomorrow, day after tomorrow
Àn pɨ̀an tè mà,
Let get possess mother,
Pɨ̀an tè 					 yòŋ 			 kə̀ə.
Get 		 possess father it.
3 The two last lines have the form of rhyme-pivot sayings with the rhymes wàh/màh
and któŋ/còŋ. Cf. Lindell (1987).
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Tlóh 					 ɔ̀ɔr		 kntɔ̀ɔr					 yɔ̀ɔt,
He-animal lead she-animal follow,
Ɔ̀ ɔr 		 mèe			 tè 					 yɔ̀,
Lead you(m) possess friend,
Ɔ̀ ɔr 		 mèe			 tè 					 pɨ̀ɨŋ.
Lead you(m) possess group.
Mèe 			 táa 			 yɔ̀h sɛ́ɛt,
You(m) don’t go		 alone,
Mèe 			 táa			 wèc				 sɛ́ɛt.”
You(m) don’t go home alone.”
6. (page 84)
“Əə, cáw dín, cáw dɔ̀ɔn,
“Oh, lord soil, lord earth,
Cáw bɔ̀ɔn, càw tìi!
Lord place, lord area!
Ì 			 ə̀h 			 prnàam, ə̀h 			rnlòh 			kii,
We make trap,				make (redupl) this,
An kə̀ə ŋàap, 					 àn kə̀ə máan dɛɛ!
Let it		 successful, let		 it		 lucky too!
Krɔ́ɔ 		 àn ì		 tè		 khɔ́ɔŋ lìaŋ, síaŋ 				 kɨ́a		 pɔ̀ɔ!
Please let we get livestock,		 (rhyme) keep you!
Táa 			 àn nɔ̀ɔ ŋɔ̀,		 táa			 àn nɔ̀ɔ			 krɨ́ɨm!
Don’t let		 them fear, don’t let them		 shun!
Mə̀ 		 yèt lès 			 lə̀ə 		 rɔ̀ɔt 		 là,
Who be		 close then arrive soon
Mə̀ 		 yèt cà lə̀ə 		 rɔ̀ɔt 		 hí,
Who be		 far then arrive later,
Yèt tàa tál 			 lə̀ə 		 rə̀h,
Be		at		south then go		up,
Yèt tàa pə̀h 		 lə̀ə 		 cùur!
Be		at		north then go down!
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An prnàam ì 		 ŋàap, 					 máan dɛɛ!
Let trap			 we successful, lucky too!
I 			 cə̀ə wɛ̀ɛt kə̀ə yʌ̀ʌ làat, 			 yʌ̀ʌ 		 kmúul kii. Sáathù!”
We will buy		 it			with copper, with silver		this. Amen!”
7. (page 89)
“Kùrrrr!
“Chick chick!
Tlòh					 ɔ̀ɔr, 		 kntɔ̀ɔr 				 yɔ̀ɔt,
He-animal lead, she-animal follow,
Ɔ̀ ɔr 		 mèe tè 						 yɔ̀,
Lead you		possess		friends,
Ɔ̀ ɔr 		 mèe tè 						 pɨ̀ɨŋ!
Lead you		possess		group!
Mèe táa			 yɔ̀h sɛ́ɛt,
You don’t go		 alone,
Mèe táa			 wèc 				 sɛ́ɛt!”
You don’t go home alone!”
8. (page 110)
“Əə, ə̀h 			pràay,
“Oh, make death-fall,
Ə̀h			 káp					 kii,
Make snap-trap this,
Àn kə̀ə ŋàap,
Let it		 successful,
Àn kə̀ə máan.
Let it		 lucky.
Mə̀ 					 táa			 tɨ́t			 rŋtàaŋ,
Anybody don’t block passway,
Mə̀ 					 táa			 kráaŋ cnɔ́ɔr.
Anybody don’t shut 		 track.
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Mə̀ 		 yèt 		 tàa tál 			 lə̀ə 		 rə̀h,
Who stay at		 south then go up,
Mə̀ 		 yèt 		 táa pə̀h 		 lə̀ə 		 cùur,
Who stay at		 north then go down,
Kné wàaŋ plù,
Rat long legs,
Knú 					 wàaŋ cɨ̀aŋ!”
Forest rat		long		feet!”
9. (page 113)
“Əə, skii 		 àn mèe pə̀ prí,
“Oh, today let		you		eat pepper,
Àn mèe pə̀ máar!
Let you		 eat salt!
Tháa mèe pə̀ kù pə̀ prí,
If 			 you not like eat pepper,
Pə́ə kù 		 pə̀ máar,
Not like		 eat salt,
Lə̀ə 		 sɔ́ɔk mèe pə̀ àh,
Then seek you		 eat meat,
Sɔ́ɔk mèe pə̀ màh!”
Seek you		 eat rice!”
10. (page 156–157)
“Əə cáw dɔ́ɔn,
“Oh lord earth,
Cáw tìi,
Lord area,
Yɔ̀h pàal,
Go		 fish with torch,
Yɔ̀h yə́ər 		 kìi.
Go		 redupl this.
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Ùun ŋàap,
Let successful,
Ùun màan, dɛ̀ɛ!
Let lucky, too!
Tríik lìan		 tryàam,
Frog exit		 cry,
Ktáam lìan trpɔ̀,
Crab		 exit sit on one another,
Lìan kɔ̀,
Exit wait,
Lìan hə́r,
Exit jump,
Lìan tə́r,
Exit skip,
Lìan ŋòon!
Exit plunge!
Lkùun, 					 lìan táŋ 				 ‘yáa,
Ritual head, exit		 display tobacco
Pyàa, 		 lìan táŋ 				 míaŋ!
Master, exit display miang!
Lìan ɛ̀ɛm tàa klàaŋ cptɨ̀ɨp,
Exit		hide at		stone flat
Lìan ɛ̀ɛm tàa pɨ̀ɨp 						 crhɨ́ɨr,
Exit		hide at		river-bank steep,
Lìan tèn rɔ̀ɔŋɔ̀ɔ,
Exit		sit		in masses,
Lìan phɔ́ɔ rə̀əŋə̀ə!”
Exit		look		stare upwards!”
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Appendix II: Glossary
Italicized cross-referenced terms are from the essay by Olivier Évrard.
The glossary contains all words connected with hunting, trapping and
fishing. Geographical names outside the Rmcùal area are given in a
special list, whereas those in the Rmcùal area are found in the map and
therefore not repeated here. Names of persons who live or have lived
in the area have also been collected in a special section of the glossary.
The words of the prayers which have a word-to-word translation in
Appendix I, on the other hand, have not been included.
báat
bét
bɔ́ɔk kmñàam
búucàa snáat
cám tɔ̀ɔn
céek, céek
cɨ̀aŋ cɨ̀p
cmə̀
cmə̀ sñéey
cnɔ́ɔp
cntràŋ kwɨ̀al
cók màh
cɔ̀h
cráh
cráh húal
cráh pɨ̀ɨŋ
cráh púas
cráh sɨ́aŋ
crɔ́

weight of 15 grams (?)
fish-hook, to angle with hook
spring-pole for catching edible mole crickets
to worship a gun in order to make it lucky
measure from tip of thumb to tip of index-finger, =
cók màh
squeak of young squirrels
abutment for spring
string
release string
bearer for props
forked support
measure from tip of thumb to tip of indexfinger, =
cám tɔ̀ɔn
smaller weir
bamboo booby-trap, spear in bamboo booby-trap
bamboo booby-trap for bears
bamboo booby-traps with several spears
bamboo booby-trap for barking deer
bamboo booby-trap for boars
weir
175
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crwák
cú
cùk
cúm
chúk
dii
em
háan
háan sáak
háaw
hʔɨ́, hʔɨ́
hɨ́ŋ
hɨ́ŋ skó
hɨ́ŋ trú
hmpíat
hmròk
hŋkúul
hŋkúul kók
hɔ́ɔs kóoŋ
hɔ́ɔs pryɔ̀ɔŋ
hpɔ́ɔt
húal (hual)
húut
ká
ká kɨ́an
kám
kám
kám ʔyɨ́ɨn
káp
káp pté
káp wák
kàaŋ
kcé
kcó
kə́t
kə́ət
khát
khát kmñàam
khát túun
kháw knáaŋ
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hook
to be ill, to be in pain
ivory nut; ivory-nut fibre
come together; shape achieved in divination
kind of bamboo
(Lao) good
see pɨ̀ɨŋ èem
to die
to die in vain, to die in a useless way
(Lao) spear-trap
sound of sobbing
bug
gourd bug
trú-tree bug
kind of liana
dhole (wild dog)
beetle
olive beetle
kind of grasshopper
kind of grasshopper
kind of bee
bear
kind of bee
fish
kind of fish
arrow, spear in trap
measure: from tip of thumb to tip of middle finger
measure: handbreadth plus length of thumb
snap-trap
snap-trap on the ground
snap-trap on branches
house
plant with poisonous resin
tree with poisonous bark
stop
bear, to be born
spring-trap
spring-trap for mole-crickets
spring-pole snare for bamboo-rat
get in front of someone; shape achieved in divination
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khə́əncàaŋ
khə́əy
khoey
khú
kɨ̀r
kɨ̀ɨp
kɨ́an
klár (klar)
klàaŋ
klnòoŋ
klñà
klóp
klpàk
kltès
kltès pɔ́h
kmbuar
kmmú
kmnèes
kmnòl
kmnùun
kmñàam
kmpɨ̀ar
kmràh
kncrés
knɛ́
knóoŋ
kntɨ̀p
kók
kòn
kɔ́
kɔ́ súm
kràŋ
krɨ̀al
krɨ̀ɨn
krlɨ̀s
krlɔ̀ɔŋ
krnàp
krnòon
krɔ́ɔt
kro
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village gate
male member of wife-taking group (pɨ̀ɨŋ cè)
see khə́əy
red ant
spring
measure: from tip of thumb to tip of middle finger
kind of fish
spear-trap
stone
balance-beam
glue for catching birds
sound of bamboo clapper
bamboo-bell
stopper, support for falling part in trap
stopper of bamboo clapper in trap
see kmpɨ̀ar
human being, Kammu
fence beside trap
support for trigger in trap
brace
edible mole cricket
pangolin
unsuccessful; to bar out; spirits of bad luck in hunting
cage-trap for big felines
divination
joist
trap-door
Canarium olive [actually hogplum, Spondias pinnata]
person
to wait
to lie in wait in a hunting shelter
hard; shape achieved in divination
kind of bamboo
kind of spring-pole snare
trigger
run for spear in trap
hinge for balance beam
kind of beetle, cockchafer (?)
indoor rat-snare
see crɔ́
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krú
ktáak
ktíiŋ
kúŋ
kúp
kyɔ̀ɔŋ
lá pɨ́r
làaŋ
lèŋ
líim
lmpáak
lɔ̀ɔk (look)
lùuylàay
màa
maen
màn
mɛ̀ɛn
mɛ̀ɛŋ
míaŋ
mòk
mòoy
mɔ̀
mprok
múuc
nám
nàay pràan
nòol
òm
ɔ̀ɔŋ
ɔ̀ɔŋ káar
ɔ̀ɔŋ kúŋ
ɔ̀ɔŋ sɔ́
pə̀k
pháw (snáat)
phíi
píñ
pɨ̀k
pioch
pɨ́r
pɨ̀ɨŋ
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fishing by closing off a stream
handbreadth
gaur
village
cage-trap for birds
kind of fruit
cage in weir
to pretend
trigger in trap
local silver coin
strip, cover
fish by stirring up mud
winged black ant
prop in weir
see mɛ̀ɛn
the French colonial coin piastre de commerce
kind of rat-snare (also used to catch squirrels, etc.)
insect; kind of spring-pole snare
fermented tea
mountain, dry land
one
cross-bow
see hmròk
black ant
big
successful hunter
snap-trap for monkeys
water, river, stream
digger hornet
small digger hornet
big digger hornet
digger hornet
pass over; shape achieved in divination
gunpowder
(Lao) spirit
to shoot
balance beam
see pyɔ́ɔk
fish-trap for catching fish going upstream
group
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pɨ̀ɨŋ cè
pɨ̀ɨŋ èem
pláŋ
plɨ̀ak
plók klñà
plɔ́
pɔ́h
pràan
pràay
pràay klàaŋ
pràay plís
pràay prì
pràay ré
pray
préep
prháan hyíar
prìiŋ
prkà
prlàk
prlɔ̀ɔr
prnàal
prnàam
prɔ́ɔk (prok)
prtéen
pryàak
pryɔ̀ɔn
pùuk
púas (puas)
puer
pyɔ́ɔk
ràay
ráŋ hpɔ́ɔt
raeo
ré (re)
rèp
rə̀əy
rɛ̀ɛt
rɛ̀ɛw
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wife-taking group
wife-giving group
sound of shot
to go away from one another; shape achieved in
divination
bamboo container for glue
empty; shape achieved in divination
bamboo clapper
spot for sacrifice on weapon, shelf for sacrifice in
house
dead-fall trap
stone dead-fall
flick dead-fall
dead-fall in the forest
dead-fall in the fields
see pràay
whistle for calling deer
kind of plant
long wooden drum
fishing by draining a stream
pole
strut
sign of warning
trap
squirrel
treadle
kind of grass
dragon
flushy
barking deer
see pɨ́r
kind of spring-pole snare
evil, wild, bad
beehive
see rɛ̀ɛw
porcupine
casting-net
screen
rhinoceros
spring-pole snare
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rháaŋ
kind of bamboo
Rmèet
the Rmèet (Lamet) ethnic group
rmkúum
weevil
rmpùh
suspension cord
rnpán
winding
rŋcìŋ
kind of liana
rŋlɛ́ɛŋ sñéey
pole for release string
róoy èes
area spirits
róoy hʔéep
spirit of a person dead in an accident
róoy khə́əncàaŋ spirits of the outskirts of a village
róoy lwàaŋ
spirits of heaven
róoy Yà Kmáay a kind of spirit of success
rɔ̀ɔy
hundred
rɔ̀ɔy
weight of 150 grams, = 10 báat
rptháap
stopper for spring
rwàay
big feline
rwàay nám
tiger
rwàay pùuk
fishing cat
rwàay srmìñ
leopard
rwàay yíaŋ
black panther
rwàay yìm
brown jungle cat
ryàal
kind of bamboo
rywéey
bamboo chain used in sacrifice
sat mok
see sét mòk
scáaŋ
elephant
sét mòk
“animals from the mountain”
sɨá ŋ prì (seuang pri) wild boar
sikáa
day of the Kammu calendar
sikáap
day of the Kammu calendar
sisə́ə
day of the Kammu calendar
síañ-síañ
expressive depicting a glimmer of light
skó
gourd
sló
fishing creel
smcèr
attaching string
smrì
winged red ant
snár yà
arch for balance beam
snáat
gun, firearm
snɛ́h
prop
sñéey
release string
sŋá
kind of fruit
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sŋcrí
sŋkáar
sŋʔɔ̀ɔy
sɔ́ɔk
sɔ́ɔk
sɔ́ɔk ká
sɔ́ɔk píñ
srmìñ
stmìat
súm
syɔ́ɔc
tàk
tayak
tèe
tə̀ŋ
tíaŋ
tklòk
tlàa
tmáar
tmràac
tngkaer
tnlòŋ
tnɔ́h
tŋkà
tŋkà kàm
tŋkə̀ər
tókŋòl
tóo
tóo sét
tóoŋ
tɔ́ɔ
tɔ́ɔ pɔ́ɔl
tɔ́ɔr
tʌ̀ʌn
trháay
trkáas
trkɔ́ɔt (trkot)
trlə̀əy
trlɔ̀ɔŋ
trnàŋ
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taboo, gift for the taboo
gift of meat
bait in trap
measure: from elbow to tip of middle finger
to seek, to look for
to fish
to hunt
star
kind of grasshopper
hunting shelter
kind of spring-pole snare
greet
see tyáak
he, his, himself, she, etc.
all, both, the whole
string
supporting pole
kind of bamboo
kind of bamboo
kind of grasshopper
see tŋkə̀ər
case in trap
mouth
supporting fork
pole with bore for spear
baited bird-trap
praying mantis
body; main part of various traps
animal
cage in weir
to call
whistle to call birds
tube-trap for rats
separating lath
kind of bee
antipathy, aversion, repugnance; kind of spirits
monitor lizard
kind of fish
log in dead-fall
cord, line
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trnàŋ
trɔ́ɔŋ pràay
trú
túun (tun)
twá
twáar
tyáak
wá (var)
wák
wéek
wéek, wéek
wɛ̀ɛl
yáar
yàar
yìm
yíaŋ
yɔ̀h pàal
yɔ̀h rɔ́ɔm
yʌ̀ʌ
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bridge
track; row of dead-fall traps
kind of tree
rodent; bamboo rat
fern; fernwood peg in traps
bird-net
stag
monkey
to hang up
squeal of pig
sound of fawn
jungle knife; blade in trap
to angle without hook
kind of cicada
red
black
catching frogs or fishing by torchlight
battue
with
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Appendix III: People and Places
This new appendix combines geographical and personal lists moved
from Appendix II in the original work with contemporary (mainly Laobased) information supplied by Olivier Évrard and cross-referenced by
Håkan Lundström.
Ethnic groups
Kammu: Kwɛ̀ɛn (khuaen), Lɨ̀ɨ (lue), Rɔ̀ɔk (rok), Yùan (yuan)
Other: Rmèet (Rmet, Lamet [Lao name])
Names of people
Female: Haktchoi, Kammuen, Tɛ̀ɛn Sə́ə, Vimuen
Male: Cə́ə, Cə́ə Yɔ̀ɔm, Cə̀ŋ Ràw (Chueng), Hák Ŋùa, In, Làaŋ, Làay,
Mán Ràw (Taman), Mɨ̀aŋ Ràw (Mueang), Mɨ́ɨn Ràw (Muen), Ñìi Ràw,
Ŋɨ̀a, Ràw Lìaŋ, Sét Mán, Sét Ŋə̀n, Tìaŋ Ŋə̀n, Wáaŋ Mɔ́ɔ
Kammu villages1
Kɔ̀ɔn Hʌ́ʌr (Konuer), Kɔ̀ɔn trù (Kontru), Konuen, Kɔ̀ɔn Sláay (Konsalai),
Konthi,2 Konthit,2 Kúŋ Pə̀h, Rmpɛ̀ (Lampae), Mokkampang, Mòk Kmtɨĺ
(Mokkmtueal), Mòŋ Crùan (Mongsruean), Mòŋ Knɨŋ̀ (Mongkanueng),
Mòŋ Krò (Mongkro), Mòŋ Láay (Monglai), Mòŋ Lɔ̀ɔt (Mongrot), Namlai,
Phulot, Pùu Tìi (Phuti), Rkɨ̀ŋ (Rakueng), Ryáaŋ (Rayang), Rmcùal
(Rmcual), Sɛ́ɛn Tóŋ (Saenthong), Srkáp (Sakab), Sklàaŋ (Saklang),
Slyàaŋ (Salueang), Stpúut (Shaput)

1 See also maps on pp. 8–9 and p. 33.
2 Might refer to Kɔ̀ɔn Tɨ́r and Kɔ̀ɔn Tís respectively.
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The Lucky Hunter: An Epilogue
Damrong Tayanin (Kàm Ràw)

The Author
My Kammu name is Kàm Ràw and my Lao name is Damrong Tayanin.
I was born in Rmcùal village in Ban Mo region, Southern Louang
Namtha, in northern Laos. I was probably born in 1938. In those days
the Kammu people used a lunar calendar with one 11-day cycle and one
11-year cycle. For instance, I was born when our villagers used the land
at the Prhiar field area for growing rice, which corresponds to 1938 in
the Western calendar. So I believe that I was born in 1938 as follows
from the swidden agriculture cycle.
Although there was no school in the villages people learned in
other ways. We learned about the work on the swidden field and how to
hunt and fish. Some young people learned from their parents and others
learned from the elder people. Young women learnt how to take care of
their families from their mothers or from the elder women. Young men
learnt how to take care of their families from their fathers or from the
elder men. The boys at about 6–7 years of age learnt to hunt, to fish and
to make all kinds of traps from the adults. I learned this just like other
boys. However, when I was 15 or 16 years old I also learned to be a
shaman and learnt about medical plants.
All the boys had their education in the common-houses of the village. Young boys from 5 years of age and unmarried men slept in the
common-houses that their families belonged to. Some families that had
many family members had to build a working house close to their family house for their own family to stay or work. Before 1950 there were
only four working houses in the village that were private. After 1950 the
village population increased – one family might consist of more than ten
people and there was not place enough to sleep in the house. Then the
189
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family built their own working-house, which was close to their house so
some of the family members could sleep or work there.
My family had two rows of deadfall-traps, trɔ́ɔŋ pràay, and there
were some 79 deadfall traps in each row. I also had some 57 to 79 ratsnares, and some 25 to 37 baited bird-traps as well as two cross-bows
and a casting-net for fishing. I got at least four or five birds, some jungle
rats and some fish each day. In my family we were seven persons and
we could live on these animals. I went to hunt and fish more than I
worked in the field. Six of us had to work in the field and I had to look
for meat and vegetables for the whole family. There were two families
who had no male members, so the meat and vegetables that I got for my
own family were also shared with them.
A Lucky Hunter
Hunting and fishing was not only a sport, it meant a good life for all
the villagers. When a hunter got a large animal he had to share it with
every family. A skillful and diligent man was a successful hunter. All the
Kammu men should be good at hunting, fishing and trap construction.
There should be many kinds of traps both in the water and in the forest,
so that their drying rack would be filled with meat. Their baskets should
be full of dried meat and fish so that their families would have enough
food to eat every day. If the master of a house could not hunt or make
traps, his family could only eat vegetables every day. That would be not
good for him and they would never respect him.
Hunting and fishing went closely together with culture and religion.
Every time when a fisherman started fishing he always offered food
and tobacco to the spirit who owned the land. When he was going to
construct a trap, he also had to prepare some special ceremony and use
some silver coins and food to offer to the spirit who owned the land and
wild animals.
A skillful trap constructor and successful hunter was a good son-inlaw, because every time when the father- and mother-in-law had many
helpers in the fields they would have enough dried meat to prepare food
for their guests. His father- and mother-in-law would love and respect him.
In the villages, rice, meat, fish and vegetables were of more importance than money. Villagers were always talking about their traps and
fields. Nobody talked about money, because you could not buy meat or
fish in the village. However, people could not prepare food only with
meat or fish but had to mix it with vegetables and other ingredients.
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Young leaves of wild pumpkin.

When you make a stew from dried meat or dried fish, you should
use a little meat or fish and mix it with vegetables and some other ingredients. Here is a recipe for a rich stew from young wild pumpkin leaves
and a kind of small gourd.
Stew from dried meat or dried fish
1. Fill a pot with 3 litres of cold water.
2. Roast 4 green peppers.
3. Heat the pot until the water boils.
4. Tear off 200 grams of young pumpkin leaves.
5. Add some 10–15 roasted small gourds (Luffa Acutangula).
6. Add 200 grams of dried meat or one dried squirrel.
7. Add 2 table spoons of salt.
8. Tear the roasted peppers to pieces and put it in the pot.
9. Cut the dried meat or a dried squirrel into small pieces and put in the
pot.
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A kind of small gourd
(Luffa Acutangula)

10. Roast 2 pieces of lemongrass, sə́ə krə̀ə.
11. Add some 4–5 pieces of basil (Basilicum, Lamiaceae).
12. Add 2 handfuls of crushed rice, hntrɔ̀ɔy.
13. Stir as much as much you can, in order to make the stew tasty.
14. The stew is ready in 25 to 30 minutes.
This dish will be enough for 6–8 persons.
People used both young leaves and the flowers of pumpkins to prepare
food. This kind of dish is a daily food made from a cultivated vegetable.

Basil (Basilicum,
Lamiaceae)
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This dish was eaten during the rainy season, because people cultivated these vegetables in their fields. After they finished the harvest
they abandoned the fields and left the cultivated vegetables to die or be
eaten by the domestic animals.
Since people mixed it together with vegetables and other ingredients, one squirrel or one jungle rat or 200 grams of dried meat is enough
to feed a whole family (6–8 members).
Hunting partridges
From January to May the hunters made some 50–70 spring-pole snares for
catching partridge, pyɔ́ɔk próŋ. Partridges always live in the dense fallow
and looking for food on the ground they eat insects, seeds and small stones.
At night they flew up and sit on the branch and sleep in the tree, about three
to six metres above the ground. They never spend the night on the ground
since they fear of a civet cat would come and kill them.
The hunter would carry his spring-pole snares, pyɔ́ɔk próŋ, and go
to the young fallow. About 5–7 years after the villagers abandoned the
land after using it, the forest would be dense of young trees and bushes.
The hunters walked around in the forest and carefully observed the
ground to find out if there were some partridges living in that region;
one can see where partridges have scratched the ground. When they saw
the ground had been scratched by partridges they cut smaller sticks and
made a fence about 200–400 meters long and made openings every one
meter where they set as many snares. When the partridges passed the
fence at the opening they got caught by the spring-pole snares (see page
110 in this volume).
After they had set up all the spring-pole snares, they returned home
and two days later they went to check the spring-pole snares. They must
go to check the traps every two days. Sometimes the traps caught two
or three partridges. One partridge may be enough to fill the stomachs of
8–10 persons, or the family may prepare a stew for two or three meals
from a partridge.
Sometimes at 5 or 6 o’clock in the evening the hunter carried a rifle
and went to lie in wait in the forest near the tree where the partridges
used to spend the night. He would walk around in the forest and look
carefully on the ground. When he spoted a place where the partridges
used to spend the night he sat down and hide himself under the bush.
When the sun was almost set and the cool wind blew softly, squirrels
would go to seek food and scattered here and there. The partridges came
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back to the place where they use to spend the night, they flew up and
sat on the branch and the male partridges sang ‘kláa kɔ̀ɔy-kláa kɔ̀ɔy‘
while the female partridges sang ‘krɔ̀ɔc-krɔ̀ɔc’. The hunter heard the
partridges fly up in the trees and sang and he walked carefully towards
that place and looked at every branch. When he saw a partridge sit on a
branch he shot at it with his rifle.
The partridge meat is the best meat of all kinds of birds. It is tastier
than other birds and it is best stewed, ‘tàŋ próŋ’. Since the partridges
were daily food people may prepare food from a partridge whenever and
there were no restrictions with regard to taboos. However, not every family could have a partridge. Only a skillful hunter could catch a partridge.
Stewed partridge
A whole partridge (1.000 grams)
1. Fill a cooking pot with cold water and heat it
2. Roast the whole partridge until it becomes brown, cut it into small
pieces and put it in the pot
3. Roast some 4-6 green peppers, tear them and put them in the pot
4. Add two full table spoons of salt
5. Roast 2 stems of lemongrass, sə́ə krə̀ə, and put it in the pot
6. Add a handful of crushed rice, hntrɔ̀ɔy, and put it in the pot
7. Pound about a table spoon of Zanthoxylum Myrianthum, kyɔ̀ɔŋ sı́im,
and put it in the pot
8. Slice some 5-10 leaves of Japanese bunching onion (Allium
Fistulosum), sʔɨ́m, and put it in the pot

Basil of the family
Lamiaceae
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9. Slice some 2–3 straws of basil, klúus, and put it in the pot
10. Stir the stew all the time. The more you stir, the more it will taste.
In about 30–40 minutes the stew is ready to eat.

Lemongrass (Cymbopogon citratus)
Zanthoxylum Myrianthum, kyɔ̀ɔŋ sı́im
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The Extraordinary Collaborative Research
on Khmu Culture of Damrong Tayanin and
Kristina Lindell
Magnus Fiskesjö
Kàm Ràw (1938–2011), who is also known by his Thai name Damrong
Tayanin, was a Khmu (Kammu) scholar born in northern Laos, where he
grew up in a highland village and gained wide-ranging knowledge of his
own peoples’ cultural traditions, including the treasures of Khmu oral
literature and music. As a young man and itinerant labourer (including
as a wartime army employee), he also learned several other languages
spoken across the region of the Khmu who live mainly in northern
Laos and Thailand but also in China and Vietnam. Early in 1973, near
Lampang, northern Thailand, Kàm Ràw was invited to meet Kristina
Lindell (1928–2005), a Swedish linguist, folklorist, and scholar of East
and Southeast Asian cultures. At the time, she was conducting a year of
research at the Lampang field station of the Scandinavian Institute of
Asian Studies, in Copenhagen (later renamed the Nordic Institute for
Asian Studies, NIAS), where she had initiated the Kammu Language
and Folklore Project in 1972. Kàm Ràw was originally invited as one of
several storytellers who were asked to share their stories for documentation in the alphabet that Kristina Lindell has created. She quickly realized
his extraordinary capabilities, and he was asked to join the project as an
assistant and interpreter. Thus began a collaborative research project on
Khmu language and culture extending over almost four decades – one of
the most striking stories of productive and profoundly meaningful longterm collaborative research in Southeast Asia (the select bibliography
assembled below is not complete, but provides a sizable overview).
Their accomplishments are remarkable not least because Kàm Ràw,
for his part, grew up without formal schooling and yet produced a body of
scholarship and documentation which constitutes a dramatic testimony
197
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Kàm Ràw and Kristina Lindell in Northern Thailand at an (unrelated) local shrine.
Photo probably taken in 1973 or 1974. Courtesy of Olivier Évrard and Ten Nyi (on left
in the photo).

both to the formidable richness of Southeast Asia’s historically nonliterate cultural traditions, and to his and his own people’s formidable
intellectual capabilities.
In 1974, Kristina Lindell arranged grants for Kàm Ràw to come
and work at Lund University, a major research university in southern
Sweden. There she gathered a broad team of researchers in all these
fields and more, who all collaborated with Kàm Ràw, co-authoring
books and articles with him. Kàm Ràw and Kristina Lindell remained
based at Lund University for the rest of their careers. They left there
only occasionally, for research trips in Southeast Asia, or for brief séjours elsewhere, such as Kàm Ràw’s academic year visit with his family
at Cornell University in 1989–90, on which more below.
Kristina herself lived for many years together with her aging mother
in a house in the city of Lund, which is also my own hometown – by this
coincidence, I myself had frequent occasion to pay visits to her throughout my own twisted career. When Kristina passed away, she bequeathed
this house to Kàm Ràw, who lived there with his own family until his
death in April 2011. The two are buried near each other in a lush, green
cemetery in Limhamn, Sweden, where I paid an emotional visit in the
summer of 2011 to leave flowers on each of their graves.
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At the time when the two scholars first met, in 1973, Kristina was
in the process of founding the Department of East and Southeast Asian
Languages at Lund University. There, she organized and started up the
teaching of Chinese, Thai, and other Asian languages, which had barely
been taught there before. I myself first signed up for her Fall 1978 intensive Chinese class, and remained a disciple ever since (much later,
in the 1990s, I too joined the field of Mon-Khmer studies through my
research on the Wa, who are also speakers of a Northern Mon-Khmer
language, as are the Khmu and the Lamet, also known as Rmeet, who
had been previously studied by the Swedish anthropologist Karl Gustaf
Izikowitz). As her student at Lund University, I learned to deeply value
not just Kristina’s tough-love mentorship, as a formidable and demanding teacher, but above all – as I have also noted elsewhere (Fiskesjö
2005; see too Swahn 2006) – her insistence on taking language and
culture seriously. I am personally convinced that it was her fundamental
regard for the irreducible complexity and richness of the languages,
folklore and culture of others that propelled her determination through
her long years of research and writing. She too came to academia through
extraordinary hard work: having once been a primary school teacher,
she managed to persevere and become a leader in academia, through her
diligent study of foreign languages, but also through overcoming gender
bias, which was still an obstacle for a women academic in Sweden in her
time. Her scholarly ethos derived in large measure from her training in
both languages and (later) in folklore, in which she had come to grasp
how linguistic and cultural difference really does make a difference –
that can be ignored only at the price of either misunderstanding or missing the point, or both. This was her starting point, in listening to Kàm
Ràw – really listening; and collaborating with him in writing down, and
in writing about, those vast riches to which he had access through his
learning of what was essentially an oral tradition.
Kàm Ràw himself was warm, friendly, and caring, and endowed with
remarkable talents as a singer, storyteller, and scholar. At Lund, he soon
became fluent in both Swedish and English. This was a man who once
taught himself Lao writing by peeking through a schoolhouse window,
and later advanced to become a sophisticated scholar in his own right.
In the joint research program, Kàm Ràw was originally a linguistic
and cultural informant, and he also continued as such throughout. In
addition, he was also one of several storytellers whose retellings of
Khmu oral literature provided the material for the six volumes of tales
published 1977–98, under the general heading Folk Tales from Kammu
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Kristina Lindell at Lund
University after receiving
her honorary doctorate.
Courtesy of Kristina
Lindell.

(see below for details). Among these, Volume III presented a wealth
of stories told by Kàm Ràw himself, and is prefaced by a marvellous
account of his invoking of a Khmu story to rebuke what he saw as the
misbehaviour of Kristina Lindell. The other volumes, produced with his
editorial aid, rendered stories told by Khmu storytellers, both masters
and novices, who had been engaged by the project team through Kàm
Ràw’s aid.
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Kàm Ràw visiting at
Cornell University, 1990.
Photo Charles Harrington.
Courtesy of ‘The Cornell
Chronicle’ (cf. Kaff 1990).

Kàm Ràw himself also became involved as an author and scholar in
research on a wide range of other topics – ethnobotany, music, etc. – and in
1986, in recognition of his scholarship, Kàm Ràw was given an honorary
doctorate at Lund University (Kristina Lindell received hers in 1994).
Their collaboration was primarily focused on the recording and
analysis of Khmu folktales, music, and language, and came to be based
mainly in the Linguistics department at Lund University, where Kàm
Ràw’s own rich webpages are still hosted (see below). The work also
involved the linguist Jan-Olof Svantesson and the ethnomusicologist
Håkan Lundström, among others. The folklorist Jan-Öyvind Swahn, together with Kristina Lindell, explored the motifs deployed in Khmu oral
literature, and sought to link them with other Asian and world traditions
(on the methodology, see Lindell et al, Working on the Motifs in a Folk
Tale; Lindell & Swahn 1997).
Kàm Ràw was a visiting scholar at Cornell University in 1989–90,
as a Rockefeller Resident Fellow in the Humanities, and the university newspaper ran an article on him (Kaff 1990). The power of his
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Khmu singing is still recalled by those who attended his presentation.
Another of the outcomes of this stay was the autobiographical book
published in English in Cornell’s Southeast Asia Program’s book series,
Being Kammu: My Village, My Life (it has also been published separately in Thai, in 2005). It is a fascinating account, but in one review
the U.S. social anthropologist Durrenberger (1997) painted Kàm Ràw
as a passive captive of “the Scandinavian tradition of folk studies”, a
straw-man construction denounced by the reviewer as divorced from
history, which is not true, at least not for large parts of this valuable tradition. Durrenberger also mistakenly conflated this folkloristic tradition
with the explicitly anthropological scholarship of Karl Gustav Izikowitz
(1903–84). Izikowitz was not so much a folklorist as an anthropologist,
famous for his work on the Lamet of northern Laos, neighbours of the
Khmu (cf. Izikowitz 1985), and he too welcomed Kàm Ràw in Sweden
and encouraged Kàm Ràw’s scholarship. In his eagerness to reject “folk
studies”, Durrenberger seems to have missed the key point about taking seriously what people say (at length, in detail, in many volumes!),
which is the core and enduring value of “humanistic” folklore studies
– sadly ignored in some forms of social science but a key feature of
precisely this kind of folkloristics. Durrenberger made a much better
point when he expressed his hope that Kàm Ràw would also write more
about the modern-day history of the Khmu (not least their wartime
experiences) – only Kàm Ràw was already doing this, in his own way
(e.g. Damrong Tayanin and Lue Vang 1992), and about his life in the
West (cf. Damrong Tayanin 2005). But still, more importantly, what
is dismissed by some as so-called “folk” materials may remain crucial
materials for Kàm Ràw and other Khmu, not idle “stories”, but vehicles
for both the embodiment and transmission of treasured knowledge of
key importance for their people, including for their identity and their
place in the world, as a living people.
For this reason it is also important to point out that his work to record
and transmit Khmu folklore and culture was very highly regarded across
the global communities of fellow Khmu, whom Kàm Ràw’s visited during his travels to France, to the US, etc. As Charles Biff Keyes noted
on the ThailandLaosCambodia online network, on 21 April 2011, Kàm
Ràw “was received in Seattle as among other Kammu communities both
abroad and in Laos as their chief advocate for their cultural heritage.”
Among Kàm Ràw’s last work was his participation in the twin
books recording and discussing his Khmu songs, produced in collaboration with Håkan Lundström, and within the framework of linguistic
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recordings first built by Kristina Lindell in the early 1970s. Together,
Kàm Ràw (Damrong Tayanin), Kristina Lindell and their colleagues
created a shining example of dedicated collaborative work (not least
in the multi-volume Folk Tales from Kammu), a lasting inheritance not
only for Khmu (Kammu) people as they go into the future as a global
presence in their own right, but also for everyone else, as a treasurehouse of human ingenuity and wisdom.
Their collaboration exemplifies the building of bridges between
indigenous and foreign scholars which is becoming increasingly important in the world today (see for instance Hendry and Fitznor 2012).
Bibliographical Note
The bibliography listed below is not complete for either author, or for
any of their collaborators, but it does gather a number of important
items from several aspects of the work of Kàm Ràw (Damrong Tayanin)
and Kristina Lindell (such as folklore, linguistics, cuisine, etc.). It also
includes some informative obituaries and other biographical essays on
these two scholars, as well as select contributions relating to Khmu history and culture by such authors as Olivier Évrard, Håkan Lundström,
Jan-Olov Svantesson, Jan-Öyvind Swahn, Frank Proschan, and others.
Not listed here is the unauthorized book with pirated selections from
Lindell’s works on the Khmu, published in Taipei in the 1980s. Also
not included are Lindell’s many rich book reviews (in Asian Folklore
Studies, and elsewhere), or her publications on Chinese culture and history, or those on folklore from Sweden and elsewhere.
It may be noted that one entry below (Lindell, Svantesson and
Damrong Tayanin 1978) concerns the Rmeet (Rmet, Lamet) people,
close neighbours of the Khmu and speakers of a related Mon-Khmer
language. On them, the interested reader may also want to refer to works
by Karl Gustav Izikowitz (himself an important early influence on both
Lindell and Kàm Ràw), as well as (more recently) by Guido Sprenger,
and others.
Note also that Kàm Ràw’s and his collaborators’ research (and with
more pictures of Kàm Ràw) is also recorded in the rich pages still hosted at
Lund University, http://person2.sol.lu.se/DamrongTayanin/kammu.html,
under the heading “Kammu Home Page” (and also, with more bibliographic information, http://www.sol.lu.se/en/sol/staff/DamrongTayanin/).
For more comprehensive bibliographical information on Kristina Lindell’s
works, see Fiskesjö 2005a, b, c).
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